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EARN TEN DOLLARS
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THINK THIS OVER!

ALL THE HOME NEWS

Inventing a Maine Slogan To
Wear On a Button.

A prize of $10 for the beat slogan

We, as a civic corporation, spend $50,020 annually and thia
year $125,000 additional, in preparin'! our young men and women
for citizenship. Our foremost citizen said recently: “These boys
arc our city’s greatest asset.”
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Can’t Isthe twin sister
•—rlsy.—Beecher.

But—in erder to keep the young men in Rcckland We must
cooperate and give them a square chance.

•••

Here is the meat of this advertisement. A Rockland young
man has started an industry—has leased commodious quarters
for Awning and allied manufacture and dry, light, rot-proof stor
age—is equipping the plant with modern machinery and is taking
on the best help available. JEROME BUSHNELL, a master sail
maker, joins the staff this week, and BERNARD HYLER, a past
master of awning work, is giving part time, active and advisory.
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NEW STEAMSHIP LINE

After a lapse of more than seven
, years, the Eastern Steamship. Lines,
Inc., will resume direct passenger
steamship service between Portland
and New York, twice weekly, begin
ning about June 15, it was announced
Wednesday. The tri-weekly freight
service, now in operation, will con
tinue- Service between Portland
j and Eastport and intermediate points
also will be resumed.

Tho Rockland Awning Company is making an honest bid for
the awning business of Rcckland and vicinity with satisfaction
absolutely guaranteed and only the best in material used.

This is a permanent venture and the future business is in
every job.
Business Is Business—first, last and all the time—but give
the local boys a show.

ROCKLAND AWNING CO.
JOHN M. RICHARDSON, Prop.

for signatures to a form of pledge,
declaring not only loyalty to Maine
and its products, but an interest tn
the beautification of the community
and the State, and a pledge of cour
teous and hospitable treatment of
visitors within the State.
The slogan for which the prize
is offered will adorn a campaign but
ton. Every member of a boys’ or
girls’ organization who signs will be
given one of these buttons.
As the button is to be no larger
than a nickel, the number of words
in the slogan must necesssarily be
very few.
j The contest will close May 1. In
ease of. duplication of the slogan se
lected by the judges, the author of
the one first received will be de
clared the winner of the prize.
'Suggestions for a slogan should be
mailed to A- L. T. Cummings, Room
49, City Hall, Portland, secretary of
the “Know 'Maine Product®" general
committee. The judges are William
G. Hunton. industrial agent of the
Maine Central: I)r. A. O. Thomas,
commissioner of • educatiorf; Roland
T. Patten, publisher, Skowhegan;
Miss Marion Brainerd of the State
Library, representing the Business
and Professional Women’s Clubs; A.
j L. T. Cummings, manager of the
I State Chamber of Commerce.

He Parked His Car
Where He Thought
it Would Be Safe—
—BUT—

When he return©:! it Io ked like
this. The fell w who wrecked it
left no address.

CHEVROLET

TIIE OXLY CHANCE

NASH

for recover}’ is through Collision
Insurance. Many driving hazards
can be covered in no other way.

We have in stock for immediate delivery all of
the several different models at the following
prices delivered:
Rcadstcr ............................. $607.00
Touring ................................ 607.00
Coupe .............. .*.................... 805.C0

The “American Companies
Only” Agency

Coach .................
$827.00
Sedan ..............
920.00
Ton Express Chassis ....... 628.00

We also have the following used cars at prices to
suit you
1922
1923
1923

E. C. MORAN & CO:
GENERAL AGENTS

—save by getting higher wages,

425 Main Street - • Rockland, Me.

I

—save by cutting expenses.

—or save by both methods.

Here is the practical thing to
do: First determine that you will
save and then cut and watch ex
penses so that you can save.

We have one new TUDOR FORD SEDAN,
Never Used, which we will sell at a discount.

You will find your wages in
creasing automatically because the
man or woman who Is smart
enough to save is smart enough to
earn more, AND DOES

SEA VIEW GARAGE
ROCKLAND

How to save
The man or woman who wants
to save and to make those savings
earn more money and thus bring
n a continuous income, can:

Ford Touring
1921 Chevrolet Touring
Ford Touring
1922 Chevrolet Touring
Buick Touring
1923 Chevrolet Touring
Dodge Touring
1924 Chevrolet Coupe
1924 Chevrolet Sedan
\

689 MAIN ST.

There can be no harvest
unless wo plant the seed

This safe institution protects
savings and uses them so wisely
that our members get exception
ally high earnings or dividends.

TEL. 837-M
24-T-tf

SONS WHO RISE

vAt the Si gh oM

North NationalJBafiK

Not every son of a rich
father makes his mark in
life through his own ef
forts.’ But it is possible
for every young man,
rich qr poor, to achieve
good results by study,
hard work • and regular
saving. Open an account
with the Rockland National Bank.

ESTABLISHED IN 1854
A bink which has served for 71 years with

ever-increasing effectiveness and strengthmay well be trusted to serve the generations

cf the present and of the future.
RESOURCES OVER $2,000,000.00

TO SUCCESS

»

47c INTEREST PAID ON SAVINGS ACCOUN18

47c INTEREST PAID

Limited United States Depository

/

United States Depository for Postal Savings Funds.

ol»

SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

Member of Federal Reserve Bank
FOOT OF LIMEROCK STREET

1IIE
Rockland
Nationai
Bank

North National Bank
Rockland, Main©

ROCKLAND
LOAN & BUILDING

ASSOCIATION
45-T-tf

IS YOUR CAR
READY FOR
SUMMER?
How About Your
Ignition?
IsItO.K.?
Remember—we sell the

Famous for its power and depend
able service.
While most batteries have ad
vanced in price PHILCO remains
tha same.

THE WOOLWORTH
BUILDING

START
SAVING NOW

In New York, 51 Stories, 750 feet high,
was built up from ‘‘Nickel and Dime”
sales!

When you begin to earn
You should begin to save.

Build UP your Savings Account with
this bank from small savings.

ROCKLAND
SAVINGS BANK

Start It Today

429 MAIN

Security Trust Company

A strictly mutual savings
bank '

ROCKLAND, ME.

CAMDEN

VINALHAVEN

UNION

ME

OUR WANT ADVERTISEMENTS
WORK WONDERS

$14.50

Dodge

22.50

F. W. FARREL CO.
643 MAIN ST.

TEL. 661

ROCKLAND, ME.

John M. Gamage
& Sons, Inc.
MARINE RAILWAYS
Agents for—

WARREN

—“At Your Service”—

<6

ST., ROCKLAND

Ford .

«€

DEPOSITS
Made during the first four
days of the month will
draw interest from the first
day of that month.
SAFE DEPOSIT BOXES TO RENT

MARINE ENGINES
Boat Brokers
Boat Building
and Repairing
Telephone 702-W
36-tf

Volume 80................. Number 48.

telephone to Inform me that she had
Just received and decoded a cable
from Benet which stated that the
Two Animals From the City ,
1
. _
xxr
••
m
,
Spaniards had made offers for the
cruisers being bum in England
Zoo Figure In Interesting Men and Ships and Sealing Wax —The Story of a two
for Brazil and that their disposition
Thomaston Boy Who Made Good.
would be determined by the Roths
Demonstration.
childs who were the fiscal agents of
Brazil. As the Rothschilds had
Word came back into town Satur
heavy Spanish interests particularly
(By Charles R. Flint)
day afternoon that the city’s steam
....
in the Rio Tinto mines, they might
roller was marooned in a ditch on |
[Continued—Began Feb. 26]
the. United States. It was generally be f.xpected to favor Spain,
upper Thomaston street, where the I Chapter XIV—I Continue to Serve known to governments and those inupon receiving this information I
highway department has been flat- j
terested in naval affairs that I had immediately called up August BelBelligerents
—
Japan
—
U.
S.
A.
telling the new surface of limeroek |
been commissioned to purchase war mont ,n Npw Yorlti who was ,he
chips. As the Idg Buffalo machine j I had gained considerable reputa vessels for Japan up to many mil- I agent for the Rothschilds in the
tion
as
an
expert
in
armament
weighs approximately 13 tons, and I
lions of dollars. 1 had been able to' United States, it was four o’clock
Ople liildock exists only in imagin- ’ through furnishing munitions to deliver to Japan the Armstrong ]n
morning when I got him on
Peru,
Brazil
and
other
belligerents;
lition. this predicament could scarce- I
cruiser Esmeralda as I have de- the wlre. j told him ,hat the United
ly be looked upon in the light of a I so. when the war between China and scribed, the only war vessel in his- states government had Just been
Japan threatened. His Excellency, I. tory that had ever been delivered to
joke.
Informed that it was practically in
. Commissioner Jonathan S. Gard- ; Kurino, the Japanese Minister to the a belligerent. At that time strained the Rothschilds’ power to determine
ner, who was directing operations in United Btates, usked me to buy war relations existed between Japan and i whether t wo cruisers building in
another part of the municipal battle- I vessels for his government, to the Russia so that when I followed England should be sold hy Brazil to
field, soon had a relief expedition un- , amount of $17.000,00(1. I explained President McKinley's Instructions Spain or to the United States. Then
derway. headed by the new Bear tree- to His Excellency the difficulty of a the natural inference was that I war i asked: “Have you a private code
tor with Bill Hodgdon at the helm. belligerent purchasing war vessels, acting for Japan.
with Lord Rothschild?"
Down Main street and up Thom- I telling him that tt had never been
At the same time the people of the
"Yes," he answered.
aston ambled the city's runabout. I done. I made It clear that I would United States were considerably ex"A word to the wise is sufficient."
creating great,excitement in that not bribe any officials to secure the cited by the Spanish menace, as was [ remarked, and hung up the telestaid locality which lies to the south- desired result; but I agreed to see indicated by August Belmont’s hu phone.
westward of the city proper At least what could tie accomplished by di morous remark In a letter to Lord
We got the shipsthree sandlot ball games were sus- I plomacy. I knew that the Esmeralda Rothschild, that: "If <a school of
These were named New Orleans
bad
been
built
for
Chile
by
the
pended, and trailing along wilh the
Spanish mackerel were reported and Albany, and they were the only
Armstrongs
and
was
one
of
the
best
tractor was a strange procession.
coming up the bay, the stock market war-ships that the United States
The scene of the steam roller’s mis- | cruisers afloat. At that time the re Would decline several points."
was obliged to purchase in order to
lations
between
Ecuador
and
Peru
hap was about opposite l’elt Hill,
McKinley, who always had his ear prevent Spain from buying. So thero
were
strainedDiscovering
that
and the relief expedition found the'
close to the ground, clearly stated'was no financial contraction as Memachine with a starboard list, and ; Chile could be persuaded to sell the the situation when he said to me:
Klnley had anticipated in the event
Esmeralda,
(
sent
for
the
Consul
“We do not need warships for of Spain buying a number of war
her bow partly under water.
General
of
Ecuador
in
New
York,
The Bear was rather a puny object I
fighting; but if Spain should buy live ships and the President made good
beside the Buffalo, but Bill Hodgdon and told him that I would show him important warships, capital, always as the advance agent of prosperity.
how
he
might
render
an
Important
timid would be frightened, a financial
did not appear to be worrying—none
In recognition of my services, John
service to his Government. I made contraction would take place, and I D. Long, Secretary of the Navy,
a-tall
the
point
that
tf
Ecuador
could
do
should not be the ’advance agent of wrote to me, June 4, 1900:
A wire rope, perhaps an Inch in
"Let me refer to the services
diameter, was attached to the two a favor to Chile, Ecuador need not prosperity.'”
fear
any
aggression
on
the
part
of
which, just before the war began and
vehicles in a manner that would
Peru.
The
Consul
General
asked
me
afterwards during its progress, you
seem to indicate that Commissioner
Utilizing the cable I immediately
Gardner and Mr. Hodgdon have had to write a cable which I would rec located every available warship In so kindly gave to the Department
ommend
him
to
send
to
his
govern

without recompense or reimburse
some previous
experience
with
ment. I did so and in It I made the world. The big powers would ment, in connection with its efforts
wrecking crews.
not, of course, sell their ships so I
clear
the
way
In
which
Ecuador
to procure ships and armaments
With this formality attended to.
did not have to bother with them. I
view of your large exEddie Heath, engineer of the steam could serve Chile’s Interests, and made offers for the torpedo boats of j abroad.
aur,au
- In
.n view v.
and extended business f.e
-roller, mounted to his cab, and Bill suggested that the President of Brazil, for a Greek warship, and for
Department ve. y highly
Hodgdon leaped lightly into the Ecuador should immediately give t'he the best war vessels of Argentina.| '»«><*•
necessary instructions by cable to his
chauffeur’s seat of the tractor.
China had some vessels building inI appreciates your pi
.
onerous
inrmafiv
“Now," said the crowd, "wc shall minister at Santiago to facilitate the Germany: I got a line on them I
sale of the Esmeralda. At the same found that Chile might sell the “kes f)ti. opportunity to formally
see."
The consensus of opinion seemed time I cabled my Chilean agent to battleship ..’Higgins, and I received
7,
to be that the wire rope would not confer with the Ecuadorian minister a cable from my agent in Rome
1 ____________ _
at
Santiago.
stand the strain and that the roller
stating that Italy might lie tempted
. KIr>u DCDTlDTS
would continue to be parked cn
to dispose of the cruiser Carlo Al-1 ll\VLz DrxAiNvrT KLrVix 1
!
When
the
plan
was
all
"set,"
I
Thomaston street until a certain
Soon after I went to the
----i was in a great hurry to cable £ 120.- berto.
tropical country froze over.
White House and conferred with the TpJJ
Granite Cutting Con
000
to
the
Rothschilds
In
London,
the
The spectators prudently withdrew
President and Secretary Long re- 1
r>
a conservative distance not wishing financial agents of the Chilean Gov guiding these vessels. The Secre
ditions At Clark Island and
ernment.
So
I
went
to
see
J.
P.
to t>e distributed over the landscape
Morgan and informed him that I was tary suggested that the decision re-'
in the event the cable broke.
Stonington.
'
anxious
to close an important deal garding the Carlo Alberto be post
Engineer Heath pulled a lever. ! by obtaining
a cable transfer at once. poned until the next day.
Chauffeur Hodgdon said gid-dap and
LeRoy Jackson, secretary of the
"I have men ready on both sides of
Mr- Morgan answered that he would
live seconds later the relief was on
; attend to the matter personally, and the ocean." I answered. “A day’s Clark Island Granite Cutters Na
terra tirma. It was easier than hav
tional Union makes the following re
I then had a chance to observe his delay may give the ship to Spain.”
ing a tooth pulled by the painless
The President then said to Secre port to the Quarry Workers’ Jour
' quick mastery of figures ar.d details.
method—and about as speedy.
Within an hour the Rothschilds re tary Long that an answer would bet nal:
The Bear trotted back unconcern
“We haven’t much to report this
ter be given at once; and Instructed
ceived the money from Mr. Morgan.
edly to town, never a growl out of
me to offer $3,500,000 for the Carlo month as things have not really got
That
same
day
the
Esmeralda
sail

her.
ed from Chile flying the Ecuadorian Alberto and $4,500,000 for the bat underway as yet but still are show
She’s sure a handy animal around
ing good progress for a prosperous
flag with a crew instructed to deliver tleship O'Higgins.
the house.
I then brought up the question of summer’s work. YVe have carried a
t,hc ship to Japan no matter what
flag was flying, but to go via the the purchase of the Danish West In good quota of members during the
A backward glance
Galapagos Island. At this island the dies. The King of Denmark, owing winter although a certain number
Ecuadorian flag came down, the Jap to the failure of the United States have been forgetful about paying
[for The Courier-Gazette]
anese flag went up; and they sailed Senate to confirm the Seward treaty, their dues since they quit work in
Love like a bright star shining
Riiies on the wings of youth ;
for Yokosuka, where formal delivery did not desire to open negotiations the fall. Still, the most of them will
through his Minister at Washington pay au r|Bht when they start again
Lore thai ran know no elisoging ;
was made.
Lore that is lore in truth.
"They have not started to ship any
Everyone came out of this tran for the eale of the Danish West
Years make that love forgotten,
saction with profit. Ecuador was re Indies to this country- His Majesty paving yet but probably will soon as
Years i|iake~its outlines blurred:
lieved of anxiety regarding Peru appointed a committee of prominent they have about a million blocks on
.Memory still can listen,
vian aggression; Chile received a good Danes with power to sell the Islands, hand.
Hearing each softened word
"Was sorry that our proposed
price on the sale: Japan paid In all and that Committee sent an agent to
Youth lias Its quarrels and heartaches— ! about $1,500,000 for a fine modern H. H. Rogers and myself to request amendment for raising dues did not
Love never comes alone—
cruiser; and the officers and men Us to offer them to the United States pas8 through the union at large for
Age has fogotten the sad tilings;
j think that It is a much needed
who had delivered the Esmeralda Government.
Remembers the sweetness alone
I remarked to the President that thing to get our treasury built up."
K. H. Cassens.
received a handsome gratuity.
• » • •
I remarked, incidentally, to Kurino Bradford, who was then in charge of |
Anthony Bye makes this report for
that I had spent $30,000 that had not coal supplies, had said that the
been anticipated. He said: "Send me Danish West Indies would be of Stonington:
an account of same, and a draft for great value in the event of war with J ••Business is good here at present.
the amount will be sent to you." I Spain, ar.d I said that Mr- Rogers! The Benich Brothers at their StFor Men and Women
replied: "We have no legal claim for and I had been requested to offervto Helena plant are employing tw>
to the Unitedgangs of cutters and thirty quarry................................................
that expenditure.” Whereupon he sell those islands
promptly answered: "That is un States Government, The President men on A Brooklyn church Job,
then asked me to name the price. I
"The Deer Island Granite corpor
necessary; anyone who serves Japan
replied: "Five million dollars," He ation are employing about 45 quarIn time of war does not need to have
a technical claim to get hisVnoney." answered: "I will have a bill intro rymen at present They are quarry
duced in the Senate tomorrow au ing stone for tho 'Roosevelt bridge
Manufactured by
In due course I received the $30,000.
thorizing tho purchase."
which Is being cut In Newark. N. J.,
UTILITY’ SLEEVE CO. Rockland
In pro|>osing a health to His Ex
by Arthur McMullen, contractor, and
• • • •
cellency at a dinner which I gave to
also random and dimension stock
Kurino
In
my
'home,
after
the
war.
The
bill
was
prepared,
but
Senator
All Sizes On Sale At
for New Y’ork und other vicinities.
I
referred
to
the
success
of
Japan
in
Elkins
made
it
manifest
that
ho
J. F. GREGORY SONS COMPANY
her conflict with China. In his re would oppose It, and, as the Presi This plant was rinsed down for five
sponse the Japanese minister mod dent wanted all legislation regarding weeks this winter on account of bad
estly disclaimed credit for the suc the war to be unanimous, the bill weather and started again on Feb
ruary 20th. Since that time they
cess of the war, saying “We were was withdrawn.
I was very much impressed by have shipped a 1500 ton barge of
simply lighting the obstinate con
McKinley’s ability as an executive. bridge stone to Newark, 1000 tons of
servatism of China.”
Kurino was an able man and a In this instance Morgan or Roosevelt random stock to New Y’ork, also
patriot. He was the Ambassador of could not have exercised better judg 350 tons ot dimension stock by light
er and vessel to Rockland to bo
Japan to 'Russia at a most critical ment or have lieen more prompt.
Acting under the instructions of shipped by rail to Philadelphia. This
time. On receiving his papers from
the Russian government, he left that the Navy Department, I had made company is erecting another derrick
country via Finland; and en route he offers for all the available war ves on the hill and expect to lie operat
sels in the world to prevent Spain ing it in two weeks.
wrote to me the letter that follows:
“At our last regular meeting the
from buying them. We knew just
• « . •
about what Spain was offering, and question of raising our dues came up
March 2nd, 1904.
we also knew that we were ahead of and this branch was not in favor of
My Deal Mr. Flint:
them on every ship. We were sure it. The reason was that this branch
I am rather ashamed to acknowl
that Congress would put at the is paying enough dues for what sup
edge that, fatting in diplomacy, I am
be delighted with i on the way of retreat, but this can President's disposal ample funds port some of the branches were giv
for war expenditures, which It did; ing them.
a dinner eaten here.
no longer be helped, and the only the first appropriation was $50,000,thing now hoped for is our success 000.
Food of proven purity served
Manager Benson hhs Itooked up
in prosecution of war, not only on
in the style that will please
In the course ot the negotiations I three big features, which will be
account of my own country, hut of for the Carlo Alberto I decided that presented at Park Theatre this
you. Appetizing salads and
general Interest of the comrnerciil
Jt would be desirable, for the sake of spring. They are: “The Ten Com
desserts that will cause you
world.
its effect on the Italians and London mandments," "The Thief of Bag
to talk about us.
Yours very sincerely,
bankers, to transfer' $3,500,000 im dad” and "The Thundering Herd."
I. Kurino.
mediately to the Rothschilds of Lon
When it seemed impossible to avoid
Get acquainted with eur
don. I telephoned to the Secretary of
war with 'Spain, President McKinley the Treasury^ Lyman J. Gage, asking YOUR FAVORITE POEM
“Bill O’Fara”
sent for me. There were present him to instruct Belmont to cable that
If I bad to live my life again I would
Secretary of the Navy Long, and sum.
have made a rule to read some poetry and
Senator Hale and Congressman Boillisten
to some musie at least o«ce a week.
“Impossible !" answered Mr. Gage
telle. who were chairmen, respective over the wire. “I cannot do that The loss of these tastes Is a loss of happi
ness.
—
Charles
Darwin.
ly, of the Senate and House naval without the President’s authority "
committees, and myself, all of us
Rockland’s Finest Eating Place
"Can you see him at once?" Il
PERSEVERANCE
from the State of IMalne.
asked. "I have already telephoned)
swallow in the Spring
President McKinley, not wanting it to the White House and the Presi 'A Came
to our granary, and ’noath the eaves
I to appear that the United States was dent is there."
Essayed to make a nest, and there did bring
Wet earth and straw and leaves.
' actively preparing for war. decided
“Yes, I will do that," responded Mr.
! to take advantage of my being In a Gage
“A man pulling as many Dav after day she tolled
position to negotiate for war vessels wires as you seem to be ought to
With patient art. but ere her work was
crowned
without It being manifest that such receive immediate attention !"’
Some
sad mishap the tiny fabric spoiled.
negotiations were In the inlrrest of
We arranged that he should tele-, And dashed It to the ground.
phone to me from the White House, |
found the ruin wrought.
and that when he called connection She
But. not cast down, forth from the place
would also be made with Mr. Bel
she flew.
mont’s office. In a few minutes he And with her mate fresh earth and grass
es brought
was on the wire. I had. of course,
And built her nest anew.
arranged for Mr. Belmont to be
ready and we both had ,stenog-i But scarcely had she placed
In Exchange For Your Old
raphers listen In. The Secretary
The last soft feather on Us ample floor,
Battery
dictated the authority to transfer Wlen
ha,,d’ °r ch,nc'’ ,gll“ U‘4

BEAR PULLS BUFFALO

Subscription $3.00 per year payable In ad- expressive of loyalty to Maine Is of
i vanre; single copies three cents.
1 Advertising rates based upon circulation , fered by the general committee in
and very reasonable.
charge of the campaign to encourage
NEW8PAPER HISTORY
The Rockland Gazette was established In a greater use of Maine industrial and
1840
In 1874 the Courier was established agricultural products It is the in
and consolidated with tl*e Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established In 1855, and tention of the committee to begin on
In 1891 changed Its name to the Tribune. Patriots’ l>ay a iState-wide canvass
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

Business Is Business—First, Last and
z All the Time—So

THREE CENTS A COPY

MEMORIES OF AN ACTIVE LIFE

KEEP KLEEN KUFFS

Newbert’s Cafeteria

NEW
BATTERY
$14.50

Dodge Battery $24.50
SEA“VIEW
BATTERY SERVICE
Tel. 837-W
689 Main 8treet
ROCKLAND, ME.

38-tf

$3,500,000 to the Rothschilds by i
cable, and within an hour we had a
credit for that amount tn London.
•I had an agent in London named
Lawrence Benet, the son of ,a former
U. S. chief of ordnance. At that
time I was sleeping in Washington
at the Brazilian Legation with a -tele
phone at my bedside. One night,
shortly after midnight, Mrs. Flint,
who was In New York, w’oke me by

And wrought Ihe ruin o’er,

But still her heart she kept.
And tolled again—-and last night, hearing
rails,
I looked—and lo! three little swallows slept
Within the earth-made. walls.

What truth is here, 0 man ! •
Hath hope been smitten in Its early dawn!
Have clouds o’ereast thy purpose, trust, of
plan ?
Have faith, and struggle on !

—R. 6. S. Andros,

Page Two

The Courier-Gazette
THREE TIMES A WEEK
CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland. Maine, pril IS. l»i>.
Personally appeared -£rank S Lyddie who
on oath declares that he Is pressman ln the
office of The Courier-Gazette, and that of ’he
the issue of tills paper of tprll ln. .t!i25.
there was printed a total of 6.550 ••noies
Before nte,
FRANK B MILLER.
Notary Public.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 2|, 1925.

MISSING IN STORM

Boston Shoe Store
EVERYTHING in FOOTWEAR

men!”

PATRIOTS*

DAY

BLIZZARD

Harry Cowing, Vinalhaven
Fisherman, Went Out Sun Freak Northeast Snowstorm Lasting Nearly 24 Hours
Gives Appearance of Midwinter—Search For Missing
day Morning.
Lobster Fisherman.

Dozens of Vinalhaven fishing craft
ami the coast guardsmen from Whits.
After all of the nice things that j ren’s child<&n.
Head and Burnt Inland were scouring
Going back a bit to last Saturday
Boast cot thyself of tomorrow; for
the waters of lower Penobscot Bay have been said about winter the old
rascal staged an amazing eome-hacK we find a typical spring day. \witl.
thou knowest not what 11 day may
yesterday in search of Harry Cow Sunday and presented New England
the head of the house burning brush,
bring forth.—Proverbs 27:1.
ing. a lobster fisherman of Vinalhav with a northeast snowstorm that is .taking
storm windows, planting
en. who left Carver’s harbor Sunday destined to take its plaee’in the an peas, spading up the flower bed.
The article printed upon page five,
nals
of
freak
weather
events
along
donning his B. V. D.s and carefully
morning at 8 o’clock to attend his
with the famous blizzard of April brushing up last season’s straw I’d.
supplied by the State Young Men’s
trap line, strung outside Hurricane
2. ■ 1887. It is true that the storm If the head of the house read the
Christian Association, illustrates tiie
and While Island. The storm early lacked the severity ol' the one which storm warning he doubtless thought
universality of the work of tiiat great
developed and liis non-arrival caused took place 38 years ago, and did not the Weather Man was off his nut.
organization, which beginning with
concern to his wife, which changed leave impassable roads as it did on Most folks do.
the communities large and small in
into concern as the hours passed and that occjvsion. but it must also be
Sunday forenoon, while a great
the storm increased in fury.
taken into account that Sunday's many eminently respectable persons
this country, extends its educative
The alarm was spread and at dawn storm was 17 days later in the cal were still snoozing tiny snowflakes
and wholesome influence around the
yesterday the bay was’ being thor endar—when everybody had a right began to silt out
the sky, and
world. We recommend to our read
oughly searched.
The prevailing to expect spring wea.he and spring were soorf effaced on the warm, moist
ers who are interested in boys tiiat
wind of tiie storm would have driven poems.
earth. The flakes grew thicker and
a helpless boat down
toward tiie
As a phenomena it takes its place larger, and little less leisurely in
they give consideration to ttiis article A large assortment of styles at
Mussel-Ridges and Dix Island, and it along with the tornadoes which re their descent.
"Nothing but a
All warranted. Plain toe Ox
from the pen of a noted British au
is this section that is being most cently wrought such havoc in the squall.” declared the weatherwise.
fords in brown, black, tan;
thor, whose observations qualify him
carefully combed by the anxious Middle West and Mia.mi. ITorida. but
But it was not a squall, it was
many crepe sole.
to speak upon this important topic. I each price, all Goodyear Welt.
searchers, l’p to the time of going of the two give us Sunday’s rip- the beginning of a sure enough win
to press, no word had been received snorter and the lame back which ter storm, which kept everlastingly at
The Courier-Gazette frankly ac
by this paper of his discovery.
resulted from*resurrecting the snow it. on through the night and well in
knowledges that its frequent giving
IF YOU WANT—
Wold has been received from MottS shovel.
♦
to yesterday morning.
A brisk
of space to this subject is inspired
To see the biggest line of Chil
hegan that nothing had been seen of
The snowfall was the heaviest in breeze developed during the night,'
dren’s Shoes, both in dress and
by the hope that the keeping it alive
the missing fisherman in that locality. Northern New England, a fall of 1 i Sunday, and in the more exposed
play shoes, look over what we .
AU of the communities that could Is* inches being recorded in Woodsville. places there accumulated
drifts
in the minds of our people may per
are showing—
r, ached by telephone were notified N. H. The average fall appears to which were the undoing of motor
haps help forward the day when the
yesterday, and the word is being have been from six to eight inches, traffic.
boys and young men of Rockland
‘spread to the outlying islands, and with the prevailing wind northeast
Unlike the average winter storm
shall have restored to them, on the
the search will l»e continued just as and a temperature under the thirties. this one had no foundation to work
long
as
there
is
a
vestige
of
ho|»e.
Boston, where the Patriots Day cel upon, and it had been snowing sev
lines of its latest modern develop
You can always do well at the
Mr. C wring is a son of Edw. Cow ebration was already underway, had eral hours before the ground actually
ment, this organization which is do
ing. who formerly resided in Rock a heavy rainfall.
began to whiten. Had there already
ing guch successful work in other
land. and until a year ago made his
The Weather Bureau, which gets been a layer of ice and snow there
communities.
home at Waterman's Beach. He so many whacks from a heartless would have doubtless been drifts
278 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
as a wife and two children.
public, must be given credit on this sufficient to hold up trolley service.
The missing man was in a 22-foot occasion of having given due warn As it was the cars were merely "off
What constitutes the geographical
white power boat with a gray house ing. for Friday’s papers promised schedule.” * The newspaper and mail
limitations of that portion of Main
and curtains and was clad in oil stormy weather not only on Sunday, truck was five hours coming through
street generally alluded to as "The
MAINE DAIRY FACTSX clothes, heavy brown tinder coat with but on Monday with snow as the from Portland.
Brook?" The genesis of the name is
leather .sleeves, gray pants and rub probability. The Weather Man got
The storm gave the street depart
evident, arising out of those earliest Ability To Produce Richer ber boots, though this would offer caught napping in terrible fashion ment a busy day in clearing side
but slight protection from the driv on a certain Inauguration Day at walks and ditches, but the actual
days in the city's history, when the
Milk Is Being Developed ing storm. His boat was named Washington some years ago, and the breaking of roads was not required. |
street ran on a level with the Lind
"Florence C." Any information con newspapers have never ceased pan
Rockland’s temperature during the
In Herds.
sey brook, which flowed across it,
cerning the boat or missing man ning him for it, but this time he fore Sunday storm was about 26 above,
should be telephoned at once to Fred told the return of winter, and hinted and was still under 30 until quite late
and over whose "rude bridge that
For the second time this Depart Robbins, keeper of Heron Neck light, at a storm which will be recalled on yesterday forenoon.
Sleighs were
arched the flood" ox-teams passing
ment has brought together so far as number 43, Vinalhaven.
each succeeding anniversary until it not out, but there was plenty of
with loads of limestone had to help
possible the figures showing the vol
—
has been handed down to our child- sleighing.
each other up the abrupt hill that ume of dairy business in Maine. The
STRAND
THEATRE
rose to the intersecting Limerock credit belongs largely to 24 out 'of z
street. The present surface of Main the 30 larger companies or individu
and merchants with wise suggestions
An unusual story of love and ro
ECUADOR’S FRIEND
als who buy milk and cream from
drawn from his vast knowledge in the
mance is told oq the screen today in
street at this point must be some
the farmers. These 24 concerns have
twenty feet above the level of that made out their returns fully, and "The Truth About Women”. Not on High Praise For Maine Man economic science, in which he is :•
notable expert, as he also is in sta
ly is the story one of keen interest
period. The name then given to it this report may be st id to represent
tistical science, to which he was spe- !
and entertainment from a general
Who
Belongs
To
Our
with
a
fair
degree
<
f
accuracy
the
and which has persisted probably
clally devoted in Uruguay where h?
standpoint hut the cast itself is a
country viewpoint of the dairy in
served as expert advisor of the gov- |
designated the space lying between
drawing card of exceptional merit.
Knox Academy.
dustry. The 24 reporting represent S3
eminent.
Lindsey and Limerock streets and stations in Maine, 6852 patrons and The principals in “The Truth About
ln many other phases of his multi
Women
”
include
such
d
notable
ar

From
El
Telegrafo,
an
Ecuador
at first encroached upon very slowly 53.315 producing cowsw This is an
ray of stars as Hope Hampton. Low newspaper, is clipped th° following ple activities, Dr. Coding was a fac
by business places. In recent years increase of stations reporting over ell Sherman. Mary Thurman and
tor of progress and public utility,
these places growingly established last year of four, representing an in David Powell. "The Truth About article relative to a former Oxford above all in those .pertaining to his
crease in patrons of 352* and in cows
County man, who is a member of
themselves nqrthward. Shall we lie of 17,720. This brings the average Women” deals with the complicated Knox Academy of Arts and Sciences, profession of naturalist, to which he
dedicated many hours.
realizing
heart
affairs
of
two
women
and
two
wide of the mark inw saying that number df producing cows in a herd
men, with one woman in particular and frequently scads it valuable col splendid works in Entomology which
"The Brook" designates the tiusiness up to practically eight head.
lections.
are crystalized in his valuable col
• • « «
The ability to produce a richer the bright, outstanding heroine.
lections of hitherto unknown or rare
region lying between Limerock street
milk is being developed in our herds, This woman, at first apparently hap
Dr.
Frederic
\Y.
Coding,
ex-Consul
species of insects having their origin
on the south and the “carriage fac or else more skim milk is being kept pily married and the mother of a
General
of
the
United
States
in
in Ecuador, which he has made
tory" on the north?
at home. The average butter fat beautiful little girl, finds her domes Guayaquil, who left this post and known to the scientific world.
test for milk received at 60 stations tic dream shattered when another returned to his native country on
It would be a long story to recount
woman attracts her husband.
Yesterday’s blizzard with its un in 1924 was 4/1 per cent as compared
the high and singular merits of
Another double-header for Wed being retired by his Government with
with
3.97
per
cent
in
1923.
The
total
pay, returns to Ecuadorean shores the illustrious traveler who will ar
reasonable deposit of ten inches of
amount of milk received in 1924 was nesday and Thursday, one of them after some months of absence, during
rive at our port tdduy and who, at -11
snow in the vicinity of Rockland 70,578,809 pounds compared with featuring J P». Warner, who is now
which he has been greatly missed, as
should be catalogued with that other 90,054,690 pounds in 1923 This fall acknowledged to be one of the most he left an unfillable void in our busi- : times, lias shown himself to be d i
man of fecund talent and ipust noble
popular Western stars. The story
Patriots' Day performance of fifty- ing off in the amount of w’hole milk
soul, whose ideas always contained r .
is laid in the wilds of the Northwest, ness and social circles.
received
is
offset
by
an
increase
in
The return of the long-time repre useful end, and in wliose heart ger
years ago when, we are reminded by
cream, the amount being 29,569.743 said to be the most picturesque spot sentative of the great republic of
minated sentiments of sincere affec- i
the historian, so fierce a state of cold pounds compared with 21,976,465 in America A hoy is accused of a
the north has for its object to bid i
1i
prevailed that the crowds assembled pounds in 1923. The test of cream crime, and his brother assumes the definite and cordial adieu to all his tion for the Ecugdorean people.
iSuch reasons require that Dr. I
guilt. How the innocent was tracked
also
went
up,
being
21.3
per
cent
in
at Concord and Lexington to cele
through the great western no man’s good friends with whom he was Goding shall be considered as ft I
brate the day suffered bitterly and 1924 as against 19.6 per cent in 1923- ljnid, and how he finally proved his united with ties »f affection in the guest of honor who wiil he received
While the reports show that 14
some even came close to perishing. companies churned butter in 1924 as innocence unravels a most absorb long years that he resided in this in Guayaquil with the most cordial
port; and he will wish also to give a satisfaction nnd the most pleasing
Students of these things assure us against nine in 19s23 the total pounds ing story. "Wanted by the Law”
final adieu-to Quayaquil by remaining ooltaplacency.
will
positively
enthrall
every
picture
made
has
fallen
from
647,071
pounds
that New England in the past 300
here a few days, in order to renew
El Telegrafo congratulates itself
patron.
to
580.
G62
pounds.
years shows but little change with
Bryant Washburn and Billie Dovft the pleasing memories that are nour upon the return of Dr. Goding an 1
The one condensing plant in the
ished
as
a
living
flame
in
fhe
depths
presents to hint its affectiooate wel
respect to its winters. Now and then State turned out 891,009 pounds of play the leading roles in the com
of his soul, of his generous soul come to anzold friend of *his house
we are visited liy surprises, both of condensed
milk
compared
with panion feature—"Try and Get It."
which
worked
so
hard
for
the
pr
»where all the appreciation -nd esteem
warmth and cold, but in the long 1,259,81:2 pounds the preceding year. Here is a picture that you are certain gress and well-being of its people.
that he merits awaits him.
to enjoy. In it the/e is a fashion re
average the "old-fashioned winter" The prospects are that more cheese view that is certain to appeal be
On a par with the reason expressed
factories may be organized in the
Dr.*Goding
conn
to
receive
person

differs but little from the modern near future. Last year the one op cause the modes displayed are all
erating turned cut 115,000 pounds far in ;^lvance of prevailing styles ally the Medal of Merit which our
one.
government has decided to ayvard
full cream cheese. 5,000 pounds more and are exclusive models direct from
him, as an homage for the innumer
Paris.
This
review
was
personally
than
the
year
before.
Cottage
cheese
•.Massachusetts’ celebration of the
What About the Ship McNear?
declined
from
31.818 Staged by Peggy Hamilton, who has able benefits he has done to the
150th anniversary of' Concord and production
country
in
his
activities as Consul- Editor of the Courier-Gazette: —
great
renown
as
a
director
of
pounds, to 20.102 pounds. The num
Lexington was rendered memorable ber of concerns reporting was two fashions. There are wonderful furs, General.
Is there some reader who knows
The country in fact has contracted what became of the ship McNear?
by the presence of that always pic for each year. The amount of case shoes, hats—all the things that you
a debt of gratitude with this meri The last time I heard of her she was
turesque figure, Charles G. Dawes. in to be dried still continued on tin- will delight In seeing. In addition torious son of Yankeeland for hav
reported at Shanghai. That was in
this brings Bryant Washburn back
Vice President of the United States, decline, 346.670 pounds compared
I have looked over tho
in a picture that is exactly suited to ing been the promoter of the £reat July, 1881.
with 578.61! pounds in 1923who celebrated the memory of his
The report on ice cream manu his personality—one with plenty o work of sanitation, which was real list plenty of times since but have
ancestor, William Dawes, Jr., by factured applies to that mad * in comedy and a charming love story ized in virtue of his efforts, in which failed to see any account of her. At
he did not relax until he attained h’s that time loaded with 1760 tons of
riding over the same route followed Maine plants and does not include —adv
object, which was the coming of the wheat, she took 142 days to make the
that
made
in
plants
outside
the
by that patriot, when he shared with
Rockefeller mission after suffering ' passage from San Francisco to Dub
State operated by concerns doing
EMPIRE THEATRE
the irreparable loss of his wife who lin.
Paul Revere the glory of spreading business within the State. The total
The captain’s name was Frost.
died a victim of the fatal yellow fe The cook and steward were brothers,
“to every Middlesex village and amount reported by 10 concerns is
Priscilla Dean will be shown in her ver.
named Fossett, from Pemaquid. Af
farm” the arousing news that the 896.435 gallons. It is generally con latest picture “The Crimson Hunter'
Dr. Goding also did much to save ter unloading at Fleetwood the ship
ceded
that
the
cool
summer
reduced
British troops were marching. The
today.
Ecuador from the terrible economic towed to Cardiff, to load coal for
the consumption somewhat.
Constance Talmadge in “Her Night crisis which all countries suffered in China, where we (the cook, steward
Boston Chamber of Commerce made
Returns on the whole to the dairy
much of the visit of Gen. Dawes, men were below expectations. The of Romance" and Florence Vidor in the post-war period, by endeavoring and myself) left her and came home.
"The Gold of Gold” makes up a fine to maintain the financial equilibrium The ship hailed from Boston.
who as usual delighted the people price cutting and general demoral double feature program for Wednes
between his country and ours, at the
M M. Brown.
ized
conditions
the
first
of
the
year
with his forceful and unconventional
Utica, N. Y.
<r
same time enlightening our bankers
existing in the fluid markets largely day and Thursday.
"Her Night of Romance,” is a com
speechesaccount for this. Indications for 192’
cdy, presenting' Constance in a love
are more hopeful.
-a
mix-up with an English lord and a
The Courier-Gazette warmly ap
London money lender.
proves every effort put forth in the
"The Girl of Gold,” is the spectac
3'Pa rk C&Po 11 a r d Co.
community for the recognition of
ular story of a rich girl’s search for
real love and happiness—particular
music in its higher aspects, as il
ly well suited for screen treatment
THAT'S
lustrated in the redition of Gou
and Florence Vidor has a role which
nod’s oratorio, “The Redemption,”
’gives her a splendid opportunity to
MANY
by local church singers. In these
display her artistry. Chief among
iBOOTLLGGEaS
the many thrilling scenes is a society
days when the shaking-palsy hand of
dance staged on the sixteenth level
ARE SLOWLY
jazz has laid its blighting touch
a gold mine and a great explosion
equally upon literature andx music,
being WON 70 of
wil. -Y WH
«. r-XxA»0 co.
while the hilarity is at its height.
A real chick starter.
till what is loathsome and salacious
I PROHIBITION.
It is said that nothing like this ep
¥
-U—~~~L— ;
isode has ever before been filmed.—
in one receives a dizzy accompani
A
THEY ARE '
adv.
ment from the other, there is a re
adding more
OTHING grows into money so fast as
freshment in turning to the poets
WATER 70
and authors of the immortal schools
PARK THEATRE
chickens.
When new hatched, they cost
EACH BOTTL!
and the composers who have written
a
few
cents
each
but
the early pullets when ma
Today will be your last opportunity
the things in music that are im
to see ILin-Tin-Tin, the Wonder dog
tured
and
laying
are
paying
handsome dividends
perishable.
in “The Lighthouse By The Sea."
on a value of $10.00 each.
Now “Don’t lose
Rln-Tln^Tln is the star ill this prothem.
”
Save
them
all
by
feeding
Baby Bus
duet
ion.
"Down with capitalism: down with
The sure way to put pep into yourjob
To take Manager Benson’s word
its system; up with tiie soviet re-1 on a rainy day isto^et into a
ter and Bonnie Booster Chick Feed.
tor it. it's a brand new Betty Comppublic !" Titus shouted 14-year-old
son who comes to the Park Wednes
zt;Baby Buster is a hard grain chick feed contain
Morris Sector, addressing 400 child
day and Thursday in “New Lives
ing
dried
fish, and Bonnie Booster is a soft grain
ren of the public schools in a recent j
for old.’ Betty is said lo have thrown
food containing dried buttermilk. Both fish and but
every
ounce
of
her
sparkling
person

New York soviet meeting attended
termilk are high in vitamine content, and essential to
ality into this story. It deals with
15.000 people, who broke into
by
the great love of a famous Parisian
the chickens’ thrift and growth.
riotous applause at this impassioned
dancer, masquerading as a Norman
We are sharing our advertising expense with our customers.
peasant girl, for an American army
appeal to the young folks, a speech
You will find your share in each bag.
Look for the coupons.
captain.
The
period
is
the
closing
no doubt taught the lad’ by an older
year of the World War, and it is
red propagandist. We of tie- soberI said one never forgets that behind
going communities know little of
the intense drama being worked ou:
in the foreground, the war booms a
this sort of thing that som* of the
thundering obligato not far away.
great cities arc familiar with, a
46 PARK STR5ET. TELEPHONE 800
(Betty becomes involved in the meshes
33-S-39
thing
that
patriotic
Americans
1 of the French secret service und sac
everywhere should regard as a teal
rifices everything for her country
AJTOWCFt CO BOSTON
und her love.—adv.
i
menace.
*
.....

To Improve Your Gas ServiceA Great Value for $^^.5Q—

DRESS
SHOES
$2.98
3.50
3.95
5.00
7.50

This Gas Range Has Been Selling for $65
HROUGH a special arrangement

T

Glenwood Range Company, for a limited

time we are offering at $49.50 the gas range pic

tured at the fight.

The convenient height and large capacity of the
oven, an enameled broiler pan, top burners for
cooking four things at one time, a simmering Burn-

Air for making tea and coffee or keeping" food warm
—these features together with its handsome appear
ance have made this range especially popular.

Besides the above range our stock includes’many different types at lower and higher
prices. Call at our store and examine them without any obligation.

Instant Hot Water, Too, By Merely

ONNIE BOOSTER £
CHICK FEED

I

N

SH

r BRAND
Reflex
Slicker

BUY THEM OF.

(

ROCKLAND GRAIN CO.

Lighting the Gas

\
I

Lion Water Heater, $15.00
Hot water for every home purpose.
Why
bother to keep a coal or wood lire in furnace or
range during warm weather?
*
I.ight a gas water heater and in a very few
minutes you may draw all the steaming hot water
you want from the faucet. Gas is a simple, clean
and economical way to heat water.

1

A gas boater can he quickly put in your kitchen
or basement.
You can enjoy its convenience
while paying for the heater. Place your order
with us today.

Central Maine Power Company
t

At Any of Our Gas District Stores

BATH

ROCKLAND

$60.80

GARDINER

WATERVILLE

AUGUSTA

WANTED
SECOND HAND

$60.80

RANGES
We will set up a New
Kineo Range, size 8-20
and allow you more
than your old range is
worth and give you
credit on a new Kineo

Quick Sales

Small Profits
Tells Price

WE WANTERKNOW!

srn

This same range has been sell

ing for $65.00.

$1.00 up

Boston Shoe Store

with the

$60.80

$60.8<r

Tank Extra

Made in Bangor

V. F. g PUDLEY INCTelephone 713.
ROCKLAND.
283 Main St.
NOTED PAINTER DEAD

Loms One CV Beet Known
Residents—Found Dead In Bed.

Monhegan

Samuel Peter Rolf Trincott, 79. one
of the beat known painters in water

colors in this country, was found
dead in his bed at Monhegan Wed
nesday. He had lived on the Island
winters and summers for more than
20 years, and had been famous for
his paintings for half a century.
Before going there he .maintained
a studio in Boston, at the corner of
Tremont and Washington streets,
and was teacher of many artists who
have since been' most successful.
At first he went for the summers,
but 20 years ago established his per
manent home and has seldom visited
the mainland since. There are those
who claim that a romance which
terminated badly sent him ther^, a
recluseMr. Triscott was born In Odsport.
England, in 1846. He was a son of
Capt. Trlscott of the Royal Navy,
educated as a civil engineer, but
early took up the study of ait and
came to this country in 1871, first
settling in Boston. His favorite sub
jects for painting were shore scenes,
and there were few spots along the
coast of this Island which he had
not reproduced at least once upon
canvas, or in water colors.
SAVE MONEY ON LEMONS

J ROPER* ^XCURSf ONS

By EilwinRokrrt TVtre
Who Visited Genoa Before I Did?
Genoa, arte of the most magnificent
cities-in the world, as Venice may be
one of the most beautiful, has sud
denly been Interesting the globe
trotter. And there is no city In the
world that has streets of palaces for
proportion and perfection of form as
perfect, nor a sea more sapphire blue.
As 1 walked here the other day I
thought of the many distinguished
travelers who have stopped and re
mained here. Byron lived two years
in the old Saluzza tialace and work
ed on his cantos of "Don Juan:"
Leigh Hunt and Shelley coming
down and spending a merry week
end. Dtokens cast himself into a
‘‘pink-jail.” as .he called his rosetinted Villa, Chaucer and Flaubert.
Rembrandt and Van Dyck have been
Genoa’s guests, and the palaces still
contain many a fine Van Dyck and
Rembrandt.
George
Sand
and
Chopin were here, as well as a long
list of CrusadersIts hoary gray stones have gazed
upon a sea of pictures: Barltarcssa
stormed the city. It saw Richard,
the Lion-hearted, and John, with the
Crusaders: it saw Louis the Twelfth
of France ride by, when Genoa was
forced to hail him as master. Na
poleon raided her precincts and
Mazxina, t.he lad. prayed within her
chapel: President Wilson drove by
and many a group of khaki-clad
soldiers of the American Expedition
ary Force It is stood and admired the
great gray mass of stone.

By
purchasing several
dozen
lemons during the season when they
are cheapest the housewife can save
considerable money. All the Juice
should be squeezed from the femons,
strained through a cloth and placed
in glass Jars. To one i>art of juics
two parts of sugar axe added.
Lemon-juice stored ht this way is all
ready Lo use for puddings. Ices or
Lisle SI. Apply to MBS. t. H. SAXBOSN
fruit drinks.—The Delineator.
so rieasant
Tel. 9»3-W.

‘Beauti/ul
Woodwork

Makes all tbe difference in
the world in the appearance
of a home. If your woodwork
is scarred or dulled, come in
and get a can of Neptunite
Interior Varnish, apply a coat
and you’ll be delighted with
the beautiful, lustrous finish
and lasting result.

NEPTUNITE VARNISH
Neptunitc Interior — For Wood
work
Neptunite Floor—For Floors
Neptunitc Rubbing—Where 4
Dull Finish Js Preferred.
Neptunite Spar—For Outdoor Use

All four Neptunite Varnishes
are water-proof, heat proof
and mar-proof.

H. H. CRIE & CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 21, 1925.

E. K. Leighton-A. C. Johes ex
TALK OF THE TOWN ^The
pedition to Alford’s Lake resulted in

WITH THE BOWLERS

a salmon for the former.

COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April 22 Warren Baseball Minstrels !n
(Hover hall.
April 22 27 Annual conference of Metho
dist Knlsenpal Churches In Augusta
April 21 (7.30) Address by Prof. Wilber
G Mallett ar First Bantist church.
April 2”» Limerock Valley Pomona meets
wilh We;suwesl:eag Grange, South Thomas
ton.
April 2«’. -Odd Fellow anniversary servic“
in I'niversali'i Church
May 1 Public breakfast at First Baptist
chapel.
Z
.May 1— (7 15) Address by Prof. Orren C’
Hormell of Brunswick, auspices of Woman's
Educational Club, Methodist wesT.v.
Ma'.,2 (League Baseball)— 'niomaston High
a . Vlnallunen High, in Vinalhaven
May 2- Rotary Club and Forty Club junket
to hoys of Rockland.
Ma\ 2 May dance in Temple hall by
the Melody Boys.
May 2 Masked hall at Grange Pavilion.
East I’nion
May 1 Monthly nieeting of City Govern
ment.
May * Roll Call. Miriam Rebekah Lodge.
May 7 Lincoln Baptist Association meets
at Tenants Harbor
May 7-8 Canuhn Musical comedy “Kath
leen" presented by Heal-Are.v Post, A. L
May X Damariscotta Baptist Association
tou ts at Boothbay.
May lit Mothers’ Day.
Ma? 15 Mrs.. Percival’s dance recital at
tin- Amende.
May 2(1 Annual strawberry supper of Bap
tist Mm's League.
.May .3(1 Memorial Day
.lime 11 Rocklaud High School Graduation
in Xew High School auditorium.
Sept Pi-Oct. 2 State Convention of W C.
T.l’. in Auburn

When our local weather /'prophet.
Charles M. Lawry, predicted "a cohl
April, with flurries of snow.’’ he did
not have in inhijl Sunday’s blizzard.

.“THE MAN FROM VERMONT”

CHARLES 1.'TAGGART

Daniel II. Glidden of Vinalhaven
has been reappointed notaiwv public
anti justice of the peace—5?nmmisslons whleh he has held under many
governors.

in

MUSICAL AND DRAMATIC
ENTERTAINMENT

At the height of yesterday's storm
Chemical 2 made an early morning
run to the house of Edmund E.
Eaton to handle a hot chimney fir?.
No damage resulted

C. W. Munsey, a former Warrtn
boy, now engaged In truck farming
in Florida, arrived the last of the
week for his summer sojourtn. He
was in the city Saturday reporting a
good crop and eery fair prices.

WEDNESDAY EVENING, APRIL 22
8:00 o’clock

CHOICE SEEDS
BRING HOME
THE CROPS
VERY package of our
choice Field and Gar
den . Seeds is guaranted to
produce real Blue Ribbon
winning crops. Of course,
there is a reason—every
Seed is carefully selected
and must bear our severe
tests before offered for sale.

E

Your needs are adequately
met in these assortments.
All Seeds Warranted

KNOWLTON’S
(Formerly COBB’S)

*

»

George II. Williams will be in
charge of the grounds and golf
links at the Country Club this season.
He reports the course as iu goo.l
condition, though the work of preparation will he set back by the recent
storm.

Captain Jim Murphy of the Rock
land High School baseball team will
watch spring training operations
.Weather This Week
from the bench, owing io an Injury
Weatiler outlook for the week in
to his left anklrt which he sTTsBrlTleil
North Atlantic States: Stormy at
Saturday. By nursing that member
be^ning ami again latter part,
carefully he hopes to he in top form
tempera titres about normal inost of
for Rockland’s first league game •
the week.
which will be played at Vinalhaven
Saturday, May (I.
The plasterers and painters are ir.
p< ,s- .-sion of the Rockland Awning
Agitation has begun for another
Co. loft this week.
public landing, this one to be located
The; e will be a special meeting of opposite the foot of Talbot avenue,
Aurora Lodge. F. & A. M., Wednesday which would make for the greater
evening for w< rk on the Muster Ma accommodation of 'business and
other interest In the northern half of
son degree.
the city. The location would be an
South American grapes have been Ideal one, as that locality is so well
in the market Ihe past week, at 50 protected .by the Breakwater on tincents the pound. They somewhat one side and Crockett’s Point on the
The environment also offers
resemble our Concords, but are other
With
larger and firmer.
Not quite ao the least possible objection.
the rapidly Increasing amount of
sweet, however.
business at The Brook and its prox
Cl.i?s day nominations have been imity to the public buildings, there
made at tbe University of Maine. Is every argument in favor of Vt-he
Tin y ii - hub d two Knox County landing there, and none against it.
names—Leona Reed of Owl’s Head
Prof. WMbert G. pallett will give
for the prophecy (six candidates);
and Alice Libby of Vinalhaven an address under the auspices of the
V. C. T. V. at the Baptist church
(three candidates.)
Friday evening at 7.30. liis subject,
Belt Ansel and Hairy Mather, ef "How Are We Fortifying Young
the Gray Gull Cafe motored to Swart Live's tt> Win cn Moral B lttleflehfc?"
Istke Sunday hut had been fishing would seem to ,be one of Interest to
only a short time when the snow the general public and of esiics ial
storm drove them back home. The value to parents and teachers. Those
only successful fisherman they en- who have heard Mr. Mallett at vari
eounlered there was an old Rockland ous State gatherings and kn-av of
friend. Bert Farnham, who was dem him in his profession of teaching are
onstrating that he was a skilled assured that his treatment of this
theme will be a challenge and tin in
angler as well as musician
spiration to his audience. A cordial
H. I,. Sanborn of Portland, who has Invitation is extended tn both men
the Si ale agency for an insurance and women to hear this address.
concern, was marooned in Rockland
The Portland Evening Express had
yesterday by the bad motoring. M-.
Sanborn looks haek upon the most the following item Saturday concern
prosperous year of his career, and ing a former Camden boy: "Andrew
has very recently learned thut he B. Sides, vice president of ffie“Ristranked loth among the company's ern Steamship Lines. Inc., was a dis
many e vents in the 1’nited States In tinguished visitor to the Waterfront
here yesterday. IMr Stdos rare here
1»M:
with the object of inspecting the fa
Some violators of the automobile cilities at the State Pier, in (prepara
la?. are also good sports "Witness tion for the proposed resumption of
Ge igo W. Itvder of Camden, who steamer passenger service between
was before Judge Milled Saturday Portland and New York. Since the
charged with speeding between Wi announcement a few days ago that
ley's Corner and Rocklund. He the Eastern Steamship Lines. Inc.,
pleaded -'guilty” and was lined $25 contemplated that move, a grAat deal
and costs. amounting to $8.04. He of interest has been manifested.
prompt., drew a check, and stepping With unequaled facilities for hand
across the courtroom shook hands ling passengers offered and express
wlih iIt, complainant. State Patrol service of freight possible the inau
man C. i). Wentworth. ”1 have no guration of such a service will bene
fault to Und wilh you.” Said Mr fit the city and port immeasurably,
Bed, r. "On the contrary I respect according to opinions expressed by
an ollicer wlm is doing his duty." “1 authorities”
have been driving 13 years without
Chauncey M. D. Keene of Rock
a complaint being made against me.”
Mr. Ryder told Judge Miller, "and it land and Julia C. Davis of Glenmere
will be S3 years before I give cause were married Monday by Rev. I’. E.
for another"
.
* Milter of Tenant’s Harbor.
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TICKETS 50 CENTS On Sale at Simonton’s Dry Goods Store

The Forty Club Regulars were
bowling away up in G at the Star
alleys yesterday afternoon, every
man on the ftarn averaging 90. or
better. Allen led his team with a
five-string total oC 501. but at that
was compelled to play second fiddle
to Milligan the leader of the Yanigai.s. whose total was 513. The larg
est string was Allen’s 128.
'I le Yanigans hail a very comfort
able lead at the end of the third
siring, but were completely swamped
In the fourth, when Ihe Regulars
chalked up a total of 537. The teore:
Regulars
Alien ........... 92 102 82 128 97 501
Huff ............. 95 92 90 92 84 453
Rhodes ....... 94 78 89 97 92 450
C-. ik ........... 93 94 91 118 98 491
Rosenbloom 82 86 93 102 113 470

•Milligan .....
'P.lack ...........
Orff .............
Hall .............
Itosenberg ..

Excellent Twills
I

Smartest Models!

Women’s

456 452 445 537 484 2374
Yanigans
104 112 117 90 90 513
106 88.119 St 93 488
89 85 81 97 88 440
81 89 73 79 72 394
89 85 86 95 77 432

4COATS.il

469 459 476 443 420 2267

Underpriced at

OUR GRANGE CORNER
Jerome Bushnell of Thomaston has
entered (he employ of the Rockland
Awning Co.
The remodelled and enlarged Carr
market will reopen Friday morning
wilh a complete new stock.

There’s talk among some of the en
terprising members of having a “bee ’
to paint the Country Club-house.
The Congregational church has
bought from Mrs. A. S. Littlefield a
grind piano, for use in connection
with the vested choir. Thorugh Mrs.
L!tth-I)eld's generosity it was sold
tojhe church at a nominal price.

A carload of furniture from their
Stamford (Conn.) home “Rockland,”
consigned to Trial Mark Farm, gives
early suggestion that tile Harold
Roberts will in no long time be oc
cupying their summer place on the
Owl's Head road.
Buckland Encampment holds Its
meeting tomorrow evening, at which
the golden rule and royal purple de
grees will lie worked. For the picnic
supper that will be served at G
o’clock tire memlx-rs are '-asked to
supply pastry.

The World Wide Guild of the Lit
tlefield Memorial church will hold an.
entertainment Ln tbe vestry Thursday
evening ait 7.30. One of the members
on the program is a missionary drama
‘‘Two Masters," by eight of the memhers.
Some mourning dog lover may be
made happy by calling at the police
station where a stray collie is await
ing a claimant. It was picked up on
Pleasant street yesterday in evident
distress. The dog is quite old and
plainly a petted favorite.

Charles I. Taggart, a well and fa
vorably known crahiatlc and musical
T’rrtert'fWI’i.' ?i;iI1 preshnF'a program
tomorrow night at the Universalist
church. beginning at 8 o’clock. Mr.
Taggart has won himself the friend
ly titic of “The Man from Vermont."
Ivanhoe Temple l*ythian Sisters
will entertain Mayflower Temple of
Thomaston and Knox Temple of
Camden at their regular meeting
Wednesday night. Supper will lie
served at 6 o'clock. The members of
Ivanhoe are requested t^i bring gifts
for the snipping party.
1

When Judge A L. Miles and D. P.
George went to the Forty dub din
ner yesterday they left their Flint
sedan parked in front of the Rock
land National Bank. A short time
later literacy t-or.s of thimp snow
came thundering off the roof and al
most buried the car. The amazed
onlookers got the surprise of their
lives when they found that the sag-^
ging car top held the great burden
though the cross members were
shattered.

Geerge B. Wood was the first
speaker at the Forty Club luncheon
yesierday ami his Invitation for the
youngsters to join the Rotary Club
in a hig "Boys’ Day" May 2 was ac
cepted with enthusiasm and a com
mittee appointed to work for the
event under the chairmanship of Mr.
Wood. The concluding speaker was
John H. Brubaker who made a plea
for the Knox Academy of Arts an-1
Sciences. He also discussed the val
ue of publicity and advertising and
the local fish and game situation.
The Forty Cluh Orchestra performed
exceedingly well.
Gonia’s new store, which was de
scribed at considerable length in
Saturday's issue, was thronged Sat
urday afternoon and evening, at the
formal opening, and the public did
not hesitate to confirm the good
things which The ■ Courier-Gazette
said about the new establishment.
"I'm going to bring my crochet work
down and stay all day," remarked
one woman after inspecting the new
rest room, which is one of the fea
tures of the store. The Snappy Five
Orchestra furnished music for the
opening.
Franz XI. Simmons the well-known
trainer. I. ft this morning for Lwiston
with the fallowing string of horse.-:
Hedgewood Lassie, . 2-12*4: Voni'4
Harvester. 2-year-old record of 2.22;
Helen Russell, trial record 2.14*4: IL
H. S.. trial record 2.17; Mona G.,
2.19’a: Queen Hedgewood, trial record
2.16; John D.. 2.19%; Mary Aberdeen.
2.16%; Nannie Silk. 2.15%; Maggie
Maxey.
2-year-old
record, 2.28;
Prince Utah, trial record 2.1^%; John
Ott. 2.17%: Flying Niinjnts. 2.11%;
Elizabeth Watls. 2.11%; Princeline,
2.11%. Last season Mr. Simmons had
25 horses in his string. This year his
success is a trainer is reflected by
the fact that there will be 35 in his
squad. Mr. Simmons was accomI allied by Louis Hart as groom, and
in Lewiston will have the services of
another Rockland boy, Frank Knight.

FRED S. MARCH
Cemetery Memorials
PARK STREET,

i

ROCKLANO
34-tf

$

MRS. EMMA C. PORTER

Limerock Vallfy Pomona meets
with Wessaweskeag Grange, Soutn
Emma C. (Verrill), wife of Charles Thomaston, Saturday. April 25. The
Porter, died at -her home on School lecturer has requested the followstreet Saturday morning after a brief i„ff program:
Illness of pneumonia. During the
Address of Welcome, Albert Davis,
winter she suffered a prolonged siege y ,„ter. Wessaweskeag Grange,
of illness, hut was apparently on the
ltespon.se. Miss Rose M. Pillsbury,
way to complete recovery when she
Instrumental Music,
contracted a severe cold which deDuet. Mr. and Mrs. Hnrry Waterveloped into pneumonia. She waf ' man.
Cared for in the final days of her ill- I Reading, Mrs. Ellis A. Sprague,
ness by her dauhgter, Airs Joseph F. '
Story, Harold H. Nash.
Jaseph of Fitchburg.. Mass., who
Singing, arranged by Lecturer,
herself, was confined to the house . M'essawenkeag Grange,
by sickness while her mother was1
Reading. .Mrs. Geurgia Snow.
having her first ill spellPiano Solo, Mrs. Charles S. Watts.
The deceased was a daughter of i
Recitation. Fred W. Cassells.
the late Capt. Henry and Caroline
Instrumental Music.
Verrill. and was horn in the house on I Singing, arranged by Lecturer,
School street which remained her. \y,
... saweskeag Grange.
home to the time of her death, Ile|! Discussion: "Knox County—the
mother attained extreme age. iini' most beautiful spot in Maine. Ho w<
»he gave to her the most devoted wish it t0 be the play-ground of
care through the long years.
America?” to be opened by Gilford B.
^During the latter part of her life putiei.t followed by Fred A. BlackMrs. Porter conducted a rooming ,ngton and Harold H
Nash un:1
house, and in her capacity as land- (>1|,e|.s
lady further endeared herself to, 'Thp host nrange will probably ofmany person*. Living in close prox- fp|. „np ()f |hpil. ,,|lp ,)Vogram8
„1P
imity to Main street she was well , evenjng
known In local business circles
• . • .
where she will be much missed. Af
Massachusetts has just organized a
fection for her family
was the hew subordinate Grange with 456
,
dominant factor in a life which had cha|.ter menlhprs
a 8ma„ rur;lI
been quietly but usefully spent
town whose entire population—men,
Mrs.' ,Porter
by , her
,
,is survived
,
... , women, children and babies—is only
husband who jias been seriously Ill J n21
This ,s tf)e sp(,ond l irgpst
nearly all winter, an 15 er i .ins l
(;i..l|1Rp evpr OI-ganize<l in the United
k * _e "US "
Slates, the record being held by all
ot her familyother Massachusetts Grange, institu
The funeral services will lie held at
ted one year ago in the city of Brock
2 o'rtlock this afternoon.
ton, with 567 charter members.
* • • •
ALFRED A. RICHARDS
This year’s session of the Idaho
State Grange had a greater attendAlfred A. Richards, who died sud- ance and larger sixth degree class
denly April 13 at his home in West than any previous year in its history,
Somerville, Mass., was a former pop- with the prospect of more Granges
ular business man of Knox County, organized in Idaho during 1925 than
He was born at Owls Head, Sent. jn any previous equal period.'
20, 1858. and was the eldest son of
Cyrus N. and Phoebe E. Richards
Noteworthv success has attended
of Lincolnville. He received his c-1- (he effort of the National Grange to
ucation in Castine Normal School provide automobile liability insurance
and after having taught for a period for its members at reduced cost. Its
was for some time in business with company headquarters are at Keene,
O. F. Burgess & Co. of Rockport. Xew Hampshire, and Orange policies
and for many .years was in. business are being written in more than a
in Florida. In the last few years score of states.
• • * *
he was a salesman connected witn
the Boston branch of Dayton Re 
In several states where a Orange
ister Co., of Dayton, Ohio. He was a educational fund Js maintained f u
man of sterling character, animated aiding young people in getting
by a tine sense of honor, in his deal education, there has been a note
ings with others who carried the worthy increase in contributions,
best there was in him into all his while large numbers of Grange youn
undertakings. His agreeable person- p.eople are availing themselves ol
allty, sense of huntor. and constant college or technical school training
kindly thoughts and acts, had en thus brought within their reach.
deared him to all his associates
• • * ♦
Loyal to his own, and/ friends, he will
The next annual session of the
be missed by all.
Michigan State Grange is to be held
Mr. Richards is survived by his in the city of Adrian, located in Lena
wife, Carrie Perry Richards; an 1 wee county, which is one of the most
three daughters, Mrs. Frank L. M:. • wide-aavake Grange counties in the
gune of Worcester, Mass., Zind the United States, with an active suhorMirses Katherine and Beth, of West dinate Grange in every township and
Somerville; one son, I’errv, a lawyer all functioning effectively fcor the
of Plymouth, Mass.; a sister Mrs. J. welfare of that section of the state.
H. Damon; and brother Dr. H. L.
Richards, both of this city.
The State Grunge in Maine main“
tains the “Good Will Cottage for
In Detroit the favorable effects of Qir]s>” supported Wy contributions
Prohibition arc apparent to even
from Granges throughout the state,
blind man.—Henry M. I.eJand, presi and which proves a godsend for
dent, Leland University.
scores of girls who every year enjoy
its privileges.
One of Ihe largest classes of sixth
degree candidates admitted at any
State Grange session this year was
in Ohio, where a total of 630 initiates
was reached!
The total number of
sixth degree recipients in the Grangi
reaches several thousand each year,
tills degree being conferred only h,.
—At—
State Granges.
TOWN HALL
• , • •
Okaluhoma reports many new
Head-of-the-Bay
Granges organized since January 1st,
Virginia and West Virginia are show
ing increased activity, while there is
Gents 60c; Ladies 25c
a growing demand for tliip extension
of the Grange organization Into the
GOOD MUSIC : : GOOD TIME
states farther South.
47-48
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The Twills in these coats have been
specially selected by our buyers for
their unusual wearing quality and ap
pearance.
—In Straight-line. Flare and wrap-around styles.
—Collars with chic bows at tbe back—others
favor scarf effects.
—Fine Twills, Folreisheens and Soft Suede Fab
rics, and there are all the new Spring shades.
—All are silk crepe lined.
—Trimmings of braid, tucking, cording, stitchery, embroidery, folds of material in matching
or contrasting colors.
—Plenty of navy and black.
—Many have trimmings of lovely Summer fur.

Cutler - Cook Co.
346 MAIN STREET

The home furnished with our handsome Overstuffed Suites cannot but be com
pletely satisfying. In sheer beauty—perfect proportion, fine workmanship
and excellence of material—our sets are unsurpassed.

PLAIN VELOUR .. $80.00.

7

These Suites Supplied In All Colors Desired
SEE OUR WINDOWS

V. F. Studley Inc.
ROCKLAND

Tel. 713.

+

20.000 Mothers die annually in
America because skilled care
un i advise is not given when
they are about to become Mothers.
Rockland Red Gross.

1925

1855

:: Memorials::
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
WALDOBORO, ME.

BORN
Piivls—Vlnalhavin, April l>. lo Mr. nnd
Mrs. Sewell Davis, a son.

DIED
Hopkins—Canulen, April 19, Julia A., wid
ow of Watson Hopkins, aged 91 years,. S
months
Funeral Wednesday afternoon from
Cl .Meehanle street.
Fail brother—West Hoekport, April 18, Marv
.1.. widow of Elhainniin Falrbrothez. aged $8
years. 8 months, 18 days. Burial iu I'al
myra.
’
Douglass—Union, April 12, Mrs. Jiili^
Douglass.

let the
logical
thing to do
—io buy your
Used Ford Car
from Your Nearest

This Label
is your
Guarantee
of Value

Authorized Ford Dealer
—r—r—————-c~—....

KNOX COUNTY MOTOR SALES CO.
Telephone 333—Rockland

GENUINE MOHAIR .. $140.00 and $180.00

Genuine Mohair, reversible cushions, all webb construction . . .......... $240.00

Wednesday, April 22

This Label Protects You

ROCKLAND, ME.

Completely Satisfying

DANCE

BAT VIEW SOCIETY

PHONE 288

SHEET MUSIC 15c

283 Main St.

THE PAYSON COMPANY
FOR
SSiBXls
all set in
for
annual

KNOX COUNTY HEADQUARTERS

We are
our new store
our
Seed Business. Don’t buy your seeds without
giving us a call. We have all kinds of seeds in
different varieties.
Five different varieties of Certified Aroostook
Seed Potatoes.
All kinds of Fertilizer. Try our Plant Beautifier. Our own mixture.
Boxes for shipping baby chicks. B-K, the best
germ killer on the market, for all household pur
poses. Dolge Weed Killer. Sure death to weeds.

SPECIAL ORDERS FILLED ON VERY SHORT NOTICE
IF YOU NEED ANY FARM IMPLEMENTS. GIVE US A CALL.
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY
BUY YOUR SEEDS ^ROM US, WHERE, IF YOU WISH, YOU
CAN GET PRACTICAL ADVICE AS TQ PLANTING, ETC.

TNE PAYSON COMPANY

NEW BICKNELL BLOCK, 507 MAIN STREET.

TEL. 380

CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
The Famous Sheet Mesic you see adver
tised in all the leading magazines.
Over 220 selections—send for
catalogue.

MAINE MUSIC CO.. Rockland, Me.

HARRY P. CHASE

Expert Shoe Repairing
471 Main Street, Rockland

Upitairs, Opp. New York Bakery

“Mark Every Grove”
A large stock of Cemetery Memorials in Marble or Foreign and
Native Granites; ready to be lettered for your Cemetery Plot.
Write, call or phone and have them erected before Memorial bay.

WILLIAM E. DORNAN & SON
Dealers in All Kinds of Granite and Marble Cemetery Work.
Telephone Connection
T-tf
EAST UNION, MAINE
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With the Radio Fans
Through the kindness of F. W. Farrel. who his been active in local
radio interest for several years and
who is an active member in our In
terference Board. 1 am presenting
:w i short and decidedly interesting
bulb tin s .on radio interference which
(jome from the engineering staff of
A-C Electrical Manufacturing Co. In
these two items lie a possible solut: n to one of our greatest troubles
,.f radio and it is my sincere hope
th t every reader will take time to
. cad and digest every ward and will
hen a t into action with their com
plaints. Readers who do not care
personally to take up the matter with
the Jicpartment of Commerce may
forward their letters of complaint to
me in care of this,paper and I will
tee that they are forwarded.
All complaints for this cause must
bear the writer’s signature and ad
dress. and rhould be %?nt to R. Waldo
>T> ler. Radio Editor of The CourierGar.c'.te, Rockland. Me.

Jhe Rig/rt Road EVEN WATER WOULD

ano
□nnn asra
aan bo
□a anaaaoESGT
qes

Meaning’

HATCHET BRAND
Over

U

SOUR ON HIS STOMACH

1

LINES, Inc.

BOSTON & BANGOR LIRE
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

way, and if I ate anything heavy
ewiston Man Paid Out Hun Ithis
would toecjine nauseated and would
dreds of Dollars In a Vain have acute attacks of Indigestion that
were Just terrible. 1 never thought
of such a thing as eating any break
Effort To Find Relief.
fast, and although I client hundreds
of dollars for medicine they might
COULDN'T
EAT
ANY just as well have been water for all
they did me.
BREAKFAST
AT
ALL I the“Agood
few week:', ago I was having
! an especially bad spell with m,v stom
ach when my mother brought me a
dis Mother Brought Him liottle
of Karnak: 1 was very skepKarnak, And He Now Eats . tical of it d dug me any good, lint
first dcee was so soothing and
Baked Beans and Every 5 the
helpful that I kept it up. and when I
thing Else He Wants— tell you tint I can now even eat
lxiked beans without a particle of
Troubles All Gone.
distress afterwards you willihave an
idea what Karnak has done for mv.
Karnak is the best medicine in the Yi : sir, I am nAw eatjng three hearty
world—I got results from it, and got meals every day. breakfast and all,
them at once, and am now rid of and I enjoy it and digest it perfectly.
roubles’ from which I had suffered In fact, 1 feel Just fine in every way
or over ten years.” Tills ih the en- , and want tn tell everyone how quicjcthlusi-astic ^statement made by Mr. ( ly and thoroughly Karnak fixes a
It certainly does t-heWalter Low, Spanish-American War person up.
eteran and well known resident of work.”
17 Horton St., Lewiston, Me.
Karnak Is sold in Rockland exclu
My stomach was in such awful sively by the Corner Drug Store; in
condition that everything I ate »iured Thomaston by McDonald's Itexall
and came up in my throat in a sour Store; in Union by Gordon-Lovejoy
mass," continupd Mr. Low. “Even a Co.; and by the leading druggist in
Rimes of water would affect me in every citv.—adv.

and your nerves
are steadier, with
Wrigley’s to help.

Radio Interference

The broadcasting situation has been
everything but good in the last 60
d tj s. and it seems as though It will
got worse instead of better unless
the Department of Ccnin.erce can act
in the matter to fornsttlate some
wo liable plan whereby the overlap
ping of wave lengths is eliminated.
We have taken up the matter with
the radio supervisor of this district
(Sth) it Detroit, and he advises us
that he can do nothing at the present
t(S). 1S2I. Westers Newspaper Union.)
time. However, he states, or rather
Horizontal.
Vertical.
r (uitsta, that dill wjia expedience
1—An sbrnslve
1— Wear away
howling and squealing, due to over
t—Reflect!
10—Wander
2— To be dull and spiritless
lapping or heterodyning, write their
12—Kind of rubber
6—Consume
4—Room (abbr.)
.'.I—Take ae one'e own
complaints to their radio supervisor,
6— Skyward
16—Large body of water
7— Pouchlike part of animal oi
or direct to the Radio Division of the
IT—Pertaining to municipal affaire
plant
i
Department of Commerce, to get a
20— Method
6—Ireland (poetic)
sufficient number of complaints to In
21— Palntlnge of domeetlc eeenee
8— Conserved
11—Gloss
fluence Congress in order that a law
26—Roman tyrant and fiddler
16—Combines
14—Boat
of some kind can be enacted to give
24—Part of verb “to be”
16—Fix
26— Imitation eatlne
16—Part of verb "to be"
the Department authority to cope
27— Stem
18—Persia
16—Annotator
with the situation.
26—Suffix meaning like
21—Space
22—Finish
Th" number of broadcasting sta
26—Taete
60—Owing
26—Number below seven
tions in the United States now ex
62— Southweetern border etate
26—Bring legal action against
ceeds 590, of which there are 175
(abbr.)
29—Locks
31—Ash
63— Annoy
64—Before (poetic)
33— Contend
class "B" stations, who are allowed
86—Printing measures
34— Period of time
wave lengths between 286 and 546,
38—Song for a single voice
36—Female lamb
and the rest are below 286 down to
36—Conjunction
40—You and I 87—Heavenly body
205 meters. You can readily see
41—Scorch
43—Wood sprits
43—Marsh
46—Idles away
what cauf s the tremendous howling
44—Reverential fear
46—It Is (contr.)
48—Number under twelve
48—Silent
on these lower wave lengths, and
47— Part of verb “to be"
60— Indefinite period of time
also many of the intermediate wave
48— Observe
61—Atmoephere 61— Some
lengths where there are two or more
62—Paternal parent
63—Vat 62— Opening in the skin
stations closely allotted. It is impos
66—ideas
68—Cooking utensil
64— Affected with ennui
sible to place 400 stations in a band
60—English boy’e school
56—Number below 14,
of wave lengths from 205 to 286 and
62— Girl's name
68— Aged
63— Absolutely nothing
69— Trivial
•
still have ideal breadcasting recep
64—Antitoxin
66—Boy's name 61—Naked
tion. Even the idea cf separating
67— Automatic registering Instru- 63— Ardor
17.1 stations between 286 and 546 is
ment
65— Encountered
absurd. Howev’er. the Department
68— Famous prehietorlo garden
67—Same as 65 vertical
cannot refuse licenses with the pres
70— Flesh
71—Hinder
69— Point of compass
71— In a heated manner
70— Southwestern state (abbr.)
ent laws which are in force, and it is
Solution will appear la next Issue.
their hope that they will be given a
law which will force stations to either
divide time, or quit operating.
Solution to
ay’s Puzzle
MARTINSVILLE
It is requested that this situation
be explained to all who are experi
The ladies circle will meet at the
encing this Condition, in order that
Grange hall on Thursday afternoon.
□0013c
mrarcra
they may know just what is causing
If stormy Friday.
their trouble and not lay the blame
Mrs. William M. Harris motored to
□00
on the receiver. Impress upon them
Farmington Friday after her daugh
the seriourneas of this problem, and
ter Margaret, who is attending
request them to send their complaints
school. She will remain home until 1 □ 0EJ3
to the Department of Commerce.
after Patriot’s Day.
The future of radio broadcasting
Miss Myra Marshall motored from |
depi nils entirely on the radio public.
Vest Somerville Saturday with j
Howls and Whistles
friends to be the weekend guest of
The average human ear can hear
J. W. Hupper and daughters.
frequencies of 15.000 to 18,000 cycles,
AVillis Hooper has gone to Rock
but beyond this, the frequency, or
land where he has employment with
pitch is too fast for the ear to detect.
Edward O’B. Gonia.
The reason we get howls on some
The Central Maine Power Co. crew
wave lengths and not others is, lieis busy setting poles from the home
cause there is another station very
of Mr. Morris to Port Clyde It's in
c! se to this wave length which
teresting to watch those big trucks
cau?es a howl, known as "beat note."
WALDOBORO
loaded with heavy poles and see howThis station nvav be either above or
easy they are handled in unloading.
Edgar Hagerman spent the week below this wave length The pitch of
William M. Harris purchased a fine
the whistle or howl is entirely gov
looking horse from Waldoboro par end and holiday with his parents, Mr.
erned by the difference of the two
and Mrs. V. B. Hagerman.
ties.
C. B. Thompson, who is at his sum wave lengths.
Miss Mildred Bachelder of the
If the stations have wave lengths
Knox Hospital staff is spending the mer home in Kofoleboro, was in town
say two meters apart, the howl will
weekend with her parents Mr. and Saturday.
Mr. and Mrs. P. B. Stinson of Wis be low pitched, but if the stations are
Mrs. G. N. Bachelder.
five meters apart, the howl will lie
Mrs. Grace Freeman is caring for casset were weekend guests of Dr.
very high pitched, and so the farther
Mrs. Earl Barter who is'sick with the and Mrs. G. H. Coombs.
Shirley Gross of Vinalhaven nas atiart the two interfering wave
epidemic that so many are hhving.
lengths are, the higher the pitch un
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Mason are been at Mrs. Cora Nash's the past
til it is so high that the human ear
spending a few days in Rockland/ week.
Fred Fisher of Fort Fairfield has cannot detect it—this is the ideal
guests of friends.
been a guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank fcpiration of wave lengths.
For example, vve will take station
Nadeau.
A grass fire that spread rapidly WIIAS on 400 meters. When there
OWL'S HEAD
and threatened the buildings of Mrs. is no other stations broadcasting, we
Rosetta Packard caused come alarm get station WHAS clear and loud, but
(Mr. and Mrs. Carl Reed spent Sat
Saturday afternoon.
It was ex stippising WOR on 405 meters starts
urday in the city.
up. then vve get a howl. Why—be
tinguished by the fire department.
Mrs. Simpson and little daughter
The schools, Ibanks, postoffice, cause IVOR is only five meters difVirginia of Boothbay, are at Grover
library and stores were dom'd in
C. Young’s.
honor of Patriots Day.
Miss Elizabeth Reed was home
Miss Oriana Barter of Loud vi Lie is
over the weekend.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Claude Fitch.
Florence Philbrook of Rockland
Harold Gonzales was a visitor in
spent the Weekend with her grand town for the weekend and holiday.
mother here
E. F. Storer ha« returned to Brock
Little Miss Barbara Feyler of ton. Maas.
Thomaston was the guest of Mr. an 1
Miss Edna Young has returned to
-Mrs. Arthur Rain last week.
Boston after cq>endJng a few days
Mrs. Emery H. St- Clair visited her here.
parents in Rockport last week.
Ground has been ploughed for the
Mrs. Harold Philbrook of Rock new athletic field and preparations
land was the guest last week of Mrs. are gjing rapidly forward to be in
Alice Philbrook.
■readiness for the baseball season. !
Mrs. Ruth| Buckminster spent a
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Perry of
few days in Rockland last week
Rockland were in town Friday.
Miss Isabelle Bain is home from
The picture 'house patrons have I
Thomaston where she had employ been well ph ased with th<* Metro- ’
ment.
Goldwyn pictures which have b<»en '
Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Feyler an*i occasionally introduced into the pro- I
family of Thomaston were Sunday gram. "The Great IMvide” and “The.
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Bain.
Navigator” were instant hits. Tonight
Charles Carver and children called comes the silver sheet version of the
at P. K. Reed’s Sunday.
popular novel "His Hour.” in which
Every can of Hatchet
Frank Emery is home from Xew the papular star John Gilbert has a
York where -he has been scal magnetic role. Among the other
Brand Fruit Salad has a
loping with S. P. Whitney.
Metro-Goldwyn attractions is “Circe*’
double meaning.
Mrs Mattie Maddocks and Miss billed for Saturday night.
Mabel Maddocks were in town Sun
• * « *
/
day.
Crisp, refreshing, delicious
Everyone is looking forward to the
fruit salad as fresh as freshpresentation of the pleasing comedy- 4
drama. “Wdllowdule,” which will l>e
picked fruit can be—
given in the Star Theatre, Thursday
evening. This is a realistic* story of
— and a delightful dessert
‘DIAMOND DYE" IT
country life with a thrilling plot, a
cf fruit compote served
bit'of mastery and c harming love
tale woven together. Th sc who have
with whipped cream or a
A BEAUTIFUL COLOR
been privileged to see the rehearsals
say it is “going great." The cast
cherry.
Joel Bassett, p .-t mas ter
Perfect home follows:
Try this double value can
dyeing and tint and storekeeper. HeYbert L. Price; .
ing is guaranteed Tom Skerret, the accused, -George
rf
Hatchet Brand to
with Diamond Simonton; Joseph Godfrey, ambitious
Dyes. Just dip i and unscrupulous, Jack Benner;
morrow
in cold water to I Clarept Dinsmore, the school teach
tint soft, delicate er, Charles II. Turner, Jr.: Rev. Mr.
Selected from the best, it
shades, or boil to Prosser, the minister, Fuller Hodg
«lyc rich, perma kins: Lem Hackett, an impromptu
costs no more than the rest.
nent colors. Each detective. Clark Mayo; Simon Pin
15-cent package ner. who L.as quarreled with work.
contains d i rc c - Merle Luce; Millie Bassett, a chijd of
tions so simple fate, Vera Patters n; Mrs. Bassett,
any woman can dye or tint lingerie, bound to have h« r own way. Mar
silks, ribbens, skirts, waists, dressep, guerite Bond; Rosetta Gates, a bit
coats, stockings, sweaters, draperies, flighty but true a« steel. Anne G.
coverings, hangings, everything new. Gay; Miss Ilazey. who imagines
Buy “Diamond Dyes’ —no other things. Celia Oldis; Oleander, who
kind and tell your druggist whether thinks life a joke. Eunice Thompson.
the material you wish to colon is wool Marston’s Orchestra will furnish the
,50 Kind.
or silk, or whether it bjlinen, cotton, music for the play and the dane e
that follows it.
or mixed goods.

EASTERN STEAMSHIP

Soothing and sweet to
smokers - refreshing
when you're “dry ood for that stuffy
2Reeling
after hearty
meals.
Wrigley’s will stim
ulate appetite and
digestion, remove
bad taste, and keep
you fit. It cleanses

Lve Rockland for Boston 8 P. M.

Lve Rockland for Bangor 8s Way
Landings 5 A. M. '
Lve Rockland for Bar Harbor 8s
Way Landings 5 A. M.
Lve Rocklaild for Blup Hill 8c Way
Landings 5 A. M.

Commencing about May 11, 1925,
Sailings daily except Sunday.

Vinalhaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLAND, VINALHAVEN. NORTH HA
VEN. STONINGTON AND SWAN'S
ISLAND
WINTER ARRANGES!:-T
(Subject to change without nolle.)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. WEDNESDAY, OCT.
8. 1924.
Lores Swan's Island daily except Sunders
ai .'. 30 A 11
for Stonington. North Haven.
Vinalhaven and Rockland.
lieuirniaf leaves Rockland at 1,30 P. M.
for Vinalhaven, North Haven. Stonington and
Swan's island.
B H. STINSON.
general Agent.
Rockland, Maine. Oct. 6. 1924.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

INSURANCE
That Protects; Service and Experience That
Safeguards Your Interest.

ARTHUR L.

t
after every meal.

ROYAL EXCHANGE ASSURANCE
London. England
ASSETS DEC 31. 1924
Mortgage Loan* ........................... 4 175,000
Stocks and Bonds ......................... 4.219.203
ash in Office end Bank ............
274.313
Agents’ Ba'asces ...........................
518.671
Interest and Kents.........................
54.821
All odter Assets ............................
16,400

_____________ RIGHT______________

G8 Best of All' the Cost is Small!

stations.

Summing up the above informa
tion. the plain explanation of the un
satisfactory bra,idea: ting situation
today is this. Tlie practical limit < f
selectivity in high grade receiving
equipment has about been reached,
and it
needless to increase selec
tivity

• .

•

CAMBRIDGE MUTUAL FIRE INS. Cb.
Andover. Mass
ASSETS DEC 31, 1924
68,000 00
Mortgage Leans ......................
122 280 00
Stocks and Bondi ....................
40.458 »7
Carh In Offlut and Bank........
11.060 79
Agents’ Balances ....................
7.355 38
Interest and Rents....................
All other Assets ....................
4 62

Gross Assets ........................ . .$ 249.159 76
Deduct items not admitted ..
1.976 15

THE APPLE MARKET

Prices About the Same—Pew App4c&
Are Reaching Outside Prices

Boston, April 15.
The Bangor boat was late, and
very few apples sold this afternoon
The weather has been very warm
today, and the market is a little
slow; hut we hope to have it cooler,
and a better trade. Prices are about
the same, but very few apples an*
reaching outside prices
Baldwins No 1 ...
Baldwins Uncla.ss'd
Odd Varieties ...........
Spys ............................
Starks ........ ................
Ben Davis ...................

Barrels
59 ti. 1 59 1.:

Box*

2 5n to

2 59 to
3.on to
2 5m to 1 (to
2 'io to

Potatoes, ion lbs ... i oo :

I.ID

Turnips. 100 lbs ...

1 DO

75 to

Kingman & Hearty, Inc.
“The House Built ou the Apple."

If Selected Pearl Parley is wanted
it can be had at all stores in one
pound packages under Three Crow
Brand.—adv.

61

11
66
72
12

Total Liabilities and Surplus . .$ 217,183 61
AKTHI K I. ORNE Agt
117 Main St.. Rockland, Me.
45 T-51

DORCHESTER MUTUAL FIRE INS. CO.
Boston. Mass.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1921
Mortgage Loans .................... ..$ 87.750 00
Stocks and Bonds .................. . 219.153 00
Cash in Office and Bank ...
13,793 51
Agents’ Balances ....................
lli.SU.'i li
Interest and Rents..................
1.982 01
All oilier Assets ....................
136 06

difference, because when two broad
Gross Assets ........................ . .$ 269.620
casting stations oj^erate at the same Deduct
items not admitted ...
339
time on close wave lengths, they pro
Admitted
Assets
................
.
.$
269,280
duce whistles (a separate signal) by
LLkBlUTIES DEC 3 . 1924
the mushing < f these two stations,
6.346
and if your receiver is sensitive, it Net Unpaid Losses .............. ..$
1 10,458
will pick up thb naw
d noise re Unearned Premiums ..............
All other labilities ..............
3.681
gardless of selectivity.
Surplus over all Liabilities . .. 218,794

96
88

Admitted Assets................... ...$5,150,564
LIABILITIES DEI'. 31. 1921
Net Unpaid Losses ................. ..$ 410.942
Unearned Premiums ............... ... 2,469,175
A’.l other Liabilities ............... ... 166.493
Deposit Capital ....................... ... 200.999
Surplus over all Liabilities . ... 1,993,953

13
77
15
13

52
75
9
93
90
65

Admitted Assets ....................... $5,242,799 59
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1924
Net Unpaid Losses .................... $ 363,641 90
Unearned Premiums .................. 2,961,163 S3
.’6.490 00
All other Liabl’kles ..................
Surplus over all Liabilities ... 1.821,591 76

GREAT AMERICAN INSURANCE CO.
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1924
Stocks ami Bonds ................... ..$42,835,926
Ca'ib in Office and Bank .... ... 1,708.977
Agents' Ba'ances c................... ... 3.324.977
Bl’.ls Receivable ....................... ... 135.155
Interest and Rents................... ... 317,629
ion.334
All other Assets.......................
(
..$48,429,299
Gross Assets .........................
Deduct items not admitted . ... 244.191

99
18
62
16
99
35

Admitted Assets ................. ..$48,176,197
LLYBILITIBS DBC. 31. 1924
Net Unpaid Losses ................. ...$2,953,387
Unearned Premiums ............. ...17,763.053
I2SA21
All other Liabilities ...............
Cash Capital ........................... . ..12,590,990
..14.337.235
Surplus over all Liabilities

31
SO

5!

11
17
»1
90
32

Total Liabililles and Surplus ..$48,176,197 51

THE ALLIANCE INSURANCE COMPANY
Philadelphia. Pa.
ASSiyS DEC 31 P324
Stocks and Bontfl ............... ...$5,127,876 99
Cash in Office and Bank . .. ... 769.034 33
Agents’ Balances ................... ... 613,991 86
68,799 96
Interes and Rents .................
11,139 41
All other akssets ...................

Gross Assets ....................... ...$6,881,832 56
29.859 71
Deduct items not admitted
LLYBILITIES I)EX'
Net Unpaid Losses ...............
Unearned Premiums .............
All other Liabilities .............
Cash Capital ...........................
Surjilus over all Liabilities

$6 869 972
31. 1924
. .$ 651.199
. . . 2.436.228
... 142,513
... 1.999,999
... 2.631,139

85

$5,242,709 59

NATIONAL LIBERTY INSURANCE CO
of American
ASSETS DEC 31. 1921
Mortgage Loans ......................... .$1,218,599
Stocks a»’d Bonds........................ 9.698,999
Cash in Office and Bank .......... . 979,994
Agents' Balances ....................... . 1,599.249
Interest and Rents ......................
191,428
All other Assets........................... . 795.730

no
■■ 1
''
59
72
26

Gross Assets ........................ ...$5,324,448 8->
Deduct items not admitted .
15,919 52

33

Gross Assets ........................ ...$1J72,591 17
Admitted Assets............
LIABILITIES DBC
Net Unpaid Losses ...............
Unearned Premiums .............
All other Liabilities ............
Cash Capital ...........................
Surplus over all Liabilities

...$1,272,591 17
31. 1924
...$ 194,913 17
... 484.144 94
... 197.21832
. .. 299.090 99
... 286.314 74

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$1,272,591 17
72
11
01
00
45

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$$5,308,538 33
11 O GURDY, Agent.
42-T 48
home fire and marine insurance co.
of Cabtornia
ASSETS DM’ 31. 1921
Mortgage Loans .................... . $ 106.375 00
Collateral Loans ....................
52.000 no
Stocks and Bonds ................ ... 3,382,584 la
Cash in Office and Bank ...
507.040 23
Agents’ Balances .................. ... 426.808 07
Interest and Rents ................
33,332 04
All other Assets .................... ... 170,392 14

"I

INSURANCE COMPANY OF NO. AMERICA
Philadelphia. Pa.
ASSETS DEC 31 1924
Real Estate .............................. . . .$1,199,099 99
46,25990
Mortgage Loans .....................
. ..42.681,299 29
Stocks and Bonds .............
Cash In Office and Bank ... ... 4,694,781 69
Agents’ Balances ................. ... 4.696,892 43
Bills Receivable ..................... ... 155/161 89
Interest and Kents ................. ... 447.23934
All other Assets ..................... .... 169.756 39
Gr«»s Assets ......... •.......... ...$53,991,291 76
Deduct Items not admitted .... 323.367 48

Admitted Assets ............... ....53,667,924
'LBABILITLKS DBC. 31. 1924
Net Unpaid Losses ............... ....$6,069,232
Unearned Premiums ............. ....22,394.995
All other Liabilities ............ . ... 1.162.559
Cash Capital ........................... . . 5,999,999
Surplus over all Liabilities ..$19,942,045
Total Liabilities and
ARTHUR L
M S BIRD
J WALTER

2S
09
53
76
90
99

Surplus ..$53,667,924 28
ORNE, Rockland
A CO.. Rockland.
STROI’T. Tlioinaston

IMPERIAL ASSURANCE COMPANY
of New York
ABS-ETS DFX*. 31 , 1924
Stocks and Bonds ................. ....$2,557,557
Cash in Office and Bank .. .... 154.123
Agents' Balances ................... .... 277,637
Interest and Rents .................
25.691
All other Assets ...................
936
Gross Assets ....................... ....$3,915,946
Deduct Items not admitted .
15,960
Admitted Assets ...............
LIABILITIES DBC
Net Unpaid Losses ..............
Unearned Premium:? ............
All other Liabilities ............
Cash Capital .........................
Surplus over all Liabilities

....$2,999,085
31, 1924
. ...$ 118.425
.... 997,149
....
45.000
.... 590,990
.... 1.339,419

99
71
15
M
41

Springs, Mattresses
AT YOUR DEALERS

"

lr
7

it
n

b

"
L

“’
Total Liabilities and Surplus $14,189,226 »•>

s
’

THE AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE CO.
of Hartford, Conn
ASSETS DEC 31, 1924
Mortgage Loans ........................... .$ 995.299
31,999
Collateral Loans .........................
Stocks and Bonds ................ i. .19.149.039
Cash in Office and Bank .......... . 3.117.319
Agents’ Balances ......................... . 6.791.509
Bills Receivable .........................
17.21S
Interest and Rents...................... . 132.954
All other Assets ....................... . 667.393

0.1
oo
01
ri
47

2?

13

Admitted Assets ......................
LLVBILITIK8 DBC. 31
Net Unpaid Losses ..................
Unearned Premiums ................
All other LiablHles ................
Cash Capital ...............................
Surplus over all Liabilities ..

$21,857,151
1924 '
.$1,977,918
.14.697.533
644.181
. 2.909.990
. 2.538,414

56

Total Liabilities and Surplus »21,85-.r.^,7.6

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE
Whereas. Almeda Rackllff of Washington
the County of Knox and State of Maine,
her mortgage <lee<l dateil November li,
11. and recorded in Knox County Registry
Deeds. Book 198. Page 4.36, conveyed to
ul»en A Jones, then of raid Washington.
? following described real estate, namely
"A certain lot or parcel of land with the
ildings thereon, situated in said Washington
unded and described as follows, to wit:
nunendng on tlie south line of land owned
William A. Humes, at the southwest corr of land formerly owned by David Nelson,
pnee running south on the land of said
uues, thirteen rods to stake and stones,
■nee east twenty degress north to the road
idlng from Bti( kney Corner to North Walboro. tltrtice North on said road to the
ad leading from said Corner to Slater’s
mer. thence west on the last named road to
Id Nelson's land, thence following around

And whereas, the said Reuben A. Jones Is
d greased, and whereas Daniel II Mosher, Adn ilnistrator with the will annexed of the e.>itc of the said Reuben A. Jones assigned to
ie. Effle E. Hili, the said above described
„ lortgage, note, debt and claim thereby sec ired and all the right, title and interest of
, ie estate of said Jones by virtue of said
n lortgage in and to the premises therein dea •ribed. said assignment being recorded In
ild Knox Registry of Deeds. Book 173.
I

n

eason of (he breach of tlie conditions con
t fined in said mortgage. 1. the said Effle K.
1 till assignee of said mortgage hereby claim
foreclosure of said mortgage
BFYIB E HILL.
Washington, Maine. April 11, 1925
45 T-51
|

I
DENTIST
DENTAL XRAY and DIAGNOSIS

Above Huston-Tuttle Book Store
THE AETNA CASUALTY AND SURETY CO
Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS DEC 31, 1924
Mortgage Loans ........................ .$2,451,455 12
Collateral Loans ......................
32.099 00
Stocks and Ronda .................... .11.971.796 00
Cash In Office nnd Bank .... . 1.036.298 33
Agents’ Balances ...................... . 2.627.945 69
Bills Receivable ......................
”7 *’3" 41
Interest and Rents . . *.............. . 233.775 85
All other Assets ........................
149,704 79
Gross Assets ........................... $21,569.12.1 10
Deduct Items not admitted ...
119,990 33

Admitted Assets .................. $21,449,139
LlABILtTlKS DHC. 31 . 1924
Net Unpaid Losses..............
.$1,153,942
I nearned Premiums .............. . 8.489.129
All other Liabilities ................ . 1.645.474
Cash Capital ............................... . 2.990.mm
Surplus over all Liabilities .. . 5,161,485

77

39tf

ROCKLAND, ME.
W. A. JOHNSTON. NEO. PHC.

COMPLETE DRUG AND SUNDRY
LINE. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS. KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING. PRINTING AND EN
LARGING.

370 Main Street, Rockland

H. M. de ROCHEMONT
106 PLEASANT STREET

21
30
11
"9
15

PLUMBING, HEATING
TEL. 244-W

117tf

Total Liabilities and Surplus $21,449,130 77

AETNA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
Hartford, Connecticut
ASSETS I>Ef. 31, 1924
Real Estate ..................................... $
31.737
Mortgage Loans ............................. 7,950,325 04
Collateral Loans ...........................
25,000 00
Stocks and Bonds ....».............. 18.620,37 4 14
Cash In Office and Bank
2.039.379 96
Agents’ Balances .......................... 4.622.704 61
Bills Receivable ............................. 137,958 03
Interest and Rctits ......................
471.819 31
All other Assets.............................
53,397 81
Cross Assets .......................
Deduct items not admitted •

.$33,952,716 60
.. 181.617

Admitted Asseta—Accident ALiability Department ............ $33,771,999 4
Admitted Assets—ILlfe Depart ment
.............. 211.785.519 86

$245,556,619 31
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1924
11 Net Unpaid Losses .. ................$11,961,579 20
89 Unearned Premiums ..................
All other Liabilities--Accident
& Liability Department.......... 2,971,396 30
34
All other Liabilities—Life De
partment .................................... 190,496,240 88
91 Cash Capital .................................. 10,000,900 00
7! Surplus over all Liabilities
9(
Accident & Liability Dept ... 4,710,851 70
09 8urplus over all Liabilities53
Life Deparment ........................ 16,289,278 3S

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$2,999,985 34

1

83
X-,
IHI
ini

54
55
H2
(hl
65

1924
..$ 583.491 59
... 433.464 37
... 247,478 98
8,156 32

”

ti
11

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$6,869,972 85
COMPANY

Insist on Having

Admitted Assets....................... $11,189,226
LIABILITIES DBC 31 1924
Net Unpaid Losses .................... .$ 939.359
Unearned Premiums .................. . 7.398.293
318.999
All other Liabilities ..................
Cash CajHtal ............................... . 1.599.999
Surplus over all Liabilities ... . 4.093,663

Gross Assets ............................. $21,892,615 37
Deduct items not admitted ..
35,493 SI

CITIZENS INSURANCE
ol Missouri
ASSETS DEC. 31
Stocks and Bonds .................
Cash in Office and Bank ...
Agents' Balances...................
Interest and Rents ...............

FOR REST
AND COMFORT

C
b

at

for

Woolwich. Aj7.00a.ni.. t7 30a.<n., tl.'P'i.ra.,
15.30 p. m.
t Daily.except Sunday.
A Passengers provide own ferriage Bath to W uulwich.
D. C. DOUGLASS.
M. I.. HARRIS,
9-28-24 V. I’.& Gen'l Mgr. Gcu'l Passenger Agt

Gross Assets ............................. $14,204,003 25
Deduct Items not admitted ....
14,776 32

99
93
88
99
94

OLD COLONY INSURANCE COMPANY
Boston. Massachusetts
Assets Dm. 31, 1924
Mortgage Loans .................... ..$ 17.000 00
S^oi’ks and Bonds ................ .. 4,839,384 09
Ca. b in Office aud Bank ...
101,684 23
Agents* Bamnces .......... ..
.. 312,4^.2 Mi
Bfils Receivable ..?.............. ........
3.794 76
Inter**,? and Rents ................
13,068 10
34.965 10
All other Assets ....................

BANKRUPTS PETITION FOR DISCHARGE
In the Matter of Alden H Ulmer. Bankrupt.
In Bankruptcy
To the Honorable Jahn A Peters, Judge of
the District Court «»f the I'niled Stales for
the District of Maine
Gross Assets ........................ . . .*l.6'i8,-,:t2 81
Alden If. Ulmer of Ro'l.iaiid, in the Conn
Deduct items not admitted .
26/388 22
ty of Knox and State of Mt,
in said Dis
trlct, respectfully represents, that on tin 11th
Admitted
Assets
................
.1,543
!il
day of October, last past, be was duly ad
judged bankrupt under lie a< t; of Congress
UABTLITrES DEC. Jl. 1924
relating to bankrupt^ : that lie has dub.
surrendered all his i mperty and rights of Net Unpaid Losses ................ . ..$ 233.205 54
property, and has fully complied with aii Unearned Premiums ............ ... 1.9’7.517 4the requirements of said Acts and -if the ci All other Liabilities ............
80.744 05
ders of Court touching Ills bankruptcy
Cash Capital ...................... .. ... 1 900,000 oo
Wherefore he prays that be may be decreed Surplus over all Liabilities . ... 1 420.076 73
by the Court to have a full diwlhirj < from
all debts provable against bis ( ..tate imd» r Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$1,6? 1,543 SI
said Bankruptcy Acts, except sdeh debts as
H. O. ( I HDY. Agent
are excejHcd by law from such discharge
42 T-48
Dated this second day of April A. D I'.’-'.
ALDEN II. I'PMER
COMMERCE INSURANCE COMPANY
Bankrupt
Glenns Fails. New York
ORDttK OF N’OTHTC THEREON
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1924
District of ‘Maine, ss.
Real E«ate ............................... ....$ 65,000 0$
On this ISth day of April. A. D.
Mortgage Loans .................... ... 171,050 00
on reading the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the (Curt, that a bearing hi Stocks and Bonds ................ ... 1,288.506 50
had upon the same on the Hth day of Mav Cash in Offi'-e aud Bank ... . . . 292.556 99
A. D 1!I2'». before said Court at Portland, Agents' Balances ................ ... 138,174 89
9,314 22
Interest ami Rents ................
in said District, at ten o'clock n the tor •
8.598 57
noon; and that notice then f be published AH other Assets ....................
in The Courier-Gaze* te, a n< v. spepar print
Grom* Assets ........................ ...$1,973,201 27
ed in said District, and that all known ere I3,449 83
ttors. and other persons in interest, may Ap Dedmt items not admitted
pear at the said time and place and show*
AdmHtpd Assets ................ ...$1,969,701 44
cause, if any they have, why ihe player ot
said petitioner should not l>. grant* d
LIABrLfTIBS DBC. 31. 1924
And It is further (>r leh<l by the Court,
that the Clerk shall send by mail to all Net Unpaid Losses ................ ...$ 78.272 62
known creditors copies of said peti.ion an t Unearned Premiums ............ ... 724.978 46
this order, .addressed to them at their places All other Liabilities ............
22.545 97
of residence as stated.
Cash Capital ............................ ... 500,000 00
‘Wijtness the Honorable John A. Pe*er;. Surplus over all Liabilities .. . 643,904 39
Judge of said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland. In said District, on the IRi't Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$1,969,701
day of April A. D. 1925.
H. 0 GURDY, Agent
(Is. S.l
JOHN F KNOWLTON. Clerk
42 T 48

Total Liabilities aud Surplus

Trains Leave Rockland

Augusta. A§7.00a. m., 17.30 aro., 11.1 Op. tu.
Bangor. A§7 00a. m , t7 30a.ro.. H 10 p m. ,
Boston. A §7.00 a .in., 17.30 a. n*.. tl.10p.m. |
Brunswick, A§7.00a m., t7.30a.ro., tl ldp.m..
<dUwBton. AS7.00S. m., |7.30n. in., tl.lOp. m.
NewYork.tl.10p.ni.
Portland. A§7.00 a. m., t7.3C~ m.,. tl.10 p. in.,
' xVaterrillc. A17(X)a m . t7 30ii.m.. tl 10p.m.

the' PALATINE INSURANCE CO.. LTO.
of London England
Il4-5th Avenue New York City. N. Y.
ASSETS DW. 31. 19 24
$ 29,099 90
Mortgage Loans .....................
Stocks and Braids ...................... 4,118,835 19
531.413 » 5
Cash ki Office and Bank ........
541,799 79
Agents' Balances .........................
6 191 44
Bills Receivable .........................
54.891 09
Interest and Kents .......................
8.939 57
All other Assets .........................

Gross Assets ............................. $5,289,983 83
38,274 24
Deduct items not admitted ...

Total Liabilities and Surplus ..$5,150,564 52

IS

Total Liabilities and Surplus
369.SSU 18
ARTHUR L. ORNE Agt.
117 Main St., Rockland, Me
45 T-51

Admitted ............................... ...$5,308,538
LIABILITIES DEC. 51, 1924
Net Unpaid Losses ................ ...$ 372,429
Unearned Premiums .............. . . . 1.7 04.208
All other Liabilities ..............
83,029
Cash < apitst .......................... ... 1,000,009
Surplus over all Liabilities . ... 2,148,871

00
42
54
37
63
08

Gross Assets ....................... ..$5,258,419 64
197.846 12
Deduct Items not admitted ..

KEPT

Admitted Assets ................... . .$ 247.183
UABfLnTES DEC. 31. 1924
Net Unpaid Losses ................ . .$ 17,366
Unearned PrenLums ............ .. 135.129
All other Liabilities ..............
3.895
Surplus over all Liabilities .
90,792

ORNE

^17 Main St., Rockland

x SEALED
> TIGHT

Terence or 0000 cycles. which repre
sents a very high pitched note. Now
if WOR was say ten meters, which is
18,000 e^xles. difference, the jlitch
would be too high for the ear and we
would then hive the proper separa
tion of wave lengths or frequencies.
To amplify this analogy, we will
include \V!DAR on 395 meters, which
is five meters low r than WHAS.
Now if all three of these stations are
on at one time, what happens? We
get a frequency difference of 9000
cycles below WHAS and also 9000
cycles difference above WHAS (400
meters), which sixdks the air from
385 to 415 meters, and th< result is
we do not get either of the thre<

t

Eastern Standard Time
•

Total Liabilities and Surplus $245,556,619 31

DR. JAMES KENT

Osteopath
38 SUMMER STREET, ROCKLAND
Telephone 323

36-tf

E. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
Offlss Hours; I ts 3 end 7 ts •

M.

Rssldtsts ustil 9 A. M. ssd by Astslstasi'
Telephone IM

THOMASTON. ME.

DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMENT ONLY
Telephone 136
38 UNION 8T.. R0CKLAN0, ME.

Graduate of American School of
Osteopathy

ARTHUR L ORNE

Insurance
Successor To A. J. Brsklnti A Co.
417 MAIN 8T. .... ROCKLAND

LET US PLACE YOUR BUSINESS IN
COMPANIES OF RECOGNIZED STAND FRANK H. INGRAHAM
Attorney and Counselor at
ING.
45T5I
Law

OUR

WANT ADS.

WORK

WONDERS

431 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND, MAINE

Tetspsones—Office 468; House 693-R
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SAYS

NOTED BRITISH AUTHOR

Upwards of 80,000 boys last year
mixed wholesome exercise and alean
living under Christian leadership »n
F. M.C. A. camps.
'^(The following article is based on Ihe
au'hor's personal study of the Ameri
can 1’. if. C. A. Sir. IV-ibon, now resid
ing in the United States, is a former
Member of Parliament, correspondent
of leading British journals, contributor
lo numerous American neuspapere an I
periodicals, and author of several pop
ular religious books, including ‘'The
Christ IFs Forge!. '}

not to
allow our sense
of lasting obligation
to this tremendous
agency for bm'herhood to he dulled
by usage and famili
arity.”
So speaks tlie Rev.
S. I’arkes Cadmnn,
D.D., the President
of the Federal CounP. Whitwell
cil of Churches of
IFiifon
Christ in America;
and he speak of the
Y. M. C. A. "The
multiplicity of its
benefits," snvs he, “has earned for it
the support of the best citizens of -ail
Christian lands.”
I have been inquiring into this “mul
tiplicity of benefits.” What arc they?
The nation was shocked by the soul
less cynicism with which two lads,
reared in respectable homes, murdered
a school-fellow. It is a dangerous
tiling for society to neglect lioys dur
ing that period when they think they
are too old to need moral training, yet
have not chosen an ordered career. By
lioys of this age the ranks of banditry
fcre recruited. <*What is the remedy?
It is not prison but prevention—not
Aectrocution but influence. Fill the

Seventy-five courses of study have been standardized by Ihe
for nun handicapped by little schooling.

‘WS, are

MOUNT PLEASANT
Miss Grace Carroll was home from
Knox Hospital Thursday
Leslie Packard’s mill is being op
erated.
Charlie Whitney had a narrow es
cape from losing his buildings Tues
day. He set a brush lire in his field
Monday night, and went away to
work the following day. During his
absence the fire sprang up and would

Greek Secretary of the Saloniki F. Jl, C. A. speaking to f-ien
a a reformatory prison. Below.—Service men acted ae fathers al a Father

At Tor—A

School for Refnaee boys conducted by the Japanese
F. St. C. A. at Tokyo.

Y. AI. C. A. and, automatically, you
empty the penitentiary.
Broadening Bog's Outlook.
To purify the mind of the boy by
the fresh breeze of athletics, to rescue
genuine games from the grip of the
bookmaker, to broaden the boy's out
look l,y educational trips, and to re
store the often interrupted companion
ship between hoys and their fathers—these express the policy of the Y. AI.
C. A.
It is mainly the city that has the
“Y.” But the small town nnd village
are seeking a larger landscape. And
the “Hi-Y” or Y. AI. C. A., for High
Schools is one agenVv by which the
community of only a thousand or two
finds itself.
The Y. AI. C. A. is the home of the
man who has left home. But it is not

end Son banquet at the Army and Navy Association, Honolulu, Hawaii.

merely a club by day and a dormitory
by night. It is not, like a hotel, a com
mercial proposition. Its members are
brought into fellowship. They learn
that life is more than eating and sleep
ing and earning, more than the swim
ming pool and the gymnasium, more
than a course at college.
Whether in a city, an institution
serving a mixed community, or at
tached to some industrial plant, or
maintained in a great university, the
Y. M. C. A. aims at an objective be
yond itself. Not only does it operate;
it is the basis of operations at a dis
tance. No member is true to his As
sociation who fails to give to others in
service at least as much as he has him
self received.
Aid for Ihe Foreign Student.
There arc 10,000 foreign students In

i certainly have carried all before i*
NORTH WARREN
• had it not been for the heroic efforts
i of the teacher Miss Jennie StarreR
Mrs. Judson Benner, who has been
1 and the boys and girls of her school. quite sick the past few weeks, is
Charles gives them the crejd}^ for feeling greatly improved
saving his home.

!

Mrs. Isora Kalloeh Visited Mrs. E

The roads are in good condition fo-- R. Moody last week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Burns of I’nion
1 this season of the year and some
visited Mrs. Josie Cummings recent
farmers are planting.
Herbert Nutter and family arc at ly
Belen Post has been absent from
Frank Hopkins.’
High school on account of having a
battle with the gryipe.
Charles Mank is working for
Joshua Starrett
Sidney Mank still continues quite
sick.
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Webster of
Fairfield visited Mrs. Webster’s par
distinctive
ents, Mr. and Mrs. E. R. Moody Sun
day.
Fred Jameson shipped 15 roosters
and two hens to Boston last week
and received 32 cents i>er pound
straight, check lor $35 14/ Some
roosters.
Mrs. Isora Kalloeh is visiting
Mrs. Maine Benner.
Mrs. Laura Daniels of East Union
railed on Mrs. Josie Cummings Fri
H631
day.

I

Accept No Substitute
for the

quality of

"SALADA"
TP 3ES

No other brand is quite so pure,
fresh or delicious. Try it.

APPLETON RIDGE
The Willing WoiHers met with
Mrs. Ada l’roctor Tuesday afternoon.
On account of so many laid colds
there were only seven present, but
a pleasant anil profitable afternoon
was spent. The work was on rags
for rugs. Refreshments were served
after the business meeting 'Next
meeting will be with Adna Pitman al
the village and April 28th w ith Mrs.
J. T. McCorrlson.
The Boy Scouts met at the home
of Robert Perry Tuesday evening for
a practice meeting. The "darkles"
perform in the near future .
Mr. and Mrs Arthur Sprowl and
children. Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley anl
Mrs liazel Perry were in Searsmont
Monday evening.
Several from here attended the pic
tures at I’nion Thursday evening.
Mrs. Ilazel Perry and daughter
Marie and Mrs. Jennie Fowlcs of
West Appleton, spent Thursday in
Rockland.

WARREN
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Moody and
son Wellington of Beverly. Mass., mo
tored through Friday and were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
Wyllie.
Mrs. Mary Richmond came Thursl5.y from Massachusetts where she
spent the winter.
The chemical was called out for a
grass lire at the farm of Charles
Mank. N rth Warren, on Saturday
morning.
Additional subscriptions of $4.00
from W. (’. Waltz and $1.00 from Earl
Robinson, members of the firemen,
have been received

the I'nited States. Many have come
from the Orient believing that here
they will see the Christian Faith in
operation. The Y. Al. C. A. provides
trained advisers of their own language
and race, who form them into con
genial groups, help them in their per
plexities and surround them with an
environment of friendship. There is
inneh in western countries that disil
lusions these eager d: co'crcrs. In
valuable, therefore, is a contact whirli
furnishes tlienrV with true hospitality.
The Y. AI. C. A. stands for the prin
ciple that what it lias found to he the
/abundant life must be offered to the
world. In China and Japan, in I.atinAmerica, in the Philippines, in India
nnd in the Near Fast, Ihcre are'lead
ing statesmen, merchants, educators, to
whom the ideal of a clean and healthy
manhood has made an irresistible ap

not only sold the output of Skowhe
gan but cf two or three other plants
besides during about five years, it
President Wyman Reviews is pretty good evidenpe that Central
Maine has made no mistake in follow
a Prosperous Year of the ing its policy of water power devel
opment. Maine, and all New Eng
C. M. P. Company.
land for that matter, are undoubtedly
growing much mere slowly than
Inasmuch as the Central Maine some other parts of the country but
Power Co. has in the state 60,000 these figures indicate that the sure,
customers in addition to 12,000 stock solid growth is here
The earnings of the Company for
holders, President Wyman’s annual the twelve months ending Feb. 28,
letter just Issued contains interest 1925, are jLs follows:
for a very wide body of Maine peo (boss Income ....
$3,982,720 3’
Depreciation Accru
ple. It follows:
al
and
Actual
Maintenance
Ex
* • * *
penditures .......... $ 631,784 26

:
!

To the stockholders of Central
Maine Power Company:
The quarter ending March 31. 1925,
has been the biggest one in Central
Maine Power Company's history as
far as the sale Of electricity and
gross income are concerned. Our net
income suffered somewhat during
January and the early part of Feb
ruary from a sudden and rather un
expected shortage of water which
compelled us to use considerable
steam powvr. Notwithstanding this,
the net results for the quarter arc
very satisfactory
During January we generated 15.677,000 kilowatt hours. This is about
2,500,000 more than was generated in
the corresponding month a year ago.
Although February of this year had
one less day than February, 1924, we
generated about 2.000,000 kilowatt
hours more in that month than in
February last year, l’p to the 25th
of March we have generated 2,000,000
kilowatt hours more than in tlie cor
responding period last March.
On Feb. 17 we had the biggest out
put in the history of the Company,
generating 601.635 kilowatt hours.
With the exception of one day in
January this is the only time when
we have put out more than 600.000
kilowatt hours in a single day.
Something of the progress we have
made is indicated by a comparison
of these figures with five years ago.
In January. 1920. our total output was
8,335,000 kilowatt hours and the big
gest day’s oqtput
during that
month was less than 300,000 kilowatt
hours; in other words, the total elec
tricity made and sold by the Com
pany has increased very nearly 100
per cent in five years.
Shortly after we finished our Skow
hegan plant and when the general
business slump of 1921 came on there
were a lot of people around predict
ing that we would never Ire able to
sell the output at Skowhegan and
that Central Maine had loaded itself
with a white elephant which would
be its ruin. Ixioking over these
figures and realizing that we have

/Member

Consolidated Stock Exchange
of Mew York
STOCKS and BONDS
Publishers of the
WEEKLY FINANCIAL DIGEST
which is sent free lo

Other Operating Ex

penses

................ 1.490,486 42 2.122.270 68

Balance ...............
Interest on Funded
and
Unfunded
Debt and (iuaranStock of Kubsidiary Companies ..

1,810,449 67

1.027,670 08

Balance ...............
Dividends on Preferred Stock ..

627,522 10

Balance ...............

, $ 155,857 49

733.379 59

Our preliminary Work, including
engineering, purchase of fiowage, ar
ranging for the moving of roads and
cemeteries and similar work in coneetion with the water power site we pur
chased last year on the Androscog
gin River, is pretty well done. There
are a great many property rights,
large and squall. that have to be tak
en care of and adjusted tin a new developiment of this magnitude. Each
one of them has taken a good deal
of study and work to get the best re
sults. We believe that work hasbeen well done and that within a few
weeks we shall be ready to decide
whether we shall proceed with the
development on the Androscoggin
River or defer it for a little while.
It seems to me. that the question of
going ahead now is merely oik* of
good business prudenceIf general
business is likely to lx> quiet during
the latter part of this year we might
be able to make much more advant
ageous contracts by waiting a little:
on the other hand, if it should happen
to be better, it would be. to our ad
vantage to go ahead now. The whole
subject is one to which your cxecu;
tive Committee and the officers oi’
your Company are giving_very care
ful consideration and the result of
which they exiieot to announce Very
shortly.
The Storage Dam at the foot of
Brassuo, Ixike is well under way.
The contractors haw been at work
all winter and are in a good position
to finish the dam by Dec. 1. 1925.
This work is being done by owners of
several dams on the Kennebec Riv
er and we expect to get a good deal
of benefit from it.
Work i» atyput to begin on rebuild
ing our East Orland plant where two
hydro-electric units installed fifteen
years ago will* be replaced by one
larger than the other two combined.
When this work is finished, the plant
will produce about twice as much as
it does now.
Indications are that tlie publicity
campaign already launched 'in behalf
of Maine’s Summer resort business
will bring a great many people here
and d'o much to stimulate business in
the State during the summer months.
Taken all in all, we exi>ect to have
a busy and prosperous season.
Walter S. Wyman Pres.
April 1, 1925.
An excellent Pearl Tapioca is nowput up in one pound packages under
Three Crow Trade Mark Bra net—
adv.

Permanent European Force.

If the Y. M. C. A. has been criti
cized, it has only been because, during
the war, there was set upon its shoul
ders by the American Government and
people an almost impossible burden.
And it must not be forgotten that, as
a result of these unprecedented efforts,
the American “Y” hi-s continued in many
European cities, a permanent force for
r.ll that contributes to true democracy.
The Y. M. C. A., having played its
part in winning the war, is not un
wearied in the larger and longer strug
gle-winning the peace. Its ministry
among all peoples is reconciliation, be
tween race and race, between capital
nnd lalmr, between creed nnd creed.
In its aims it has nothing to conceal.
Its finances are managed by laymen

VINALHAVEN

IT IS PROSPERING

„

125

peal. In the Y. AI. C. A. they see an
invaluable instrument of physical, men
tal nnd moral hygiene. Evidences of
tins demand for the Y. AI. C. A. are
overwhelming.
Evangelising Our Race.
As tlie Y. AI. C. A. is the ally of the
Churches nt home, so is it the nllv of
the foreign mission abroad. The Stu
dent Yoluntrcr Missionary Movement,
developed by the Y. AI. C. A., has re
cruited thousands of men and women
from college and universities who have
brought youth and health and educa
tion to the task of evangelising our
race. If the spread of the gospel, of
a more abundant life for all nations,
interests a rising generation, the reason
is largely the efforts, direct and in
direct, of the Y. M. C. A.
Christianity, as a label, is not forced

on Moslem, Hindu and Confucian, but
is dearly revealed as a life. Within
the walls of the Y. M. C. A. men of
all faiths are welcome. There is only
one faith big enough to offer such a
welcome.
In other countries, as in the United
States, the Y. M. C. A. has iieen estab
lished as far as possible on an autono
mous foundation. China, Japan, India,
the Philippines—they all have their
own staffs, largely consisting of their
own nationals. And much of the
money invested in their buildings is
raised by these nations themselves. The
Y. M. C. A. is thus a university in
self-government, free from graft, fa
voritism and other corruption. For
the good name of the United States in
other continents, there is here a true
generation. In the Y. M. C. A., North
America discloses her best.

The Senior Christian Endeavor
had charge of the Sunday evening
service at Union church. Miss Helen
Orcutt was leader and there was spe- '
eial music.
Mrs. Angus Hennigar returned
Friday from Machias.
The new Vinalhaven Band will hold
a fair Friday afternoon at 2 o’clock
in the G. A R. rooms. In the even
ing there will be a dance in Memor
ial hall after the lirst show of pic
tures.
A ball game was played Saturday
afternoon at
the School
street
grounds between a picked team and
the Vinalhaven Highs Score 12 to
6 in favor of the High School team.*
Marion Black is home from Bed
ford, Mass., where she has been
teaching.
Saturday afternoon at the G. A.
R. rooms the
Vinalhaven Athletic
Club held a cake sale and netted
$56.
Miss Meta Ingerson, who has been
spending the vacation with her par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Ingerson
left Saturday for New York to re
sume her teaching
I. W. Komisky of Boston, the New
England States representative of the
L. (’. Smith & Company, has been
the guest the past week of Mr. and
Mrs. F. M White. ISaturday the fol
lowing party enjoyed a lobster feed
at Cravcnthirst; H. YV Fifield, F.
F. Brown, F. F. Ames, C. G. ChHies.
A. U. Patterson, L. W Sanborn. T.
E. Libby. F. M. White. C. S- Rob
erts, Frederick Jones, 1. W. Kom
isky. W. F Lyf^l’d and L. C. Smith.
Edward McDonald Sr., was chef.
Mr. Kom’sky gave a talk on Albapol and Magic Window cloth as a
new and booming industry to the
town.
He
is introducing these
through Payne & Dunham of Boston.
A fine time was reported at the
supper dance at the Red Men’s hall
Friday eveningMusic by Lane’s
Orchestra.
The Senior C.T-ass, V. If. S., held a
dance Friday evening at the Ar
mory with a large attendance. Mu
sic by the Midnighters.
Mrs. Frank Miller entertained the
Washington Club Saturday evening.
Supper was served.
Miss Clara Thomas was in Rock
land Saturday to visit her brother,
Arthur Thomas who recently under
went an operation at Knox Hospital.
Mrs. Sumrtiers has returned to
Boston, having been the guest of her
sister, Mrs. Charles Davis.
Joseph Ripley of Boston is the
guest of Miss Pauline HennigarMrs. Emma Smith and sister, Mrs.
Orrin Smith of Rockland, are spend
ing a few days at their old home.
Charles Newbold and family have
moved into the Community hall ten
ement.
Fred Geary and family have moved
into the John Baggs house.

ORETHROAT

s

tonsilitis or hoarseness,
gargle with warm salt
water. Rub Vicks over
throat and cover with a
hot flannel cloth. Swal
low slowly small pieces.

VICKS
wV
R
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Poor 17 Million Jure Used Yeurl,

il. C. A.

of recognized experience and inlegritv.
All its enterprises are conducted under
the searching scrutiny of a vigilant
press and the watchful management of
men trained to commerce, to law, to
finance.
In Canada nnd the United States
there are aliout 2,000 Associations, witli
one million members. These institu
tions are locally self-supporting.
The Y. SI. C. A. is more than the
sum-total of many separate Y. SI.
A.’s. It lias become a world-wide
movement, requiring direction and in
spiration'and calling for extension. In
this missionary service the American
S'. SI. C. A. has been and is the chief
factor.
•»

Nearly Self-Supporting.
So largely self supporting are the
Associations that only a small per
centage of their budgets is raised hv
public subscription, l’art of that con
tribution goes to the support of the
National Council, their general agency,
whose needs for home and forrign
work in 1925 are about 21'- cents per
head of population. This 2,500,000
dollars is no more thin one-sixth of
what one city. New York, is paying for
the completion of her great eathrdral.
The “Y" has many friends who will
look into that detail.
For the silver dollar is like Ihe
moon. If it reflects Ihe Eight of the
World, it dispels darkness. But if it
eclipses the Eight of the World, it
turns the very (lawn into dusk.
The Y. Al. C. A. is one of many
monuments in this country to the con
secration of money to the needs cf
mankind.
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THOMASTON

Eggs and Chicks

£AMDEN

THOMASTON TALENT AGAIN

In Everybody’s Column

J. J. Collins and chauffeur visited
Advertisements in this column not_ to ex
ceed three lines inserted once for 23 cents,
in town over tiie weekend. )Ir. Col
Walter Maxey of Sailors’ Snug Har
times tor 3« cents,
Additional lines 3
lins was looking over his estate be
cents each for one time/ 10 cents for three
bor, New York, is at his homo at
fore the opening of the summer seatimes
Six
uords
make
a
line
Oyster River.
In full keeping with a pleasing array of preced
n.
Haviland Kalloch was taken to
AllTOHESS
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Singleton
and
daugh

Lost and Found
ing events for the benefit of Thomaston’s High
Knox Hospital Sunday. Haviland Is
ter of New York left Saturday after
LOST—Half-grown yellow anil whin- shag
unfortunate in having a sickness in
School Building Fund is the minstrel-musical'com
a few days' stop in town.
,
TRQU5
gy killt-n. goat- since Haiurila.v
Pica c no
the closing term of his High School
Donald Patterson of CniversTty of'
tify MBS. II. A. STA'XLiEY. 8 Shaw Ale.
edy to be given tonight and tomorrow night in
course. Here’s to a s|>eedy recovery.
Maine was an ov; might guest at J.'
Tei 32-2 __ _________ ______________ J8 31^
William Merriam of Norfolk, Va.,
1O< a Button: *12° a Rip
Watts hall. The opening number will be the Old
A. Brewster's Friday.
LOST—Locket ami rhal'i. witli initials "M.
is the guest of his niece. Mrs. Charle.s
MA1-.
FOR SALE—DAY OLD BAKltBD PLY S I." on one aide a-.ui "I " on other.
The fire company was called out
Black
Bard
Minstrels
with
all
the
old
favorites
and
X.
IX.IItAHAM. 17 Suffofk St
Tel. 157-W.
MOUTH
BOCK
chirks
after
»lav
1st.
Ha
<-!>
Winchenbach.
Saturday morning to stop a brtseh fire
t;-pi-nmlBK out WfjF week.
HAWES BltOS
Miss Lena Shorey. a teacher in
several new stars. The musical comedy is the well
on the property hack of the Sexton
Colon. Maine
IT’D
Of
the Portland High School, is sitending
LOST—Fountain pen (Ponkllnb
Fiml -r
cottage. Chestnut street.
Only a
known
"In
Zanzibar."
The
cast
tells
the
story
___ 47- f->
FOR SALE -Second linno eiu|>:> Kendell,.» en'.l KMI.IIT IHtDS MABKI7T
a few days at home.
small area was burned over.
|
Whitney
eeg
eases at a bargain
PERM 'S
IFOUND—At Fuller-Pobb-Davis more, clus
Mrs. Charles Freeman is’dEck.
better than adjectives.
I Camden Rotary CXrt> meets this
J M A*KET.
________ _______ jL ” ter of lictit tiraeeleta.
Owner apply rei
Work has been resumed on the
Tuesday noon for thsir regular
""PINECREST ORCHARD STRAIN S. C. MISS STBOLT. .
<6
Mill Brook bridge. The north side of
BED
Baby
Clileks
anil
hatching
eggs
from
luncheon.
.
PART ONE
the old bridge has been removed.
high
Iirodueiiitp
stock,
raised
on
free
range,
Wanted
Mrs. F. W. Miller ar . won have
milk fed. goml ebfiir and type
State ac
There will be no interruption to
been cn fined wilh the prevailing
OLD BLACK BARD MINSTRELS
credited.
May prb-ea. chicks 32(1; hundred
WANTED—Fuller Brush Co., has open
travel. The north side will be fin
|()K l'OI
men wl 't cars to work und r
eggs $8 60.
SPllI.Mi ----IIKUUIV
l VF LTM ing f<»r
grippe.
43-48
ished first.
|
FARM,
Waldoboro,
M
e.
______________
new
salary and comnih
Special re
: : : CAST i : :
Mrs. R. B. Bucklin has lieen assist
duction on prices of brushes and all goods
Fred Waldo and three friends of
R
u.
, FOR sKe —Two good hen houses
ing at the F. J. Simonton Co. dry
delivered
hy
truck.
For
Interview
or dem
41 -It
Boston were the weekend guests of
I CLARK. 886 Broadway.
Tel 816 R
INTERLOCUTOR
goods store in Iba-kiand for a few
onstration write* <’ C. W'FED. 37 Washing
Mrs. Mary Waldo.
48*30
BABY CHICKS- S (’ R I REDS from ton street. Camden Ma'm*
days. Yesterday noon she left for a
CHARLES STARRETT
Mr. and Mrs. Albert T. Gould have
I heavy laying strain.
April, 22c Bitch, Mav
WANTED—Pwo girls for general house
week's visit in Boston.
and June 20c
Hanhlng eggs $8 per 1" »
returned to their home in Waban,
work;
one
in
family.
.MRS
J'.
II
BE1RRY,
ENDS
The White Front, F T Simpson,
BERTHA.TEAGUE, Warren. Me.
”
Th< -ndike Hotel_____________________ 48-tf
Mass.
proprietor, is having a decorative
MAC GILCHREST
BILL GILCHREST
BABY BhIX—Wvllle's S. C. Reds raised
WANTED—Lady would like position in
The young Child of Mr. and Mrs.
painting
and
renovation
and
is
to
In

on
free
rgnge.
trap
nested
and
bred
for
type
HERE FOSTER
ORRY FROST
small family.
Please fCnle wagX in first
Elmus florae reported a short time
and color.
State accredited for white diarr letter
stall an up to dale ice room for
Addre s \Y B. W. care THE COl ago as ill with pneumonia, is recover
hoea.
Price May 22 cents each. June 2« RIFR-CAEETTE, Rockland, Maine. 18*30
CHORUS
LOCAL
carrying fresh meats and supplies.
cents each, postpaid
Safe arrival guaran
ing.
Tickets were checked Saturday for
WANTED—Care of children bv experi
teed.
F H WYLIJE. Thomaston. Me . Rt.
PROGRAM
A new 70 foot boat built by Wil
enced Ionian for the summo. Near tho
the senior class play "The Dutch De
1 1. Tel 199-6..................................................
liam Morse of Friendship came up
shore* preferred. Good reference. Address
Opening................. ......................... ENTIRE CHORUS
tective," staged this Thursday and
It M 11 P.o\ S2. Waldoboro. Me
48*30
HAT tyrant, Style, decrees that men wlw want
river Saturday for her engine which
BABY CHICKS
Friday. A good crowd is assured and
Where’s My Sweetie Hiding
ORRY FROST
DEC3Y DUCKS AND EGGS f ir hatching
is of 100 horsepower.
id culled
to
m
fashionably
dressed
are
to
wear
a
dark
Pure bred, Inspectafter
Friday's
performance
there
will
J
M.
BART
LETT,
South
Thomas
’
on.
Tel.
Because They All Love You
TIP FEEHAN
1 HI 387-1.
5ft
Varieties
Fred W. Newcombe who has been
48-tf
sack Qoat with strijx-d trousers of a lighter shade.
lx- it dance.
8
71
Slis.'.ii
|
Rhode
Island
Reds
...
J
When
1
Was
the
Dandv
and
You
Were
tiie
Belle
on an European tour, is the guest of
Win Richards Landed a five pound
16 60
8.50
WANTED—Young man to learn the drug
Barred Rocks .............. -1
And never was tt more sensible style. Nearly
Mrs. Iada M. Newcombe.
11 m. business. Good pa; tee the* right man
....................... BROWN
7.M
In
salmon at l ake Mi gunticook last
Wh Brn.. B’ff L'gh'ns . j
is
Of
•
!tt
quire at KITTREDGE PHARMACY.
*
Miss M. J. Watts of this town and
White Wyandotes ....
every man has ofie or more eoats that are good hut
week. This popular fishing ground
Red Nose Pete
....
HERK FOSTER
lots.
and
1
.(KID
43-30
(let
catalog.
Prices
on
Miss Frank Mathews of Warren left
seems to be getting better each year.
they hang in the closet lieeause the trousers are
ordering else Oh
Mabel!
.
..........
.
MORRIS
LINDSEY
postpaid
Consult us 1
WANTED—Shop agrafe to sell Hand Soap
Atlantic City, N. J., Saturday for
Tiie Cotnique Theatre is haying a
where.
worn out. By selecting a pair of Dutchess Trousers
hi larfe -an;
THE CHNNEtTIelT CAN
How Do You Do?
BILL GILCHREST
Washington.
H. H STOVER & CO..
new coat of white i>aint jn readiness
CD . Har.f<.rd. Conn
48>30
you
complete
a
suit
that
is
in
the
height
of
fashion.
11«9
Forest
Ave
.
Portland
Russell Gray has returned from a
Marcheta- . ...
MebAUGHLIX
for the coming sumn.rr season.
WANTED- 300 second hand chairs
Must
business trip to New York.
Tiie Rebekahs are holding a fair
That’s 'My Girl ...
TOM LAWYER
Cut full on the t . 'latest lines, we can assure von
be* in good condition and reasonably priced.
The W. C. T. U, will meet with
at the K. of P. hall Wednesday, April
Apply
IJN1
DLN
HENDERSON,
67
(
amd-n
| Summer Cottages and Board Street, Rockland. Tel. 163-M
a fit in Dutchess
scr.s that would make a cus
Mrs. Susan Strout Friday afternoon
47-49
INSTRUMENTATION
29.
orchestral
tom tailor envious.
The members of the Raptlst So
Tf YOU have a cottage to tei or uesi’-e
WANTED—Seconel hand disc harrow, must
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Bridges are
HELEN
POLAND
I summer boarders, advertise the fact In this be in fair condition
Pitino
ciety are urged te attend the busi
FRANK BLACKkXGbeing congratulated on the arrival of
| paper where thousands will read of* It__
And whether it is for dress or for work or for play
.TON. P. O. Box 236. Rockport, Me.
47-tf
ness meeting of the society to be held
IX >UC,LAS VINAL
Violin .............................
a new member to their family—born
FOR
SALE
—
House
at
Atlantic.
(Swan
every
pair
of
Dutchess
Trousers
is
imide
to
give
at the vestry Friday at 7.30 p. m.
WANTED
—
Typewriting
to
do
at
home.
...
HOWARD
BEATTIE
Sunday morning.
Violin ............................
bland. 0 romn.'i. uak Miitwh. well liuht : .Ightl.i Satisfaction guarantee-el.
Prices reasonable.
Walter Winchenbtch and family of
long honest wear. They hare to lx' to live up to their
Theodore Hatch of the Harvard
I location close by shore
Garage and out Communicate with E S., Box 169. Warren,
DR. LUCE
’Cello
Portland are visiting his sister. Mrs.
buildings,
water, in house.
Acre ami half Me______________________ ____________ 47*49
maker
’
s
famous
w
arranty
of
“
7Ce
a
Hutton;
$1
./Hl
a
Engineering School is visiting at his
IOI1N
CREIGHTON
of land.
Fine place for summer home.
At
Ward Grafton.
home on Union street.
” WANTED—LADY TO SELL Direct to coiJ
Hip."
j a bargain.
Address I)R I. B. GAGE.
■RAYMOND BEATTIE
Mr. and Mrs. William Brasler are
Trumpet ..................
suiner. Sport dresses and silk underwear.
Hurry Hatch of Roeton motored
[ lantic. Me __ _
______ ________ 57*tf
visiting his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
No
canvassing.
Good pay to part or who e
Be
smart
in
both
senses
of
Ihe
word
and
come
in
GORDON SPALDING
here Sunday for a holiday visit witli
Trombone ....................
FOR SALE—(’amp all furnlshe I mar Lily tim • workers
Write A. M. B.. CourlerWilliam J. Brasler.
relatives.
I Pond.
Could have use of land for garden, Gazette for appointment.
for your pair of Dutchess Dress Trousers.
..................
ELSTON
LUCE
47*49
Drums
and
Praps
.
Mrs. Orrin Clark of Attleboro.
if wanted.
FRED C. ROBINSON, I nloi.
Sunday's fishing bulletin showed it
WANTED—American man and wife want
I St., Rockport.
>
Mass., is visiting at Louis Hodge's.
catch of 30 salmon from Iaike Me
PART TWO
position ‘>p farm or other (tennanent work.
Mrs. Grace Payson and mother.
TO LET—For the summer season, six room Have good references.
gunticook. Going pome with a rea!
B. W. JAMESON,
HASKELL
&
CORTHELL
I cottage, all furnished at Chickawaukie Lal.e, Blake block. Main street.
Mrs .Copeland, will move to the Pay46*4S
snowstorm in the air. One boat wts
“IN ZANZIBAR”
Rockland.
MRS JOHN RANLETT. R k
son farm in Cushing this week.
reported as landing seven.
vllle. Me
Tel 332-14
42-tf
WANTED—Girl for general housework, one
CAMDEN, MAINE
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Shaw re
who ran cook.
MRS MARY BURKETT. 73
Fire alarm box 37 rang in Satur
A Musical Comedy
8UMMER BOARDERS—Accommodations for Broad J$t.
Tel. 609 M
43-lf
turned to Lewiston Monday after a
day evening but tiie eomiKiny could
I eight, fine shore privilege In Cusliin’,
visit to Mr. Shaw's old borne.
Maine. Address EMERY B HART. ThomaWANTED Awning maker at once. Apply
find no cause Anylesly caught using
CAST
ton. Me
40-tf RO( KLAND AW.NTNG 4 0 . P 0. Box 411.
Russell Davis spent the weekend
this system of amusement will pay
“1IERK” FOSTER
BocUand.______________________________ 44*
El Kadah, King.........
in Portland.
FOR SALE—Glen Heights, the beautiful,
heavily.
WANTED—Plain sewing, hemstitching, em
an ideal resort for a summer home or sum
• IZZY” KIRKPATRICK
The minstrel entertainment far the
Zuleka, Oueen ............
All the stores and banks were
mer boarding house, located between Rock broidery and mending. MISS LOTTIE SKIN
benefit of the High School fund is
“SIAM” DOHERTY
closed yesterday in observance of
'1’irzah ...........................
Tel 786-W
43-18
land and Camden within 3-minutes of trolley NER. 97 Limviock St
on for tonight and Wednesday night.
Patriot's Day and business was at a
cars on fine State road
There js a good
................“MAC” GILCHRIST
lazzbo
Homebrew
.....
WANTED—At all times Shaggy cats and
anch
B
(
’
apt.
and
Mrs.
Charles
Wooster
|
guest
of
her
sister,
Miss
An extra good time is promised.
IVt story house of 20 rooms and capacity for Kittens.
standstill, aided bv the severe storm.
Highest prices paid
TEL 332-14.
Eli Shadey ................. ........................ “TIP" FEEHAN
five more, built in strict compliance with the JOHN S RANLETT, Rockville. Me.
over Sunday.
At a special convocation to be held
42-T
Mrs. L. M. Chandler is suffering Winslow.
desires
of
a
practical
sea
captain
There
Mr.
anil
Mrs.
Frank
ltubinson
of!
The
“
I
’
pstreamers,
”
under
the
diFriday ^vening, Henry Knox Chap
Shoosh........................ ................ “GUM” STARRETT
from a severe attack of the grippe.
ia aUo a 90-aere farm containing orchard.
Wanted—kit-iiKi girl at the wiNosoft
Mrs.l
of
Danville.
Ill.,
are
guests
ter, R. A» M., will work the Royal
. Umber j»nd field, a big barn, cattle shed, HOUSE. Myrtle St
4b-tf
Slumbo ......................... ..................... “CROC" BROWN
Walter Handy of Boston left Mon
K.i ginia Bean, gave a banquet to their I store and hen houses, etc
E
As large or as
Arch degree on a class of four can
day morning with his mbther to Robinson’s mother, Mrs.
WANTED—Will all persons having in their
< lUmbo .......................... .....................“TOM” SAWYER
1 small, a part of this acreage as desired will
Rokes.
mothers
and
a
few
invited
guests
didates. A banquet will be served at
motor bqck. He was a guest over
be sold, with a right of way to the beautiful possess’ini pieces of the inside finish of the
Salome ......................... ....................... “ADDY” CROSS
The Thrift sale, which was held
6.30 p. in. by Grace Chapter. O. E. S.
Chickawaukie Lake nearby.
Apply for the Knox Mansion—moulding, cornice, pilasters,
Sunday of friends in town.
the
Bird
:
last
week
at\the
room
in
Helmar ......................... ....... “TOOTS” PILLSBURY
I exceedingly reasonable selling price and terms etc. or any other details of finish—kin-l\
Mayflower Temple, Pythian Sis
Mr. and Mr-. Frank Alexander en
to
L.
V.'.
BENNER.
Real
Estate
Agents, 2 communicate with the SCERETARY GENlock
on
Bay
View
street
formerly
1
era
being
laid
lor
eighteen.
The
ters, will be the guest of Ivanhoe
Zira .......................-....... .......................... "CADA” HALL
tertained guests from Hallowell over
:th Main Street. Rftekland
47-49 KNOX CHAPTER. D A. It . Thomaston, Me
occupied as the Herald oflice was a table decorations were blue ahd
It is desired to examine these details with
Temple in Rockland tomorrow night
the
holiday.
“CLAIR” LINDSEY
M ecca........
.........
view to the architect’s exact reproduction of
decided
success.
The
proceeds
so
white The color scheme was carried
Supper will be served at 6 o'clock
The new proprietors of the former
them
in the proposed Knox Memorial 40tf
“
SHORTY
”
MORSE
(
knar
.............................
far
are
nearly
$400.
This
Is
for
the
Miscellaneous
out in the floral decorations which
and the meeting followed by a snip
Mt. Battie'Cafe have installed their
fund for the new Public Library.
WANTED—Row boat or yacht tender 9 to
were blue and white hyacinths. The
Fatima .......................... ...... . “LENGTHY” COOMBS
ping party.
sign ant} this restaurant will be
MIXED DAHLIA BULBS. $1 dozen. $7 a 12 feet
Must be first class condition and
Knox Temple. Pythian Sisters will menu consisted of cold boiled ham,
The tire department was called out
Murad .......................... ............................ “ADE” DAVIS
known as "Ida Cole's Eiting Place.”
I hundred, $30 a thousand
Separate colors, cheap. JOHN O. STEVENS, Burpee Furni
be the guest of Ivanhoe Temple in ma.-hed potato, walnut banana sal front 25cvnts to $2.30 each. C. 'M. THUMAS, ture Co., Rockland.
Saturday noon to put out a fire which
22*tf
Every
Mason
should
he
present
nt
................. “LIBBY”
Robbo .
48-30
had started on the roof of Mrs.
the popular Masonic assembly this Kockland tomorrow night at the reg ad. pickles, jelly, strawberry jel’o Maverick Sq. Tet. 223-M.
BEEBE
P.eebo
............................
ular meeting. Supper will be served with whipped cream, cake, coffee 1 _not,CE—As my wife Josephine E lb.
For Sale
Sarah Cook's house. The blaze was
Thursday evening. Dean’s Orchestra.
and after dinner mints. Emil Erick- I has left my bed and board without ju
Dicko ...................................
LOWELL
discovered by Mrs. Merry who occu
good floor and good things to eat. at 6 o’clock.
FOR
SALE
—
On
Railroad Ave., off JJroa.IJulia A. Hopkins died Sunday at 5., n. president of the .lass, acted as <•»“**• ' ’»la" I’M »® ,1'r'heI
pies a tenement in Dr. Luce’s house
wav. - i(‘ minute from Park St . a four-room
Squallo
HALL
Amity L tlge will work the second
1 traded bv her to n»e after this date, Marrher home. G4 Mechanic street, aged toastmaster. Cecil Rhodes gave the|Me> Aprll 1G 1923. JOHN E. DAVIS,
house witli shed for $330, and a five-room
a few rods away. She quickly notidegree on three candidates next Fri
Electric lights and water.
1 years. She wa- the widow of toast to mothers, and was very I
47*18 house tor $13(».
SONGS
tied the doctor who rang in the
day evening.
Also several higher priced houses in the
Wat? >n Hopkins. Services will l>e pleasingly responded to by Airs. W . TRUCKING
TRUCKING"
MOVING
AND
ERRANDS
alarm. A prompt response by the Are
W. A.
Sfuthend and at du Highlands.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Babel arejeavZuleka
“Hong Kong Dream Girl''
held Wednesdjy after:, on at 2 p. m., 1.. P. i ,
C'
Go anywhere
('. (> I1AR
C- age
rgc Crockett read | dixie
done promptly.
promptly
( LEELAND, 33 PanfiVc St.. Rockla
kland.
deiKirtment confined the fire to the
ing in May to make their future home
1-tf
t the residence, conducted by Kev. very interesting letters from Rev ADEN. Tel 136 M or 629-J.
47-49
“Scarf Dance” .......
Salome
ell. The damage was small as a
in New Y tk city where Mr. Sobel
nd Airs Andrew 3iuung of Topsham. I LET ME QUOTE PRICES TO YOU n Di.i
FOR SALE—All kinds of wood delivc^d
“No, No, Nora” ....... ’
(bimbo
chemical fire extinguisher only was
has recently bought a small tobacco H. 1. Holt.
and one from Maynard Graffam, al-I mond Tires and Tubes. Wied (’balds <: t rnvivii -te, aiso lumber.
T J. CARROLL,
used.
“Africa” .......... .............
F.l Kadah
shop rimilur to the one he has been
Tel. 263-21 Rocklan-I.
T.
i.sh-itn a1 former
former memoer
member oi
of i spark
: josBPH
al»o Ave used
from $83 171
u • Thoma.4t«m. R. F. I»
I« p>ham,
q <300
E. ears
(LOVGH,
There will be amazing bargains at
proprietor of in Camden for so long.
47-tf
ROCKPORT
the class, was read by Delmont Bill- | peasant Ht , Rockland
11 tf
the Baptist rummage sale Friday at
A. P. Lord's sail and awning fac
FOR SALE- Good house in.eentral location.
Mrs.
W
F.
Upham
has
returned
MUSIC
FURNISHED
BY
V.
F.
STUDLEY,
INC.
la^d
Interesting
remarks
were
made
the store formerly occupied hy George
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING, pb ot edg
tory is tn have a coat of pajnt /put- from Vassalboro and is the guest of
46-48
TEL 363-M
by Mish Helene Dunbar, Superinten covered buttons, plaiting
PHYLLIS TOL
Gardiner in the Levensaler block.
side with all the windows covered het- daughter, Mr> Enos Ingraham.
FOR SALE—The Ernest L. Mears residence
MAN
MORSE.
339
Maki
St.
Tel.
868
M
dent
of
the
Sunday
School.
An
Baptist people will please bring in
by attractive awnings. On the lower
1-tf of 7 rooms on Camden street, all modern
Mrs. Veronica Gray spent the amusing play was given by the mem
Thursday afternoon articles fir the T. V. was held April 7 at the home should identify herself with this club flooi^a new -store has lieen opened f r
improvements ; garage, fruit trees. Large lot.
weekend
in
Exeter.
LADIES
—
Reliable
stock
of
hair
goods
at
bers
of
the
class,
after
which
games
Tiiis is an exceptionally fine place and in
»ife.
of the president. Mrs. E. S. Uufford. and it is hoped that at its next nieet- the sale of paints and boat supplies
die Rockland Hair Store, 336 Main St
Mail good r-jiair inside and out.
L. W. BENDER.
Oliver
Holden
of
Boston
has
been
music
anti
a
social
hour
were
en

Good Will Grange cf South Warren Plans were made to take up regular ing on April 28, its membership will which makes a modem Industry in
orders
solicited.
HELEN
C.
RHODES
Rial Estate Dealer, Rockland
47-C»
spending a few days in town.
joyed. Much credit is due the class
1-tf
will have a cooked food sale at the work again. The next meeting will be doubled.
every way. Mr. Lord and family
iD.
A.
WTiitmore
has
a
contract
to
FOR
SALE
—
-All
kinds
of
real
estate
—
•Fine
and
their
efficient
teacher
for
the
A. & P. Store Friday afternoon at 2 be held in May, time and place to
--------------------have Just returned from a short motor build a dlntfhy for parties in Con
IF THE PERSON who was seen taking th
buys in Thomaston aud Warren.
For par
success of the occasion.
o'clock.
automobile tire and rim from my car about ticulars call DR. A PEABODY.
be decided later. After the meeting
trip up the State.
Tel. 36-11
cord. Mass., who summer a*t North
SIMONTON
If Margaret L. McFarland, known
week ago, while I was attending a dan e Thomaston.
47-tf
refreshments were served.
The banquet of the Junior Basket Haven. The boat is to be used in the
as- Marginet L. VVellmaft of Rockport, at Pleasant Valley /irange hall, will leave
FOR £ALE—Farm, 73 acres, one-half til
Thursday's
picture
at
Town
hall
ball
I-eague
Friday
evening
was
a
same
on my premises no further steps will
UNION
North Haven Yacht Club for racing. Maine, .will correspond with her fath
Mrs.
Blanche
B.
Witherspoon
be taken.
MWS HHIRLEY DOHERTY, il lage. 9 room house. 2 barns, plenty wood,
Fred
Thomson in
“The
Silent
huge success. A large crowd sat
Sanford York of Boston is the er. Charles F. McFarland, watchman will -be lo her -advantage.
water, bhitberries, apples; 1 mi.'c ftym P O
Mrs. .1. A. Mitchell had the mis Stranger." is another of the Thomson
43*34
Blanche (Farnham), wife of Albert down to the complete feed about 6.30
and canning factory.
Tel. line ADELLA.
uest of his mother, Mrs. Lena of the Standard Oil Co., of
fortune to fall the past week, strik group that Manager Prescott has
HARVEY'S PUBLIC AUTO—All dolied . .. F. CODING, Ho|m_Me.
___
_
__
„
47*1 »
at
the
Y.
M.
C.
A.
Then
they
en

died April 13, at
York
ing her left arm on a rock and break been able to procure, and is one ol B. Witherspoon,
Freeport street, Dorchester, Mass., It and no where to go. TEL. 333-4
46-4S
‘ L. ’ 7'T
joyed music and a social in the gym
FOR SALE All kinds of hard wood; dry
Miss
Avis
Cox
spent
Sunday
in
ing the large bone. Mrs. Mitchell lias the most hazardous and venturesome her
-shp had been In poor nasium for the remainder of the even
will be to her advantage.I DO ANYTHING In the cleaning lint
fitted wood $13 per cord MIKK3 LOFMAN.
Bungor.
the sympathy of hosts of friends in imaginable. Another new feature Is | health for a year, but had borne her
Offices, windows, barns, carpets, cellars ami R F. D.. city,
Tei 263 11.
46-31
ing. The youngsters are to be con
garages
ARTHUR
SULLIVAN.
24
Holmes
her suffering.
The Nitsumsosum Club was enter
the Spat Family in "The Great Out I suffering patiently.
Three weeks' grytulated on the fine way they
FOR SALE—Good hay $10 and $12 a ten.
St. Tel 833-J
48*30
Know
the
tremendous
pull

MIKKO LOFMAN. R. 1’ lb. City. Tel 263tained very pleasantly
Mondav
Mrs. Julia Douglass died April 1J Doors."
| ago only she was obliged to take to handled the program, making ail the
46 48
YOUR STRAWBERRY. RHUBARB 1 1.
evening at the home of Miss Clara ing power of Courier-Gazette andORDER
nfter many years of feeble health.
On Friday afternoon of last week •
plans themselves.
horse radish plants now.
GLEXf*b\ ii
FOR SALE—House and lot, good ceti1r.il
She was a woman of sweet Chris 26 ladies met in the vestry of the hei be<1' Mrs. Witherspoon was born
STRAWBERRY .WKSERfES, R. D . Rock
The young son of Charles Gray is W’alker. Refreshments were served
TEL. 563-M.
46 -18
land
43-tf location.
Hollis W’ooster was at home fryi i
tian character who made friends and Congregational Church and organ in Bangor, Dec. 28, 1878, daughter ol ill with pneumonia.
FOR
SALE
—
In
Thomaston
The
Mrs.
S.
the
University
of
Maine
to
spend
had the faculty of retaining them. ized a woman's Club which is called the late Alden B. and Lou:«e P.
PAPERHANGING
AND
PAINTING.
Fir
Phil Thomas has ordered a new
tuch work phone 349-M or call at It! Pleasant W. Master 7-room house on Fluker street.,
Words of comfort were spoken The Woman's Community Club of Farnham. and the greater part of Nash 2-door sedan to be delivered in the holiday with his parents, Cap*,
It V. COLLINS. Real Estate Agency, 373
street.
Rockland
(
’
C.
JOHNSTON.
43*36
and Mrs. Charles Wooster.
April 15 by Pastor Webber. She Union. The following officers wera short time.
Main street. Rockland.
Telephone 77.
IF MARGARET L. MeFARLAND. known
Mrs Lillian Perkins of Hampden
leaves to mourn her loss, a stepson. elected: President, Kev. Bessie F her younger days were spent in that
The Sophomore Declamation was
FOR SALE—Farm situated at foot of
as Marg&rej L Wellman of Rockport, Maine,
Isaac Douglass who will miss the Crowell: first vice president. Mis. city. Nearly 17 years ago she mar held last evening at the Baptist is the guest of ber (Laughter, Mrs.
corresjiond with her father. Charles F Colemans Pond. Linco.nvllle, around 100
We give regularly until will
Cuts about 15
mother's care very keenly.
McFarland, watchman of the Standard Oil acres land, well timbered.
Robert McKinley, second vice pres ried Albert Witherspoon, and their church. A very Interesting program W’. L Ballard.
Co of 194 Freeport Kt , Dorchester. Mass* it tons bay, 9 acres cleared blueberry land, l’j
Mrs. Sarah Buzzell of Simonton
Justin Ames of Warfen called on ident, Mrs. l-'red Burkett: secretary, union w£s a most happy one. She was arranged by Miss Small, head of
further notice 20 PER will be to her advantage
Inquire at 10
43 4S story bouse, shed and barn.
was the guest of ber sister, Mrs,
his sister, Mrs. Bertha Simmons Mrs Henry Ames; treasurer, Mrs.
SEA ST. (amden
Te!. 184-5,
44*79
was a woman of sterling qualities the English Department. Camden Nancy J. Tribou last week.
LADIES
—
Reliable
stock
of
nalr
goods
ai
Bunday.
CENT
OFF
the
marked
High
School.
John Williams. An Executive com kind-hearted, generous" and unFOR SALE -1200 lobster sills, 10ft® cross
be Rockland Hair 8tore, 38$ M»'u St Mall
Maynard
Cverlock
has
returned
to
The firemen were called to George mittee consisting of the above offi
On Wednesday the screen version
and 400 pot limbs—spruce, cut this win
unseliish. She loved her home and
selling price on every •rdera aollclted. BELKN C. RHODES!-♦* sills
Hoosick Falls. N. Y., tiller a brief
Robbins' home to subdue a stubborn cers and Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy and
ter
II. B. SHAW, Thomaston
Tel.
was a devoted wife. She was a great of Elinor Olyn's "Three Weeks" is visit with’his parents, Mr. and Mrs,
157-12
44*19
chimney fire Friday.
DIVER—Submarine wiJVk of all kinds
Mrs W. E. Perry in addition. Pro lover of flowers, and her garden was being shown at the Comique Theatre
article
in
our
store,
includ

wharfs and piling special
Prices or terms
FOR SALE Raspberry plants, extra fine
Haskell & Cotthei"» latest move is William Overlock.
Ronald Messer, who has passed the gram and refreshment committees one of her proudest possessions
on request.
P. A WOOD, South brewer, bushes.
DVEltNESK KARKEKIAN. 157 Mid
the
installing
of
a
store
length
wall
Arnold
P
Beverage
of
Dorchest

ing
Stoves.
winter at Datona Beach. Fla., return were also elected.
Me
Tel.
3299
R.
40**31
dle
Kt
Tel 368-W
||
She was a past matron of Seaside
The object of this club is to help Chapter, O. E. S. of Camden, und cose of the most modern type. Thia er, Mass., w’as the guest of Mr. an
ed last week and took up his work at
BUILDINGS BUILT, altered or repaired.
FOR SALE—Large barn to Ik* torn down.
will soon be one ot the finest stores Mrs. D. A. Whitmore Sunday.
Ills brother's garage. Seems good lo in any and all kinds of community was a charter member.
Painting and paper hanging, ceilings whitened In.»!• ire of L. K. HENDERSON, 67 CaniGen
in tho State.
, Kev and Mrs. J. N- Palmer are
see the boys coming home.
improvement work and it will also
’’el. 538-3.
L. C. FIELDS, 19 McLOl’D ST S»„ Vii 165-M.
10 If
Besides her husband she leaves to
39 tf
attending the Methodist Conference
Wednesday evening of this wet
FOR SALE—Cut flowers, hardy plants,
Alvah Ames accompanied his fa take up a course of study in good mourn her loss, two sisters and
t»uM>s. hardy Miles, floral sprays, pillows,
LET ME QUOTE PRICES fO YOU on Dia
ther, George Ames of Appleton, to citizenship and along other educa brother: Mrs. John Turner of Lis there will be an Raster ball in K in Augusta this week. Miss Marion
nond Tires and Tubes. Weed Chains and wreaths made tip at very reasonable prices.
Boston for hospital treatment last tional lines also. Its regular meet bon; Mrs. J. Chester Melvin of Sim of P. ball under the direction of W’eidman, who is a delegate, goes
4park Plugs; also five used Aars from $83 Expert workmanship:
Free delivery anvweek.
Alvah returned
Saturday ings are to he held on the second onton and William T. Farnham of .Mrs. Lillian M. Pat tee of BelTaet, Thursday toz remain until the close
ip o $300.
JOSEPH E
CLOUGH. 174 wherc in Knox County
CLARK’S FLOWER
L. MARCUS
'Peasant St.. Rockland
14-tf SHOP, 382 Main St opposite Thorndike Ho
morning. Mr Aines went to Ludlow and fourth Tuesdays in each month Natick. Mass. The funeral tool: who ltls-t week closed her dancing of the session.
38-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Wooster of
MACHINE HEMSTITCHING. picot edge tel. Itnrkinnd. Tel. 1636-W
TEL. 746-J
313-319 MAIN ST.
classes here The classes have been
with Ills daughter, Mrs. Wtrfter Hill, at 2.30 p. m. in the vestry of the place Thursday with Rev. F.
covered buttons, plaiting. PHYLLIS TOL
B«ingor were guests of his parents
ISO-tf
Congregational Church
Every pub- Smith of the Camden Methodist most .enjoyable and successful. It
FOR SALE Stanley House- Has 16 rooms,
for a few weeks' visit.
MAN MORSE. 359 Main 8t Tel. 868-M
2 bath rooms, hot water heat and ail modern
A regular meeting of the W. C. lie spirited woman in the communitj chureh officiating. A prayer wa expected that there will be a large
1-tf improvements; one of the best locations In
the city; In first class condition throughout.
made at the home at 10 o’clock and attendance of Belfast people at the
Call or TELEPHONE 237-J, 28 SPRING ST.
To Let
at 2 o’clock In Camden
the chapel Wednesday night dance a»s a pro
Rockland, Me
36-tf
gram
of
exhibition
dances
has
been
in Mountain View cemetery. The
TO LET—For the summer. 9-room co.tage
FOR SALE—Farm near Rockland, in good
house on Friendship Island. Furnished f ir
Eastern Star burial service was used prepared. Dean’s live-piece orches
L
F.
two families
Rent reasonable
MI'3 E cultivation, real money maker.
There were many beautiful flowers tra will furnish music. The program
SfTel 665 2
35 tf
L- SIMMONS, IVleildshlp, Me.
48*30
silent testimonials of love and re is as follows: Dutch dance, Marian
FOR SALE—House and lot 56 Grace street;
TO LET—Furnished apartment of 3 rooms
spect. The pall bearers were rela Calder. Dorothy Kimigill; Pierette
House and
acre of land, 186 Camden St.,
bath, electric lights.
Adults only.
App-'v Rockland;
and Pier: . Xaomi Dean and Doris
5^ acre field directly across the
tives of the deceased, William
at 19 MYRTLE KT
47*19
street
from
186
Camden street running
Heald;
specialty. Miss Gretchen
Farnham. Clifford C. .Melvin, J.
TO LET—Large furnished room.
MRS through to Wa'do Avenue. Nice house lots in
Flethcher, Belfast: vaudeville girls
Melvitf and Fred Witherspoon.
LANDURS, 100 Union S
4«-4* both streets TEL 289-W. Rockland; 238-U,
Those from out-of-town who at Bileen Fernald, Clara Hammons,
28-tf
“STANDARD OF THE WORLD”
ti Si . Camden.
Belfast; tango, iMrs. Puttee, Eugene
Inch by inch through the most hazardous adventures that
tended the funeral were -Mrs. Jol
all modem conveniences.
HAVENER.
FOR SALE—To settle an estate, several
Tel 792-R.
146-tf used upright pianos, good condition. L. F.
•ver fell to the lot of man, he followed the clue that led him
Turner and daughter, Florence, of Hammons. Joseph Brewftter will be
TO LET—May TsTTT rooms, kitclienet'e CHASE, 45 Middle street. Tel. 665-2
to the mail bandits who had ravaged the country for months.
Lisbon: Mrs. Milton French and Mr. floor manager and the aides Eu
z
23-tf
and
bath.
Apply at CUTLER-4’OOK CD
and Mrs. Clifford C. Melvin of Rock gene Hammons. Emmerton Groy«.
And as "THE SILENT STRANGER" turned a little Western
46-tf
FOR SALE—Player Plano Q. R. S. music
land ami 'William T. Farnham of Charles A. Swift and Seymor
town upside down, created more excitement than a tornado.
While thev last
TO LET—Furnished apartment
White. Dancing begins at S.30
14 M V rolls, wide range of choice.
Natick, .Mass.
SONIC ST
But ! Wait until you see the smashing climax i
42 tt only 25 cents each V. F STUDLEY, INC.,
•A. W\ Tobin of Dorchester, Mass,
Music Department.
9-tf
TO LET —-Room for light housekeeping,
is the guest of his sister, Mrs. D.
Spat Family Comedy
modem conveniences.
Apply at 12 ELM ST
FOR SALE—Residence of the late Capt.
Dickens.
41 tf Charles E. Hall, Middle St Heights
AR
THUR L. ORNE, 417 Main St.. Rockland.
“THE GREAT OUTDOORS”
Katherine and Laura Beattie of
TO LET—Furnished room.
DU Ur.( H>ii.
27-tf
38 Summer Si
37-tf
Thomaston have been Quests of their
FOR SALE—9-room nouse; hot water heat,
sister. ■ Mrs. James Diplock, the past
TO LET—Rooms with bath at 14 MAV
TOWN HALL, UNION, THURS., APRIL 23
cement cellar; modern Improvements; large
SUNK’ ST.
week.
36 tf garden.
New grocery business well stocked
37 tf
TO LET—Office, steam heated. Inquire «>r M. G GURNVY. 3 Park Kt.. Camden
WATTS HALL, THOMASTON, FR1., APR. 24
The condition of Mrs. Charles At
VESPER
A.
LEACH
33
if
kins who has been very ill at her
100
loads
of
dirt
for
the
GLOVER HALL, WARREN, SAT., APRIL 25
Used Cars
home on Knowlton street, is much
improved. She is l»eing cared for b.v
FOR
SALE
—
I ton Ford truck. lt»23 Ford
hauling
NEXT WEEK
””
~
a trained nurse, IMrs- -Mildred Shel
Sedan with e’ectrlc lights, starter, etc., hay,
mowing
machlhe.
disc harrow, spring tooth
don.
ROCKLAND WHOLESALE GROCERY CO.
16 Limeroek St.. Next to Postoffice
harrow, horse hoe, carts, hay rack, ami
Aaron Hofman’s Great Play
C. L. JttiU of Gloucester, Mass., is
BOB WEBSTER, Prop.
o'Jier farming tools. Abo three caws AIRS.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
Hi-NItV < LDKSO.N. Head-of-the-nlL Tel.
in t<^n for a, few days, the guest of
Cigac.8,
Tobacco,
Cigarettes,
“WELCOME
STRANGER”
384-3______________
. lTT-54
For Sale by AU Retail Grocers
his brother. Frank B. Hall.
Candy, Fine Sodas and
Which played two years in New York and Chicago
CLEVELAND CAR. 1922. good conditio^
Airs. R R. Bucklin left
46-48
Arguments
Sold cheap
KDWLN ERftOKttOX, Rockport.
for Boston where she will
43-48

Sir

Your BEST trousers

T

!>

20 PER CENT

STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.

FRED THOMSON

HARDESTY’S
PEERLESS FLOHR

THE SILENT STRANGER

FREE DIRT

The persistent
preference for
Hardesty’s PEERLESS by
particular people
proves its su,
perior properties.

THE HARDESTY MILLING CO., Dover, 0.

V. F. stndley, Inc.
1

The Legion Canteen

Social Circles
In addition to personal notes recording de
partures and arrivals, this departure es
pecially desires Information of social hap
penings, parties, musicals, etc. Notes sent
by mall or telephone will be gladly received.

TELEPHONE ........... ....................... 770

Page Sever!
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Every-Other-Day
How’s Your Stomach?

Do You Cough?

AN EARLY START

NEW ENGLAND POETS

Chairman Butler Is Already Wilbert Snow, Former Knox
County Boy, Resents a
Laying Plans To Control
Writer’s Derision of Them.
Senate.

made up half of conversational
phrases and half of pure English.
These left-behind, defeated people
Frost neighbored with and farmed
with. They, too, were a part of life.
Defeated people are people subject
to fears of all kinds; and in Frost we
read of night feafs, house fears, fear
of adventure, fear of going insane,
fear of being found out in an escapade
and a score of others. In the book
quoted above the sjuthor says, speak
ing of Frost and Robinson. "Neither
poet is what Is termed social minded:
neither one apparently thinks criti
cally of his times.” As a matter oi I
fact, is not this portrayal of a de
feated people the truest type of so- j
cial mindedness? In too much of our
so called social minded poetry thp
author invades rather than pervades
his subject. Frost is too much of an
artist to essay the crude preachment.
Even when he feels deepest about a I
case of social Injustice, as in ''Tin
Self Seeker." he lets the grim facts
supply their own moral. If the readls too obtuse to read between tin
lines. Frost should *not lie held re-1
ponsihle.

The Republican party is going'after
England in the New Poetry of
the next Congressional elections next America,” is the caption of an article
ear with a Hying start says the which appears in the current Issue of
- Thursday afternoon of this week
?ees the final ladies’ auction inariy at
Washington Bureau of the New York
the Country Club, and for that reason
Herald Tribune.
Senator Butler, of Latiriat's Book Review. The writer
there will doubtless be large attend
Massachusetts, chairman of the Re is Wilbert Snow, formerly of Spruce
publican National Committee he- J Head, author of "Maine Coast.” The
ance. On this account the members
llevas In preparedness politically and ' article follows:
are desired to make reservations
early by telephoning the rlubhoutx
is keeping the campaign machinery
(20) or Mrs. A. T. Thurston (900).
of the party in high gear regardless
of the present lull in political In
There has recently come from the
I
terest.
iMrs. Grace Moore is visiting Mrs.,
press a book entitled “From Whit
Mr. Butler let it be known to his man to Sandburg in American
Mary Herrick at her home, Crescent
friends before he left Washington for Poetry" which attempts to "boost" the
Beach.
Massachusetts that he is going to run poets of the West hy deriding or de
for election to the Senate in 1926- He preciating those ot the East.
This
Among those who came home from
is serving a short term now. the un attempt reaches a climax in its com
Boston to spend the weekend and
expired term of the late Senator ments on Frost and Robinson, two
holiday were James Ross, Jumps
Lodge, and must lock horns with the New England poets who are dis
Sullivan and Leigh Mayo.
Massachusetts Democrats again, with missed with this amusing gesture:
former Senator David I. Walsh, who
The excitements of life they have
Mrs. A. I!. Sweetland is ill wilh a
was defeated for re-election last No waved aside to consult Its calms.
severe attack of the grippe.
vember by Senator Gillett ns his op And so we see them carrying on the
"Mountain Interval' carried on the
ponent. At least that is the present great traditions of English poetry,
prospect, as there is every indication but with the left hand: in New Eng accent of “North of Boston" and
All of the members of Mayor
added to it a number of lyric moods
that Mr. Walsh will be the Democrat land, Frost, submerged in the per
Snow’s family were under one roof
which were new. "New Hampshire."!
MRS.
EMMA
HEIL
ic
nominee.
Sunday for the first time in a long
sonal world of man and nature, vac the latest volume, opens with a racy
Senator
Butler,
however,
It
not
let

while. Carl A. came from Boston,
uously idle, a mere swinger of poem which is quite different from |
Albany, N. Y.—“I was in a very poor
Sidney and Richard from Colby Col state of health. I had a bad case of ting the personal campaign bother birches; and in New York. Robinson, his other work. He feels free now
him
now.
He
is
planning
the
gen
lege and Frances from Radcliffe. stomach trouble and a chronic cough.
submerged in the fastidiousness, in to talk about himself, his art. nnd
The other daughters Dorothy and I lost in weight, had no appetite and was eral Senatorial campaign of 1926 far the subtleties of hooks and men. a his ideas. He cares less for resili
Eleanor are living at home. An in so ‘all in* physically that I could not in advance and is laying his wires frugal though /riendly futilitarian. ency in his lines here than anywhere
formal gathering at the Snow home walk a block, when I began taking Dr. to make absolutely certain that the burning in his study a candle that is else. We are thankful for this
stead Sunday evening numbered 17 Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery and Senate remains Republican __
almost done.
glimpse of Frost even though most
It is generally admitted that the
persons.
After dismissing these New Eng of us shy at calling it poetry. In this
it completely restored me to health,
made me well and strong. I gained major struggle of 1926 will be for landers, the author goes on to make volume there is a group called
Miss Esther Stevenson came home back my weight, could eat and never control of the Senate, with twentj - out- his case for Lindsay, Masters 'Grace Notes” which contains the
had any return of the ailments from five Republican Senators and only and Sandburg, men who have as mast finished work of the author.
from Norway to spend the holiday
which I suffered previous to taking the seven Democrats coming up for re- their poetic environment, he would He has returned once again to the
Mr. nnd Mrs. H. N. McDougall ‘Medical Discovery.’ I had doctored and election. All of the Democratic Sen lead us to assume, - excitement in more regular lyric form, hut he has
ators are from Southern states, so stead
of calm.
utility
instead added a depth of melody and a vari
arrived Qrum Portland the last of the had taken different put up medicines
that the problem of their party hold of
futilty,
industrial
progress ety uf color to these lyrics which
week for a few days' stay. Mr. Mc but nothing helped me, so I know 1 owe
ing its own is a simple one.
instead of industrial decline. The many never thought him capable of
Dougall is getting his residence my recovery to this medicine and shall
• • • •
writer's conception of poetry is I can think of no lyric in American
ready for occupancy, it being his in always recommend it.”—Mrs. Emma
Senator Charles Curtis, of Kansas, awkwardly mixed up with his eco literature mure certain of immortali
tention to have it open hy the middle Heil, 588 Third St.
Correct your stomach and improve Republican Senate leader, is another nomics. As if futility were not as ty than "Stopping By Woods on a
of May.
your health with this “Discovery” of who is vitally interested in the cam good a subject for a poet as utility ! Snowy Evening."
'
Dr. Pierce's. Strength and vigorous paign personally as well as for the Decline as progress
Death as life !
Richard Reed was home from vitality will follow. Write Dr. Pierce, general party welfare.
He, too,
Without in any sense desiring to
Coburn Classical Institute for the President Invalids’ Hotel in lluffalu, N. comes up for re-election next year fall into the same error as the author CHERRY LANE GARDEN
weekend and holiday.
Y., for free medical advice or send 10c and has gone to Kansas to begin his of this book, we believe it is now
for trial pkg. tablets.
campaign and also to help out in th
time to point hut New England's part Edna St. Vincent Millay’s
preliminary work forx the general in the contemporary poetic renais
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Swett of
Poem and a Scarecrow In
Senatorial battle in the West and sance. The fact that the last three
Portland have peen in the city for a
Miss May Garland of Boston Is In Middle West.
Pulitzer poetry awards went to New
few days.
»
voked Fountain Service.
the city to attend the funeral of the
Chairman Butler, after looking his Englanders, and the approaching
late Mrs. Emma C. Porter, whom
1 Mrs. Clarence II- Shaw of New she hud assisted in caring for dur own state over this summer, expects fiftieth birthday of Frost make this How a talented daughter of Camden
York Is the guest for a few days of ing Mrs. Porter’s illness the lias to spend some time in Chicago thi the appropriate time for such remi
fall getting the Republican Senatorial niscence. (Miss Lowell and Miss vainly exercised her powers to gain
her mother, Mrs. Louise M. Smith.
winter.
and Congressional campaign under Millay would he added to this sum a resumption of fountain service in
Crescent street.
headway.
While there he will con mary of New England achievements Cherry Lane Garden, New York, is
Miss Grace Knowlton is expected for with the party leaders from the If the space of this article permit thus described in a recent issue of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Blackington
Inasmuch ted.)
came from Providence the last of home tomorrow from a three weeks' West and Middle West.
The New York World:
as the successful campaign machine
sit in Boston.
the week for a short visit at Mr.
• • • • t
qf 1924 has been kept intact it will
Blackington’s former home.
Robinson probably deserves more
be a simple matter to get it moving
The fountain played yesterday in
To Miss Evelyn McDougall comes again after the keymen of the or credit than the others for he literally
Miss Alberta Milburn of Lynn. tire honor of wrfting the successful
"trod the winepress alone." He was Cherry Lane Garden where Bedford
Mass, is visiting Mr. and Mrs. Walter Senior play in Abbott School's annual ganization have been given their di writing the “new poetry" before any and Commerce Streets meet, for the
rectionsRogers, Maverick street.
such phrase was Invented More first time since the tenants moved
ompetition. Miss McDougall'laid the
Mr. Butler indicated before his de.
, t, .
. .u «
, than any of the others he carries on into the red, blue, green and whi'e
scene of her story on the Maine coas
parture
for
Boston
that
the
Repub
’
.
ithp E
tradition hoth in form houses that border it
The flare in skills that started at The writer of the Senior play Is ac nunc xi'ill
I n tl,o nci, r, t i>,’ , »•> il,,,
’he knee a short time back is start corded much praise at Abbott School cans will go to the country in the and content.
Edna St. Vincent Millay, the poet,
ing just a little higher up. says the ind ia offered congratulations by her Congressional election on the issues
In his earTy career the American one of the first tenants who a year
of
tax
reduction
and
economy.
As
Dry Goods Economist. Panels are Rockland friends.
Victorians were having things their ago took a house that looks as though
has been stated repeatedly neither own way. When his first volumes it were made of five red backed cards.|
set on a trifle above wherfr they
the
President
nor
other
Republican
would have lieen a season ago. Belts,
Mrs. W. F. Glover of AUston leaders expect to make tariff revision fell still-born on the market peo led the movement to have a garden
whether of leather or fabric, adjust
ple were devouring Henry Van Dyke made out of the empty plot between
Mass.,
spent the weekend here with an issue nor do they want tariff leg
themselves to a slightly higher level.
and James Whitcomb Riley. The the studios and the Cherry Lane
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. G. W islation to figure prominently in the
There is no indication at present
change from these .poets to Robinson Theatre.
She was followed by Tom
llemenway.
»
nix.i
next session of Congress.
that the straight lines at the waist
was like the change from Goldsmith Powers, netor; Morgan Farley, actoi:
iThere will be no tariff revision bill to Crabbe in English, literature. Til Arthur Davison FiCke, poet; .lame*
will be sacrificed. There is no nip
ped
in expression in connection
t (tho Record is in Knox Hospital because that would be almost certain bury Town, like Grabbe's "Village.’ Meighan, actor; and the rest of the
with this silhouette. It is impoitant recuperating from throat operation to force the tariff into the campaign is only another “Deserted Village" tiny colony, who applied to Miss Eve
The President 60cn through more penetrating eyes lyn Vaughan and William S. Rainey,
too. to note that ‘higher” is com He expects to return to the home of as a political issue.
parative. and does not mean high ot his parents. Mr. and Mrs. James H is convinced that legislative revision "Spoon River" dramatized this new their land lords.
even normal. The new "higher'' ReeoriL Union street, about Friday of the tariff is unnecessary and that American village; hut Tilbury Town
According to the tenants, however.
wajst is a good deal lower than thq and will remain there a week before the flexible provision of the present held up to our eyes the picture long Miss Vaughan is busy in Kadsas Cftv
ejoining his classes at the General law ran take care of necessary rate before Masters plunged In und made arranging for a divorce from Ben
normal or natural waistline.
Electric School in Lynn. Mass changes. As a part of the economy it popular. Richard Corey. Captain Lytell and Mr. Rainey has been’ in
Mre. Grace Rollins will entertain 'lyde Record was a weekend guest plait of the administration forces the Craig. Miniver Cheevy, Uncle Anna Boston. So. every one agreed, then
government reorganization plan iu nias, Flammonde, Isaac and Archi was no garden.
the EFA Club Wednesday afternoon. eturning to Lynn Monday.
■
the interest of efficiency and economy bald. Luke Havergal. Leffingwell—
When Mr. Rainey returned for a
will be made a part of the legislative what a portrait gallery for the lover short visit on Sunday he discovert I
Dr. and Mrs. II. I.. Richards re
William E- Brickley of Boston wa# program next session.
turned home Saturday from Hopeof good poetry and character analy to Ills amazement that there was
weekend guest of his sifters on
• • • •
dale, Mass., where Mrs. Richards has
sis! Futility, yes; but what charm garden.
A scarecrow greeted him
Spring street.
The
Democrats,
of
course,
are
hop

been a guest for a month of her sis
ing futility these characters possess wilh the following words put in its
ing
for
a
swing
back
of
the
political
ter, MrsTTL A. Leonard.
ed ! And in them there is a splritu mouth, it* is said, hy Miss Millay:
Mrs. Simon Rosenberg left Sunday pendulum and are trying to stir up al quality which some of us fail to I am nol here as you suppose.
aB
the
trouble
they
can.
One
of
their'
Mrs. Israel Snow. Jr., returned to for Niw York wlrere she will be the
find in the Spoon River gallery. Is To scare away the gentle crows.
ideas is to force tariff discussion, if this lieeause of the technical' finish of Unto the crows 1 tint suggest,
her home Sunday from Knox Hospi guest of her son Jesse.
possible,
when
Congress
meets
and
Robinson, so different from the "Who scratcheth elsewhere, seratehe.u best
tal.
There was one daffodil, a rubber
they will make an effort also to (oree rough Turner-like, strokes of Mas
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Smith hav
Miks Eleanor Tihlx-tts returned on returned from Warren where •they it as an issue^jSome of the Demo ters? Or is there a spiritual quality swan, signs of "Keep off the Grass,''
cratic leaders are trying to meet the in Robinson which colors the vowels "Don’t Touch the Flowers," "Do Not
ithe afternoon train Saturday from
were called hy the death of Mrs
popular economy program of the Re and breathes a spiritual mist over Feed the Swans,” and “Necking For
wegk’s visit with her cousins. Willard Smith's father.
A poem
publicans and propaganda appearing the Tilbury landscapes? I incline bidden in the Shrubbery."
and Patricia Gavett. in Leeds.
T iie Easter dancing party given
from time to time, to the effect that toward the latter interpretation. For nearby* said:
by Mrs..E. M. O'Nell and Mrs. II.
Mrs. H. G. Cole and her mother, Knowlton netted about $250, with re business men are complaining that New England is still concerned with Tliey say the oatrleh and the goat grow fat
On empty can and ancient, strange, straw hat.
Mrs. Thpi-psti Creamer left Monday turns in from the outlying districts. the administration's economy cry is the soul.
Lo. ;he poor tenant whose untutored nihul
for a week's visit in West Quincy The money was applied to the pur hurting business, is being blamed on
Craveth a blade of grass—but what of tha:?
resourceful Democrat leaders.
Mass.
None of these appeals apparently
chase of a piano for the new High
In his middle period Robinson is
The Republican leaders realize that
affected Mr. Rainey until he came
School gymnasium, and the instru
Mrs. V. F. Studley and daughter ment was furnished at cost through they have some real Senatorial fights still doing masterly work. His ?an- to the sign of the stranded duck
vascs are large and his incisive
Miss Vera Studley left this morning the kindness of the Burpee Furni ou their hands in doubtful states and
"Water on Saturdays Only." Sundaythat they will not have the popular character analysis can scarcely be night Mr. Rainey quietly left for
rfor Boston, 'the latter to resume her ture Co.
ity of the President as a candidate duplicated in the whole range ot Boston. Yesterday the fountain was
studies at Lassell Seminary. Mrs.
to'Tielp them pile up votes. In Mis American poetry. We have nothing sitlashing on the one daffodil and
A. H- Jones accompanied tVn for
COST OF STRAW LIDS
souri Senator Spencer comes up for elsewhere like the atmosphere that trickling off the upturned nose of the
week's visit in Boston.
re-election. Democrats get Into the clings about the poem "Lazarus.'' or scarecrow.
C. E. Gilley was called to South Is Said To Be $30,000,000 a Year For Senate from Missouri more often like the overtones in "Mr. Flood's
Men Alone, Here In the United than Republicans and the party lead Party.” "The Man Who Died Twice."
west Harbor Monday hy the death of
States.
ers are not overlooking this. In Ok ‘written since our critic quoted above
his father, George H. Gilley.
lahoma, too, Senator Harreld. Repub talked about the “candle almost
When you buy your new spring lican will have a fight on his hands done" is perhaps the high water
Lanscomib Miller Is confined lo hi
mark of his achievement. Here he
“straw” for the summer of 1926.' you to return .to Washington
home with rheumatic fever.
Willis, of Ohio, and Ernest cf Ken has made the old “might have lieen"
will perhaps he interested, says the
Mrs. Otis Witham and daughter Trade Record of the National City tucky, are other Republicans who will theme assume a new richness of
Jennie, who spent the weekend in Rank of* New York, in the latest hit be vigorously challenged by the Dem color, a new grandeur of tone.
Senator Ernest, in particu
Of these four leading New Eng
the city, have returned to their home of Information as to the annual cost ocrats.
in Nohlehoro.
of the straw hats required by the lar. must put up a vigorous fight, and land poets Robert Frost whose fifti
male population in the United States the prospect is .that his opponent on eth birthday we are celebrating. Is
The Chapin Class will-meet tonight and the money invested in their pro the Democratic side will he Repre undoubtedly nearest to the heart of,
TODAY
p.cntutivc BUrkley, a popular Con- New England. "The love of hale
at Mrs. Ella Bird's. 25 Maple street
duction.
In an off-year election November days before the coming of, An absorbing romance, full of
Thirty million dollars would tell In gressonnn.
The last regular meeting of the very proud terms the money invest It is no e.isy matter for the Repub the snow: the feel of the "long scythe! love, life and action—
Rubinstein Club season was held ed In tiie production of straw' hats, licans to put things over In the Blue whispering to the ground;" the fas-j
cinatlon of a pasture spring; "the “THE TRUTH
Friday afternoon at which the an chiefly for men; and if we take also Grass State.
Farther West, Senator Oddie, Cf lay of different fanjas:” ihe tarnual business session was recorder! into, consideration the other classes
ABOUT WOMEN”
These officers were elected: Presi of hats, the total capitalization Nevada. Senator Means of Colorado, bands on the cherry trees; the ap Featuring—
and
Senator
Stanfield
of
Oregon,
will
ples that float before one's eyes after
ident, Mrs. Marion \Henner; vice would approximate $100,000,000.
Hope Hampton
have real lights on their hands.
Of an all day siege at picking; the
president. Miss Elsa Hayden: sec
The latest figures supplied by the
couirse,
supreme
interest
will
W>en
wood-pile
warming
the
frozen,
retary. Miss Gertrude Savllle: treas United States census of manufactur
and David Powell
urer. Mrs- Emily Stevens; exeeptiv es shows 96 factories engaged In the tered on New York, where Senator swamp "with the slow smokeless,
hoard. Mrs. Dora Bird, Mrs. Lilian manufacture of straw hats In 1923 Wadsworth, as he already has an burning of decay”—these he has
W ednesday-Thursday
Copping. Miss Margaret Rugglis producing $32,500,000 dollars’ worth nounced. has determined to run again looked upon more lovingly than the
Mrs. Kathleen O'Hara. Mrs. Carleon of hats, also 100 factories engaged to succeed himself. If Gov. Al Smith other poets in this group and writ
(DOUBLE FEATURE)
choral
decides to run agaigst him the elec ten about with an eye more single,
Nutt, Miss Adelaide Cross
in the manufacture of “fur felt" hats
,accom
tion
interest
in
the
Empire
State
will
to the local colors of the region. In]
director, Mrs. Faith Berry;
witli an output of $75,000,000 Value
panist, Mrs. Nettie Averill. The and the value of "wool felt'- hats lie just us absorbing as it was in No a word he has struck the rock of the
vember, 1924.
program was in charge of Mrs. Lorit
abandoned farm, New England with
turned out in the year was $$,500,Bicknell and was composed of rc
the rod of insight, and the water has
000.
STANDARD FRITTER BATTER
quested numbers as follows:
gushed forth beyond all expectations.
Where do these $32,000,000 worth
Ave Maris ............................... Hacli-fimtnn.1 of new “straws” which are now
Frost's first volume. "A Boy’s
Brow
One cup of’ flour, one-half tea
All for You ...............................
about to he put upon the market spoon baking powder, one-fourth Will," was a hook of promise rather
Mrs. rushing
Organ aceom’paiiimwil Mrs. Kerry.
come front. Of the 96 establishments teaspoon salt, two eggs, one (cuff than of achievement. A stubborn
Beading—At the Academy
making them in 1923 nearly one-half milk. Sift dry ingredients, add well honesty may ihe found in tt. and a One brother committed the crime;
Mrs Pitcher
the other assumed the blame.
are In the New England and middle lieaten eggs and milk and heat until fine choice of lyric subjects; hut it
Herbe
Italian Street Song .............
—And—
states, chiefly the state of New York smooth. Add herbs and onion sea was in the second volume, "North of
Miss Cross
Kamenoi-Ostrow ............................... Rubinstein 13 in California, eight in Missouri,
Boston," that the accent changed
soning for fish or meat; bananas, ap
Mis. Sanborn
Cadman nnd a half dozen each in Illinois. ples, pineapple and many other frulls and the poet hit his gait. The accent
Flowers of Forgetfulness .........
in this second volume comes from
.. Hah
Maryland and New Jersey.
Si -Mes Vers Avaient Desailes
—And—
sliced or cut in sections ^jiotild he
iMfss Harr lng. on
Don’t delude yourself, adds the steeped in sugar and lemon-juice the cadences of the New Hampshire
pallet ....................................... ........ Glu
farmers
themselves.
Their
hints
Trade Record when you buy your for one hour, drained well, fried
.Miss Thomas
Organ— The Golden Wedding . Gabriel-Marie new spring hat with the thought that drained on paper and sprinkled with hesitations, half finished sentences,
long meaningful silences, he cap
Mrs. Berry
you have by that act "helped out the powdered sugar.—The Designer.
tured as no one else ever did or ever
Th* club voted to give a concer Anjericun farmer" for the number
thought of doing. Other poets, like
in May, to which a small admission of straw hats made from the pro
fee will be charged. *At the conclu duct of our grain fields, the biggest
The demoralizing
business
of the two Lowells ,for example, work
From the Saturday Evening Post
sion of the' program a rising vote of in tiie world, is practically nil. booze dies hard. It has always de ing at this same material thought ol
thanks Was given the retiring presi
Nearly 'all of the material from fied law. It defies ty now but it ls dialect as the medium; but Frost, story, "THE RINGTAILED GALLIWAMPUS.”
<lent, Mrs Ruth Sanborn who ha
which our straw hats are made going, going, going, and going for knowing the pitfalls or caricature
led the club through a very success comes from the other side of the ever.—Richard Lloyd Jones, editor into which a worker of dialect may
fall, erected his pictures on easels
ful and progressive year.
Tulsa Tribune.
globe.

J. B. Warner

“WANTED BY
THE LAW”

rib

E. B. HASTINGS & CO.
r

Dol lar Day
A PARTIAL LIST OF OUR MANY BARGAINS.

“TRY AND GET IT”

COME EVERY DAY

DURING THIS SALE
Bungalow Aprons, 2 for.................
Alarm Clocks, each............ ............
Outsize Silk Hose, black, gray and
airedalc, pair.......................................
Silk Hose, new spring shades, pai"
36 inch Voile, 3 yards....................
Printed Voile for Blouses, 2 pat
terns for..............................................
Ladies' Night Gowns, 2 for............
Summer Union Suits, sizes 46, 48,
and 50, each............................. ..
Feather Pillows, 2 for......................
Thermos Bottles, each....................
32 inch Ginghams, new patterns,
4 yards for............................. '.....
5’/2 yards Lockwood Cotton..........
Quilt-size Batts, 3 lbs.........................
Boston Bags, 1 5 in., black patent
leather finish, double strap handles
4 lbs. Gingham and Percale Pieces
for patchwork....................................
Children's Gingham Dresses, 6 to
14 years..............................................
Leatherette Suit Cases, good lock
and leather handles...........................
Coloved Blouses and White Dimity
Waists...................................................
Ladies’ fine quality Sleeveless Vests
39c value, 3 for............ ...................
Baby Carriage Blankets, 30x40,
pink and blue....................................
Children’s Rompers, 2 for . .............
Clothes Hampers, 3 sizes, each . . .
Children's 50c Ribbed Hose, black
and cordovan, 3 pairs for............
1 dozen Ready Hemmed Diapers
Rubber Aprons, 3 for............ ..
Colored Crepe for Dresses, yard . .
Colored Jap Crepe, 5 yards............
Women’s 75c Union Suits, 2 for. .
I set—Vest and Step-in . . ......
36 inch Lockwood Cotton, 6 yards
Infants' Knit Sweaters....................
36 in. wide Challie for Quilt Lin
ings, 6 yards........................... '.....
Rubber Capes for girls, sizes 8 to
14 years, worth $2.00; for ......
Ladies’ Colored and White Princess
Slips.....................................................

1.00 6 yards 39 in. Unbleached Cotton
1.00 Lunch Boxes......................................
1 % yards Turkey Red Damask. .
All
Linen Crash, 5 yards.................
1.00
Ladies’ Burson Hose, cordovan and
1.00
white, 4 pairs....................................
1.00 Children’s $1.25 Rompers............
White and Colored Plisse, 39c\al.,
1.00 3 yards.................................................
1.00 3 yards Oilcloth...............................
Ladies’ and Gents’ Umbrellas ....
1.00 3 yards 36 inch Cretonne...............
1.00 Corsets, several styles, all sizes. . .
1.00 Embroidered Pillow Cases, 2 for. .
Sheets, 72x90 ....................................
1.00 Ladies’ Colored Lingette Bloomers
1.00 Pillow Sips, 42x36, 4 for.................
1.00 6 yards Bleached Cotton.................
6 yards Percale..................................
1.00 Mercerized Table Damask, 54 in.,
2 yards
.......................................
White
Petticoats,
regular and out
1.00
size ........................................................
1.00 Sateen Petticoats, black and colored
ruffles....................................................
White
Enamel Cake and Bread Tins
1.0C
2 Envelope Chemise........................
1.0C 6 yards Crash Half Linen...............
25c White Long Cloth, 36 inches,
1.00 5 yards................................................
Ladies’ Butterfly Silk Hose, fash
1.00 ioned leg, all colors, black, brown
1.00 white, log cabin, pigeon, filbert and
1.00 coating, 2 pairs..................................
Kitchen Set, consists of I each 6,
1.00 7, 8 and 9 inch glass mixing bowl
1.00 and I measuring cup. For the set
1.00 Curtain Marquisette, white, 5 yards
1.00 Scalloped and Hemstitched Table
1.00 Cloths, 58x58 ....................................
1.00 Black Sateen Bungalow Aprons,
1.00 $1.25 and $1.39 value......................
1.00 White Petticoats, hamburg ruffle,
1.00 2 for.....................................................
Dark Gi*ey Camping Blankets, 4*/»
1.00 inch colored border, each..............
Japanese Work Baskets, 12 and 14
inches
. ...............................................
1.00
Crepe Bloomers, assorted colors,
1.00 regular and outsize, 2 for...............

E. B. Hastings
-.1 I
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1.00
1.00
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1.00
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1.00
1.00
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EMPIRE
THE THEATRE AROUND
THE CORNER

TODAY
PRISCILLA DEAN
THREE SHOWS—2:00, 6:45,' 8:30.

—In—

PRICES—10c, 15c, 20c

“The Crimson Runner”
“GALLOPING HOOFS”

RIN-TIN TIN
LAST TIME

—in-

Wednesday-Thursday
Two Big Features

'THE GIRL OF GOLD’

TODAY

“The Lighthouse By the Sea”
NEWS

COMEDY

—Wlfh—

FLORENCE VIDOR

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

—Also—

A PARAMOUNT PICTURE, WITH

CONSTANCE
TALMADGE.
—in—

“HER NIGHT
OF ROMANCE”
COMEDY

NEWS

Bryant Washburn
Billie Dove

SATURDAY
APRIL 25

FRIDAY
APRIL 24

THURSDAY
APRIL 23

BETTY COMPSON

“NEW LIVES FOR OLD”
Beautiful Betty playing two parts. Lendit - two lives, liv
ing two romances, till fate and France bring ha.'piness at'last.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES
W. P. STRONG

No Compson picture ever had such great entertainment
values as»“Ncw Lives For Old.”
FABLES

COMEDY

WATCHMAKER AND JEWELER
WALL PAPER
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
8UPPLIES
THOMASTON, MAINB

TuaS-tf

NEWS

A. C. MOORE

k R. CAMPBELL

Piano Tuner

Attorney At Law

WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CO.

I7B MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND. MB.

Every-Other-Day
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SAY “BAYER ASPIRIN” and INSIST I
Proved safe by millions and prescribed by physicians for

Headache

Neuralgia

Colds

Lumbago

Pain

Toothache

Neuritis

Rheumatism

Accept only

’Bayer’’ package
which contains proven directions.

Handy “Bayer” boxes of 12 tablets
Also bottles of 24 and 100—Druggists.
4»p!rln is the trade mark of Bayer Manufacture of Monoacetlcacidester of Salicylicacid

LYONS LOOKS BACKWARD
And Indulges In Some Timely Philosophy Relative To the
Granite Cutting Industry.

THEY SANG 'THE REDEMPTION”

GIFT OF TONGUES

Commendable Performance By the First Baptist Chorus
Choir Aided By Prominent Local Soloists.

Spiritual Phenomena That Is
Believed In By Many Peo
ple Today.

The a tonishingly unseasonable and given to preparation. Many of the
heavy snowstorm of Sunday did not. chorus were young singers to whom
the work ol' a greit master In music
prevent the filling of the auditorium
was a formidable thing to engage
of the First Baptist church when with and it is both a measure of the
Gounod’s famous oratorio. "The Ite- abilities of the director and the
demption," was sung by the choir of earnest co-operation of the singers
the chuia.h, augmented by a special; that sj smooth and creditable a pergroup of soloists and supported by|formance in so short a time could he
organ and orchestra. Had the even-I brought to paea.
ing been pleasant it is doubtful if the . The group of solo singers contains
house couid have held the people that the names of men and w omen of this
(he iwc-t-ijn must have attracted
city (two from Warren) who are do
The beautiful and impressive story ing much to help forward the cause
f the last days of the Christ as de of music. Their various parts in the
picted by Gounod was admirably program were sustained with high
rendered by the 40 singers under di credit. When they were joined by
rection of Mrs. Il’.chael S. Browne. the chorus in the ensemble numbers
The well-balanced chorus sang with the effect was most impressive. Tho
uch spirit, with sharpness of orchestral parts were played with a
attack
and quality
in shading dignity and expression that lent ef
that was as commendable as fective support to the evening's per
t was surprising in the light of formance. The details of the pro
the c mparative briefness of time gram are presented below.

THE EVENING PROGRAM
Rachel S. Browne, Director.
Elsa M. Hayden, Organist.
Faith G. Berry, Pianist.
Irville E. Luce, 'Cellist.
Albert E. Marsh, Violinist.
Herbert Kirkpatrick, Trumpeter.
Katherine Yeazie, Soprano; Lillian G. Joyce, Soprano; Helen
Wentworth, Soprano; Gladys St. Clair Jones, Contralto; Kathleen B.
Marston, Contralto: Harold W. Greene, Tenor; Chester A. Wyllie,
fenor, Raymond K. Greene, Baritone; Charles A. Rose, Jr. Bass;
ohn B. Robinson, Bass.
Grace G. Crie*. Florence T. McMillan, Margaret L. Simmons,
Beulah A. Rokes, Helen F. Gregory, Leila M. Hanna, Leola F. Rob
inson, Anita H. Cuningham, Lettie B. Kalloch, Wilma A. Carrol,
Edna M. Gregory, Alice A. Ames, Gladys Seaman, Rita A. Pack
ard, Faith E. Ulmer, Evelyn B. Hooper, Laurff Smallwood—
Sopranos.
Marjory G. Glidden, Gladys M. Grant, Muriel G. Hooper,
Pauline Saunders, Winola Richan, Elizabeth Hagar, Katherine L.
Keating—Altos.
G. Carl Cassens, Osmond A. Palmer, Francis G. Merchant, Fred
H. Haining, Theodore Sylvester—Tenors.
Kelly B. Crie, Hiram II. Crie, Horace P. Maxey, Donald
Small, Arnold Nelson—Basses.

The great concern exhibited by the; pal industries in Maine was the cutemployers about tile seriousness of ting of ice. Great storehouses lined
the apprentice proposition creates a the banks of the Kennebec. Penob
scot and other rivers. Thousands of
desire to review the possibilities for men and horses were given employ
industrial betterment that is offered ment cufting and storing the never
to Chose who engage in tue granite failing crop, and fleets of vessels
industry. The opportunity for ad were employed to transport the ice to
vancement is never presented as an different parts of the country. No
inducement to secure recruits. A outlay of money was necessary to
man may work at the business from I Produce the crop and no expert
youth to the extent of his usefulness; j Silent was necessary for its harvesthe may possess good manly qualifi- ! *nB’ 'ju! there came a day when
cations of citizenship and an expertI' notice was received that there would
knowledge of the workings of his lie a decided increase in the amount
trade, but the only position that ®f ir“ ,o be cut- and this was K°on
there is to aspire to is that of a followed by the announcement that
foremanship. and there are very few ice cutting in Maine/so far as the
Journeymen who consider this pro large companies were concerned
motion much of an advance from a would be * discontinued. This was
Job at the banker. In fact in many quite a severe blow, because there
instances it is looked upon as a very were communities that depended to
some extent upon the activities of
undesirable position.
I do not know Just what the de th? ice cutting business.
Well. v. hat brought this condition.
mand for men is under present con
certainly did rot don.iditions. but Judging from the adver-. I ab r unions ...
tisements in the Journal and other i;;a,p the n-ak.i g c. the ice or its .spaperav I am led to believe that there : tribution. bet in this age of scientific
may be a preference given to men | discovery and develepmont it was
found that ice could be made cheaper
those who have finished ability but j and better by artificial means and
who have advanced beyond tho there would bo no uncertainty about 3
ful period. This is the one! the quantity and quality of the co)lyouthf
fnr so
u may sad , up,
cause for
so m.nv
many of
of our
our members
members 1’™ Product Now v...
engaging in other branches of trade ;an(l
our lc;-producing rivers but
There are very few trades that are
Wore, houses will greet the eye
more exacting than granite cutting.
this once prominent industry has
An inexperienced painter can get on
d the once dominant and pr sthe side of a building with one or Perous granite mdustry of
1 laf
two practical men and he can get be Tree State. The decline cf the tee
all right- The same with a carpenter industry was brought alxiut by na
tural conditions, and it is not reason
and some other trades, but when a
able to supisose that there will ever
man is given a block of rough stone
be a return to the old source of sup
and a diagram he cannot put up any
kind of a .bluff without he has a ply but how about the granite busi
practical knowledge of the business. ness?
♦ • • •

A few years ago a young fellow
We sometimes read in our Journal
came to Vinalhaven from somewhere an expression of some enthusiastic
outside of the State of Maine. He brother pertaining to our (level pment
had a card showing him to be a a a trade organization and the
member In good standing. He ap unique position we now occupy as a
plied for a Job operaiing a surfacing dominant factor in the advanced field
machine and his ability to do that of militant labor. I have been trying
work was beyond
question. But hard to digest this proposition, hut
there came a stormy day and the somehow I cannot harmonize the
machine men were put into the shed. statements with the facts as they ap
If the boy had been wise enough to pear to me.
I have before me a Journal of Octo
have laid off during the stormy days,
he might have prolonged h'.s stay, ber. 1901. not so far back as to be
but he accepted a diagram and that beyond the memory of the medium
is as far as he got. He did not even aged member in our Association. In
know how tfl banker his stone. He this Journal I find an “ad" for 50
had no knowledge of the working of cutters for the American Stono Com
the trade beyond operating the sur pany at Portland. Maine; 23 monu
face cutter, and this is a very illumi mental cutters at Milford. N. H.; 51
nating illustration of the necessity cutters at Portsmouth. N. H.; 50 cut
of giving an apprentice a practical ters at Concord, N. II.; 50 cutters at
idea of the workings of the trade Northfield. Vt.; 35 cutters at Hall
outside of what can lie imbibed in a Quarry, Me., and about 150 for some
20 other jobs. In the March Journal
“school of art.’’
You can see in many of our manu there is an “ad’’ for two men and
facturing
institutions, on board this is about the extent of the regular
steamships and in other places, men monthly wants.
As a progressive trade proposition
Endowed with good physical and in
tellectual ability acting as engineers our modern development does not
both
mechanical and
electrical. seem to have much of an advanced
They may be well advanced in years, position over the earlier data In the
but the mero fact of their years of same Journal 1 find branch reports
experience working as journeymen fnm Vinalhaven. Hurricane Island
gives them a preference over younger Clark Island, Spruce Head, Hall
men of less ability, and I submit that Quarry. Bluehiil, Hallowell. Mt. Wal
men of these occupations and other do. North Jay. Portland. Waldolioro
similar trades have a future to look Stonington. Lewiston. Black Island,
forward to far beyond the vision of Calais and Banger The receipts from
the average granite cutter. Far be these branches for the month re
it from me to discourage any boy ferred to was approximately $1500
who has a desire to learn to be a indicating that there must have beer,
granite cutter, but my advice to him more than 2000 members as the dues
would be—save all you can of your were but 70 cents per month. These
earnings while you have the earning branches were all in the State of
ability and do not remain at tho, Maine. In October. 1923. which is the
banker until you are in a condition latest financial statement that I have
that unfits you to engage in some seen, with the dues at $2 per month,
the receipts from Maine were $875,
other occupation.
showing a membership of less than
300. as many of the members
The supposition was that the in Maine are paying half dues and less
troduction of machinery into the
granite business some 33 years ago
would bring wonderful results in the
It may lie argued that this decrease
•way of cheapening production, and in membership and financial receipts
as a consequence increase the de are but an incident in the ups and
mand for the rough and finished downs of business uncertainty liu
product to a considerable extent. there is nothing uncertain about the
■Now other causes may in a way lie conditions that exist at the present
responsible for the conditions that time, and there is no visible possibility
exist now, and that have existed that they will be improved. At Vinal
for the past few years in the granite haven, Hurricane Island. Spruce
industry, but there is one thing Head. Clark Island, Hall Quarry. Mt
sure and that is the fact that we Wald j, Waldoboro, and Bluehiil
have no illustration to hang up on where the principal industry used to
the wall depicting any
notable lie granite cutting, where the hoy
achievement either in the develoi
followed in their fathers' footsteps in
ment of trade organization, or the the paths that led to the stone shed
demand for men and material during and quarries, the sound of the ham
those departed years. Eliminate the mers is discontinued, not temporarily
monumental
business
from
the because the plants are dismantled b
reckoning, and the granite industry y ind resuscitation. The men young
•would not hold a very high position en iugh to follow the trade are scat
in a list of predominating tradestercl all over the country and the
Forty years ago it would have been branches are kept alive by the mem
considered a great Joke for anyone ber- who have outlived their ac
to advance the idea that in a few tlvlt.v and who do not wander far
years granite would lie cut by ma from home.
chinery. and along that same line
In the c rr.cr grocery store and
the day may not be fdf distant other favorite haunts you can find
when a substitute material will dis them discussing the merits of th
place the use of granite and marble old time contracts and the good quali
for monumental purposes. Stranger tie: of their old butties. There i
things than this have happened. 1 unquestionably something unnatural
am not hastening the day. but If it and radically wrong about these con
should come, t'he granite hills oi (litions and it is a reflection upon
Vermont and New Hampshire will the intelligence of our Association to
take on a silence that will coincide admit that nothing can be done or
with the conditions now existing in 6ven considered for a general better
the abandoned quarries of the State ment of trade conditions.
Thos. J. Lyons, 89
of Maine.
In the Granite Cutters' Journal
A few years ago. one of our princi-

Part Ono

March to Calvary
Orchestra, Soli and Chorus (Mr. Rose, Mr. R. Greene)
The Crucifixion
Soli and Chorus (Mr. H. Greene, Mr. Rose)
(a) The Reproaches
Chorus and Quartette (Mrs. Veazie, Miss Jones, Mr. Wyllie,
Mr. Robinson)
Mary at the Foot of the Cross
Soli (Miss Jones, Mr. II. Greene, Mr. R. Greene)
Chorus, Quartette (Mrs. Wentworth, Mrs. Marston,
Mr. II. Greene, Mr. Rose) Choral
The Two Thieves
Soli (Mr. Rose, Mr. H. Greene)
The Death of Jesus
Solo (Mr. Rose)
(a) Darkness
Orchestra and Soli (Mr.TI. Greene, Mr. Rose)
(b) Earthquake
Duet (Mr. II. Greene, Mr. Rose)
The Centurion
S'olo and Choral (Mr. Rose)
Part Two

Prophetic Choir

Chorus
The Holy Women at the Sepulchre
Soli (Mr. 11. Grene, Miss Rokes) and Trio (Mrs. Wentworth,
Miss Jones, Mrs. Marston)
Chorus, Obligato (Mrs. Veazie)
Jesus Appearing to the Holy Women
Soli (Mr. H. Greene, Mr. R. Greene)
The Sanhedrim
Duet (Mr. II. Greene, Mr. Rose) and Male Choruses
The Holy Women Before the Apostles
Duet (Mr. Greene, Mr. Rose)
Trio (Mrs. Wentworth, Miss Jones, Mrs.,Marston)
Chorus, Obligato (Mrs. Veazie)
Jesus Appearing to the Apostles
Soli (Mr. H. Greene, Mr. R. Greene)
Final Choruses
A Lovely Appear Over The Mountains
Solo and Chorus (Mrs, Joyce)
B Unfold, Ye Portals Everlasting
Chorus

Aririculturn I
^^asg^Descriptinn

Catalog,

DAVIS
BAKING
POWDER
Blot out those sleepless nights
with DR. M. HERMANCE’S ASTH
MA &. HAY FEVER MEDICINE.
Good for the whole family for
Coughs, Colds, Influenza and all
Bronchial Troubles.

de-

FISH THAT FLIRT

Fish That Climb Trees, Live Teddy
Bears and Vest Pocket Deer In Ma
lay Peninsula.

There are today questions being
discussed perhaps as never before
in relation to the Spiritual gifts.
We have now in the person of
Charles Higgins. B. A., and edlter
American Encyclopedia Rrittaniea,
together with nearly one hundred ed
ucators and Bible students who are
classed as the best authority on the
question under consideration that the
world can produce, among whom arc
the following, as well as many
others and whom lack of space for
bids mention; Kev. Horatius Bonar.
II. D„ Kelso. N. B„ author of “The
Land of Promise.’’ etc.. Rev. George
E Day, D. D„ Prof of Biblical The
ology, Yale College, New Haven,
Conn., C. C. Felton, L L. D., Prof, of
Greek Literature, Harvard Univer
sity, Cambridge, Mass., Rev. D. T
Smith. D. D„ Prof, of Sacred Litera
ture. Theological Seminary, Bangor,
Maine. Rev. Joseph P Thompson. D.
D„ author of "Egypt, Past and Pres
ent," New York City, and Rev. Calvin
E. Stowe, I). D„ Late Prof, of Sucre!
Literature, Theological Seminary,
Andover, Mass
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One writer gives us a few simple
but impressive words oil the subject.
In part he says: “Whatever views
men have taken of a phenomenon so
marvellous and exceptional as the
Spiritual gifts,—'Gift of Tongues.'
and the ’Trance,’ it is an undisputed
fact from highest authority that this
supernatural phenomenon will and
does influence and control, and we
believe there are high and low, true
and false operations, of the same.’’
Charles Higgins, B. A., in Key to the
Bible will enlighten on the subject in
so far as human . knowledge will
reach.
In so doing Mr. Higgins to
gether with his writers from no the
oretical school, no ereed or doctrine,
gives the facts as they are and goes
no further.
His writers, we be
lieve have reached the highest peak
so far as human knowledge can go,
on this subject.
If we could go
farther we would get the glory.
God has It fixed just right—He often
takes the weak things to confound
the wise, as the Word teaches
In
other words these supernatural
spiritual gifts come often to the most
humble, and faith coupled with true
Christian character gives them an
experimental
knowledge
coming
from the Holy Spirit wfhich will
outshine our most keen knowledge
on the subject In every respect.
But we must remember, as Mr. Hig
gins explains, that there are true
and false systems, and if sin con
trols the individual the false powers
have fertile soil in which to work
They who truly worship God must
worship in spirit and truth, and the
true spirit will not enter a defiled
temple to demonstrate through the
Spiritual gifts. The publishers of
the “Key to the Bible" say in par'..
The light of scientific discoverv
wherever turned finds its ray touch
ing some divine law expressed in the
language of the Bible, or found in
the inspired words of the prophets.

Whichever way man may turn
his logic, his thoughts, his reason,
his investigations, he finds some
hidden truth of the Bible laid hare to
his intelligence. It is vain for man
to hope to find another way to
eternity or to the eternal shore
whither he is drifting, than through
the Bible in which he finds the de
signs of God visible, and against
which he can only struggle in vain.
Men are finding this out and are
making a more serious and compre
hensive study of the Bible It con
tains the only practical system of the
science of eugenics.
The Divine
Law is Infinite, eternal, unchange
able. because it pertains to spiri
tual things which never change.
And no man know» when the end of
all things shall come. It is sufficient
for him to know that his personal
end will not be long in coming.
Now concerning spiritual gifts:
The gift of tongues. 1. The word
employed throughout the New Testa
ment is used (1) for the bodily or
gan "of speech. The prevalent belief
of the church has been that in the
Pentecostal gift the disciples re
ceived a supernatural knowledge of
all such languages as they needed
for their work as evangelists. The
knowledge was permanent. Widely
diffused as this belief has been It
must he remembered that it goes be
yond the data which the New Tes
lament supplies us. Each Instance
of the gift recorded in the Acts
connect it. not with the work of
teaching, but with that of praise and
adoration. Not the normal order of
men's lives, hut with the exception
al epochs in them
Critics of a negative school have,
as might be. expected, adopted the
easier course of rejecting the narra
tive altogether or in part. What
then are facts actually brought be
fore us?
What inferences may be
legitimately drawn
from them?
(1). The utterance of words by the
desriples In other languages than
their own Is distinctly asserted. (2)
The words spoken appear to have
teen determined, not by the will of
the speaker, but by the Spirit which
gave them utterance- (3). The word

Fish that flirt and fish that climb
trees, monkeys that brush their teeth
after every meal, and again before
going to l.ed at night, l.-.e Teddv
bears, vest pocket deer, birds that
sleep upside down—these were only
a few of tile animals described hv
Carveth Wells. F. R. G. -K., explorer
in a lecture reciting his six years of
adventure in the jungles of the Malay
peninsula
Mr. Wells' lecture, a feature of the
"Association night" at the New York
City liar Association, was illustrated
A deer which measured seven inches
was among the strange animals he
described.
The tree climbing fish was one
which came out of the water to play
on the beach.
It was a frolicsome
creature, according to Mr. Wells, who
said that "when you tickle its tummy
it swells up with air and bounces
about for sheer happiness.”
Another finny freak wax the flirt
Ing fish, the only swimming animal
known to have a genuine wink. This
coquettish creature, Mr. Wells said
was known as the periopthulmus
schiderls, which is Greek for "eye
winker.”
The live Teddy bear, when fully
grown, he said, was 15 'inches high
and looked precisely like the toy.,
Even smaller was the vest pocket
deer, which measured seven inches
front hoof to horn.
I
There was the hygienic monkey, so J
careful of his health that after every
meal and before going to bed at night
he repaired to the nearest stream and ,
brushed his teeth with the aid of the '
first finger of his right hand.
There was the bird which slept
upside down.
“But then," Mr. Wells continued,
"everything Is upside down In the
Malay jungles."
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TOURING CAR
The first cars bearing Dodge Brothers
name were Touring Cars.
They were good and sturdy cars, so good
and so sturdy that no radical change innasic
design has been found necessary during
these ten intervening years.
This fact has had far-reaching results. It has
enabled Dodge Brothers to dedicate those
ten years to the constant betterment of the
original product.

More recently this endless process of im
provement has manifested itself in various
and impressive ways—in a new degree of
riding comfort, a new smoothness of opera
tion, a new and appealing beauty of line,
and in those special details of appointment
which distinguish the Special Touring Car.
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used has a special association with
the oracular speech of true or false
prophets and appears to Imply some
peculiar, perhaps musical, solemn
Intonation. (4). The tongues were
uSed, as an instrument, not of teach
ing, but of praise. (5) Those who
spoke them seemed to others to be
under the Influence of some strong
excitement, “full of new wine.” Di
vine work in these cases take the
form of a supernatural exaltation of
the memory.
(4).
The gift of
tongues is definitely asserted to he
a fulfillment of the prediction o:
Joel 2:28.
Connected with the
"tongue:!"
there goes a source of corresponding
power of interpretation. Traces of
the gift are found, as has been said,
in the Epistle to the Romans, tho
Galatians, the Ephesians. The disap
pearance of the "tongues" was grad
ual. Now a wider question of deep
interest presents itself. Can wc find
in the religious history of mankind
any facts analogous to the manifes
tation of the "tongues?” The three
characteristics are, as have been
seen, (1). An ecstatic state of partial
or entire unconsciousness. (2) The
utterance of words In tones startling
and impressive, hut often conveying
no distinct meaning. (3). The use
of languages which the speaker at
other times was unable to converse
in. The history of tho Bahle pre
sents us with some instances in
which the gift of prophecy has ac
companiment of this nature.
The quotation by St- Paul (I Cor.
14:21) with the phenomena of tho
"tongues" present to his mind. lie
saw in them the fulfillment of the
prophet’s words. A remarkable para
llel to the text thus interpreted is
found In Hos 9:7.
In regard to the word "trance" ns
spoken of In the Bible this great ed
ucator says In part: Whatever ex
planation may be given of it. it is
true of many, if not of most of those
who have left the stamp of their own
character on the religious history of
mankind, that they have been liable
to pass at times into this abnormal
state. As in other things so also
here, the phenomena are common to
higher and lower, to true and to false
systems.
Remember, though different in
form, the trance belongs to the same
class of phenomena as the gift of
"tongues," and is connected with the
"visions and revelations of the Lord."
In some cases indeed It is the chosen
channel for such revelation. (Acts
10, 11, 22.) For.the most part the
■apostle drew a veil over these more
mysterious experiences.
(2 Cor.
12:1-4.)
William IL Miller
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The Formula
on Every Can
V Guarantees
Long Wear
N every can of Monarch 100 per cent Pure
House Paint you will find an exact list of in
gredients.
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This formula is your best insurance against the
extreme weather conditions of ouuNew England
climate.

It tells you that Monarch Paint contains only
white lead, zinc oxide, linseed oil, and turpen
tine drier—each 100 per cent pure—scientifi
cally mixed to withstand rain, wind, and sun
longer than any paint you ever used.
Monarch Paint does not chalk or blister and
covers 25 per cent more surface—because it hl
100 per cent pure. Every can ;s sold subject to
chemical analysis.

JOHN A. KARL & CO.
305 MAIN STREET

ARBORETUM BUDGE",

Previously reported .....................
A. K. McAlary, flockland ..........
Lucy Farwell, Rockland ..........
Marcia Farwell, Rockland
5
A- W. Wright, Rockland .
1 1
J W Robinson, Rockland .
lulwin L. Brown. Rockland
Appleton, April 18.
Henry A Howard, Rocklan
Stonington Furniture Co., I ockWEST APPLETON
land ......................................
Mr. and Mrs. William Prescott of William I). Talbot .............
South Montville were Sunday guests
of Mr- and Mrs. M. E. Harriman.
Total to date ............................... $235
Mra. Charles Fuller of Togus is at
N. W. Lermond, Director.
her home here for a brief stay.
M. E. Harriman is working for
WHITE RIBBON DATES
Charles Dickey of Searsmont. \
Mrs Althea G. Quimby, state presi
Otis Loveland of Camden is board
ing with Mrs. Edna Moody.
dent of the Women’s Christian Tem
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Hall of North perance Union, announced that the
Searsmont were Sunday guests at dates for the State Convention to be
■William McLain’s.
held in Auburn are Sept. 30 to Oct.
Sunday guests at George Fowlie’s 2. Mrs. Ella A- Boole will be the na
were Mr. and Mrs. Karl Heath, Mr. tional speaker. Delegates will be
and Mrs. Harlan Simmons and chosen to the National Convention
Murry Simmons of Union.
at Detroit, Mich., November 12-19
Mis» Edith Wadsworth of Augusta which will be co-ordinated with the
was a caller of Mrs. Bdna Moody World League Convention on the
Saturday.
same dates.

ROCKLAND, ME.

STONINGTON
Tiie class parts were assigned in
the high school this week as fol
low ■»: Valedictory, Helen Noyes; sal
utatory, Muriel Eaton; history, Her
bert Noyes; prophecy, Bernice Dority; presentation of gifts , Murid
Milne and Ebner Gross; class will,
Leona (Sellers; Address to Under
graduates, Madolyn Eaton; class
poem. Clyde Stinson; class ode, Her
man Hutchinson; class oration, Wil
liam Allen.

LADIES!

All the beauty creamt on earth
can’t give you an active liver.
Keep your stomach sweet and
your liver active. You will
be repaid with sparkling
eyes—clear, smooth, healthy
skin—and a breath with the
odor of Spring.

Chamberlain’s Tablets
will do it. Get a bottle of these pink
tablets for 26 cts. Take two to-night
They are prompt in action, pleasant
in effect
Sold everywhere

